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Rules change 
City backs down on ban on 
cemetary decorations thanks to 
public outcry\NEWS A5 
t . - - . -  , 
Well on their way 
Caledonia apprenticeship program 
teaches students skills to build a 
future\COMMUNITY B1 
i B.C,'s best bantam fastbail 
iplayers will be here for provincials [in two weeks\SPORTS 
WEDNESDAY 
June 21, 2000 TAND RD $1,00 PLUS 7¢GST ........ ($1.10 plus fl¢ GST outside of the Terrace area) " VOL: 13N0.11 
Airline 
chops 
quick 
tickets 
IT JUST got even more 
expensive to fly out of 
Terrace if you're trying to 
leave on short notice. 
Canadian Regional Air- 
lines this month elimina- 
ted its three-day advance 
fares, which had allowed 
passengers to book flights 
as little as 72 hours before 
travelling for $564 includ- 
ing all taxes. 
Try booking a flight 
three days ahead now and 
you'll pay $805 including 
taxes, say local travel 
agents. 
The change was part of 
the process of making Ca- 
nadian Regional's fare 
system consistent with Air 
B.C.'s. 
"The three-day fare 
caused all kinds of confu- 
sion both in the travel 
agent community• and with 
our customers," said Ca- 
nadian Regional spokes- 
man Dean Brawn. 
It's effectively another 
increase in the cost of fly- 
ing here, particularly for 
business travellers and 
other people who have to 
fly on short notice. 
"The lower fares are 
dissappearing," said Diane 
Francis of Uniglobe Tra- 
vel. 
People trying to pay 
less now have to try to 
book seven days ahead to 
get a return fare of $559 
including taxes. Those 
flights require a minimum 
two day stay and you must 
fly out at night and come 
back on a morning flight. 
On the plus side, more 
seats are available to be 
booked now that Canadian 
has added a fourth flight in 
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.. Vigi l  on this week 
TERRACE LITTLE THEATRE actors Alan Weston and Sharon Lynch are on stage again this week for 
benefit shows of their play .Vigil June 22, 23, and 24. The performances are to help the theatre troup 
raise money for their trip to Ladner to compete at Mainstage. 
Many job losses possible 
as a result of land-use plan 
NEARLY 300 forest industry jobs 
could be threatened in this area if a 
local land-use plan places it major 
emphasis on protection of grizzly 
bears. 
That's one of the findings in a re- 
port on impacts of various scenarios 
being considered by Kalum Land 
and Resource Management Plan 
participants. 
190 and as many as 275 direct log- 
ging and sawmill jobs would be lost 
in this area in the first decade. 
When indirect and induced losses 
are added, the number of jobs elimi- 
nated climbs to as high as 420. 
Terrace would be the hardest hit 
community by the job losses, the re- 
port says. 
Despite the-findings, process co- 
They're meeting this week in an ordinator Eamon O'Donoghue is 
effort to hammer out the final details hopeful the group will find a solution 
of the plan. in this week's meetings. 
The biggest job is settling the  He said the thinking is logging 
contentious issue of grizzly bear can be planned in such a way to ac- 
management, the factor calculated tually increase forage areas for griz- 
to have the greatest impact on jobs. zly bears. 
In four out of five scenarios and- That, he said, may allow grizzly 
lyzed, the report projects at least protection that won't cause huge job 
losses. 
"The table has worked really well 
getting through some of these tough 
issues," O' Donoghue said. 
Underway today and Thursday, 
the meetings are the final ones sche- 
duled. 
LRMP participants are supposed 
to hash out the grizzly bear manage- 
ment question, as well as an en- 
hanced timber management zone, 
and an outstanding issue Irround bio- 
diversity. 
One remaining possible protected 
area, in the upper Copper River val- 
ley, is also being considered. 
If a final agreement is concluded, 
he said, they'll go to public review 
with it over the summer. 
Morale the topic of nospital survey 
THE TERRACE and Area 
Community Health Coun- 
cil is surveying its em- 
ployees to find what it can 
do to boost morale. 
Employees at Mills 
Memorial Hospital and at 
Terraceview Lodge have 
suffered from years of bud- 
get cuts which hits lead :to 
criticisms about the result, 
ing level t)f services, 
"We want to find out The survey will be re- Kuntz. 
the state of morale. To leased when completed, One method to increase 
have employees give us he added, moral has already oc- 
input on how they feel and One possible morale curred, the renovating of 
what the issues are," said booster is re-opening the the front lobby area and 
council chief executive cafeteria, closed years ago installation of a coffee and 
Dieter Kuntz. because of spending re- food bar. 
"We 've  indicated, straints; The food bar is a pri- 
where possiblci we~ will But that will only be vale business and there's 
address and :rectify thesi- d0ue if  it operates on a no financial involvement 
• tuations indicated hllthe break.even basis and won't on the par lor  the health 
st rvey, : . . . . .  reqt re a s tbs  dyi sad council, said Kuntz, 
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School 
on bench 
set to go 
Constructi0n this summer 
despite Parkside uncertainty 
CONSTRUCTION OF a 
new $3.3 million elemen- 
tary school on the bench is 
almost a reality, despite 
the fact the school district 
expects a continuous dr'op 
in student enrolment in the 
following years. 
Secretary treasurer 
Marcel Georges said the 
new school should go to 
tender in about three 
weeks, and construction 
should starl soon after. 
He expects the new 
250-student school to be 
completed by September 
2001. 
George said although 
the school board just 
looked at closing Parkside 
Elementary School due an 
expected decline in stu- 
dent enrolment nnmbers in 
Terrace next September, 
the new school will still be 
built. 
He said the education 
ministry wants to build the 
new school to eliminate 
the portables being used at 
Uplands E lementary 
school. 
"That was the NDP's 
main goal. That's what 
Glen Clark wanted: No 
more portables in the 
school system," Georges 
said. 
Georges added that 
when the board applied for 
funding for the new school, 
five years ago, the district 
had a surplus of elemen- 
tary students. 
Concerned parent 
Randy Hall, whose child 
i!!i~i!i!! 
C~ 
MATT WEDEL, a journeyman plumber, works on 
Terrace's newest linear park: the Grand Trunk Path- 
way. Wedel is digging out a sprinkler head. 
Marcel Georges 
a|tends Parkside Elemen- 
tary, doesn't understand 
why the board would con- 
sider building a new 
school on the bench when 
they are looking into clos- 
ing another down else- 
where in the city. 
"There 's  ch lss rooms 
awdlable in existing 
schools if they shifted 
around students," Hall 
said. 
tle added: "Knowing as 
a taxpayer we are spend- 
ing money based on a five 
year plan that isn't applic- 
able, isn't right." 
The new school, loca- 
ted on the Southeast cor- 
ner of Bailey Street and 
Soucie Avenue, will house 
200 elementary students 
and 50 kindergarten stu- 
dents. 
Linear park 
takes shape 
TIlE FRESH asphalt winds 
its way through tile newly 
planted trees and over the 
mounds of dirt studded 
with brightly coloured 
flags, 
The flags and the dirt 
may be an indication that 
Terrace's new linear park, 
the Grand Trunk Pathway 
. is still under construction 
but the park is starting to 
take shape into a biker, 
blader and walker's dream. 
The strip of park run- 
ning ahmg Hwy 16 is right 
on schedule, said Steve 
Scott, superintendent for 
parks and recreation. 
1'he project will be fin- 
ished June 30, but the 
opening ceremonies I rren't 
set until August. 
That's because the 
mounds of dirt would get 
in the way. 
going to do is hy t 
and we want to get in a 
couple of mows before 
then to make the grass 
look nice," said Scoll. 
Work on the park slat- 
ted in tire spring after tire 
city rec¢ivetl federal and 
proviitCial nlillennittln 
gr'iints for the project.  
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Hospital audit may not 
be magic bullet- MLA 
SKEENA NDPMLA Hel- that the money is going health ministry may not then stopped, said Gies- 
mut Giesbrecht is worried where it is supposed to look kindly on repeated re- brecht. 
that a financial audit of go." quests for more money, the In the meantime, 
Mills Memorial Hospital That will leave the MLAsaid. there's still no word on 
may bring unwanted re- broader issues such as "My view is that exter- what budget Mills will get 
suits, money for regional and nal reviews don't help us," this year from the provin- 
The audit, to be con- specialty services unre- he added in noting that cial government. 
ducted by the finance solved, Giesbrecht added, one such review in the And Giesbrecht said 
ministry in response to let- It's this provision ofser, early 1990s recomr~ended he's having no luck in 
ters from a local health vices, such as having out- that orthopedic surgical finding out any informa- 
watch group questioning of-area patients admitted services be taken from the tion. 
a t  Mills, to the intensive care ward Kitimat hospital -and Last year, Giesbrecht 
moved to Prince Rupert. and the community health 
And Giesbrecht said an council had an early 
earlier review at Mills, glimpse at the proposed 
also in the early 1990s, re- budget. 
sulted in a recognition that They didn't like the 
it needed more money, numbers and there was 
That money was provi- then time to successfully 
ded for a while, but was lobby for an increase. 
expenditures 
won't consider broader po, 
licy ~ssues, says Gies- 
brecht. 
Health watch group 
members, however, hope 
the efficiency audit will 
then set the stage for more 
money for the hospital. 
"It'll only address the 
issue if Mills Memorial is 
functioning the way it 
should." said Giesbrecht. 
here, which has placed a 
strain on the hospital's 
budget. 
Health ministry officials 
have so far not been kind 
to the position that Mills 
acts as a regional centre 
for some specialties. 
They've also said Mills 
gets enough money to ful- 
fil its function as a local 
hospital. 
"It won't make any state- "That's all the audit 
ments about fund ing  may-say - the revenue is 
levels." in accordance with the 
"The office doing the funding formula, period," 
audit is totally non-politi- said Giesbrecht. 
cal.. It will just look to see That being the case, the 
Fill-in docs sought 
to ease shortage 
of obstetricians 
IT WILL take a while 
longer before a general 
practitioner will be certi- 
fied to do caesarian sec- 
tions here and help make 
up for the loss of one of 
the city's two obstetri- 
cians. 
Work is still in progress 
to get general practitioner 
Dr. Willem Fourie certi- 
fied so he'll be able to 
handle some of the on-call 
and emergency work on 
evenings and weekends, 
said Terrace and Area 
Community Health Coun- 
cil chief executive officer 
Dieter Kuntz. 
Pregnant women here 
that he would soon be able 
to work here were incor- 
rect. 
"Dr. Almas has not 
agreed to certify Dr. 
Fourie," Kuntz said. "For 
that reason he (Fourie) has 
made arrangements o be 
certified by Dr. Pienaar in 
Prince Rupert." 
Fourie needs to perform 
three elective caesarian 
sections under Pienaar's 
guidance in Prince Rupert 
to get certification, he 
said, adding that could 
take some time. 
"We're talking in terms 
of a month, maybe two 
months- I don't know." 
were warned this month  That's just one stop-gap 
they .migh t have :)9. b¢~ : .mF.asure.=while th  search 
transferred out of '  town continues for a permanent 
' after obstetrician find gy- replacemerit for Wa[s0n. 
necologist Dr. Sheila Wat- "We're still recruiting 
son left town. 
Her departure left Dr. 
Lani Almas here, who 
could not be expected to 
be on-call every night of 
the week. 
Kuntz said statements 
attributed to him in last 
, week's Standard that Four- 
ie would be certified by 
working with Almas and 
From front 
for a permanent replace- 
ment," Kuntz confirmed. 
Almas said she is also 
working to arrange short- 
term fill-in coverage by 
various out-of-town obste- 
tricians. 
The first one could be 
here as early.as July 7th 
for a five-day stint, she 
said. 
Some Rupertites 
flying from here 
and out of Terrace starting 
July 17. 
That means there are 
also more seats available 
than previously for people 
trying to use up frequent 
flier points. 
The crunch for seats in 
Prince Rupert, however, 
where just two  flights a 
day go in and out, has 
prompted, some people 
there to book travel out of 
the Terrace airport, rather 
than Prince Rupert. 
Contributing to that de- 
cision is the fact higher 
airport fees and the ferry to 
the airport on Digby Island 
add about $44 to the price 
of each ticket in the port 
city, Francis said. 
"I have about six 
clients in Prince Rupert 
who book with me out of 
Terrace," she said. 
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P!CNICI BFICKPFICKS 
:":-:::':~~:~:"'~:':iSlocked "with 
picnic es.s~nlials 
See our g reat l ine .o f  BBQ 
marinades,:' ueggi:e"dips ~i!~: 
and bread dippingsauce~ 
Open FridayS"'til.9 p:m,:. ::: 
RANDY DOMBOWSKY 
Regional Director and 
W. JOHN ACRES 
Associate Regional Director 
are pleased to announce the 
recent addition of 
CHERYL HABART 
to the Terrace office, 
Cheryl brings to Investors Group 20 years of banking experience with the last 
14 years in Terrace. 
Investors Group Financial Service Inc. has more than 3.600 consultants across 
Canada and more than 38 billion in assets under management and has been 
serving investors for over 70 yers. 
Cheryl welcomes her friends and acquaintances to call her at 
(250) 635-0601 
~rr l l~c '~, t=, ,~ Toll Free 1-800-764-1777 
~p~ Terrace, BC 
Chicken 
Legs 
Back Attached. 
Seasoned. Individually 
Quick Frozen. Sold in 
a 4 kg box for only 
%.80. LIMIT TWO. 
b ............ I I  SAVE at least 
33¢/Ib. Safeway Club Price 
k9 
Russet 
•jii" New Crop. 
Product of U.S.A. 
• No, I Grade. 
SAVE at least $2,00 Safeway Club Price 
" ..... Safeway 
Punches__ , ,  
~ I  I~ '~" :Z~t -~:~~l~ ~''~)I Or Lemonade, m i '  
l ~  ~ - . ~ ~ . : ' ; !  Or Bel-air. Assorted r , ~,T .... . ~ ~ ~ - ! I  ,avour,. 3s5 mL. 
~'~"~',~'~1,'~ t '~ '~~,~' !~ FIRST FIVE- Combined ~ ,  ~ I ~ ' ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~  var eties ~B 
. s ,~z .~ . • " "~ sv,.  '~"'~ 
/ - '  SAVE at least ~ m V l  
Lucerne ice 
,Cream 
; ~ ~ ~ :  Assorled varieties, i m 
~ . ~ ; ~ ~  : ~,fa~,).~;;~ Combined varieties. B m [] 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :  SAVEat least RIB~I'm~ 
f3,10ontwo 
- - - - - -%t~~e~;  Safeway Club Price 
Italian I Mini 
Bread Car "" h~-~ nations 680 g. ~ ~  :~%:-. ~ ., 
. . . . . . . . .  r~ .~ ~ ~. ~,~ .~'::""~' Growers Bunch 
I~u l r  u r~ l l  =.- L ~ ;  ~, '~,~=~i , -~  
li ~ i.t~. ~ "~: '~:~ GET ONE I~ ' :~~J '~ 'A  ~ ~ I 
[~ i~ SAVEat '-: 
least $2.38 ~ SAVE.at It 
lub least f2,00 :i 
' t 
Lc cals eye 
bsidy to 
start more 
(;qild care 
By SARAH GLEN 
A PROVINCIAL initiative to kick in close to 
half the cost of after-school care for children 
from grade one to age 12 is getting mixed re- 
views from Terrace-based care providers. 
The program, which starts January I, 2001, 
will offer after-school care for $7 a half-day -
almost half of the present cost of $16. 
But whether Terrace children will benefit 
from tile program is still up in the air. 
"Terrace might not be able to take advan- 
tage of the program if we can't set-up after- 
school-based care," said Nancy Ellis, a minis- 
try of social development and economic secur- 
ity financial aid worker who works at The 
Family Place. 
Ellis notes that Terrace's only after-school 
care facility, Kids at Play daycare, is the only 
local daycare that qualifies for the provincial 
grant, but its 14 spaces are full. 
So while the opportunity is available for 
Terrace parents to save on after-school care 
costs, there are no extra spots available for 
children. 
"Our situation here isn't going to change 
too much," said Kids at Play child care pro- 
vider DeLorra Wall. "We are already full." 
Faced with a mass of children in need of 
care, a local committee working through The 
Family Place is spearheading a proposal to 
open after-school care in or close to Terrace 
elementary schools. 
The Child Care Planning Committee is 
working to beat the January deadline, so the 
new spots will qualify for the provincial grant. 
"There is not a lot of support for children 
after school," said Ellis, who is a member of 
the committee. "Parents are doing what they 
have to do, but kids really should have a place 
-: THE LUCKY ONES: Three kids and child care provider, DeLorra Wall (middle) from Kids 
at  Play daycare enjoy a game of cards. The centre is the only one in Terrace that offers 
after-school care for children. Only 14 spaces are available at the daycare. 
to go." 
While the committee is planning for more 
spaces to be made available by September, 
Darlene Westerman, program coordinator at 
The Family Place and another committee 
member, believes a more realistic goal will be 
80 more spaces made available by January. 
"If  we had existing spaces available for 
kids this news would be great," said Wester- 
man. "But we don't. So we have to try to set 
up something before the government deadline. 
It'll be tight." 
The new provincial program stems from a 
1999 discussion paper, BuiMing a Better Future 
for British Columbia's Kids, which outlined the 
availability of publically funded child care as 
a key concern for parents - especially single 
parents who often can't afford the extra care. 
Skeena Cel to be eco-certified by July 
SKEENA CELLULOSE figures it 
will have much of its forestry 
operations certified by an inde- 
pendent agency as early as next 
month. 
The company just finished its 
second audit under the Interna- 
tional Standards Organization 
(ISO) 14001 process, said forester 
Archie Mlll~Donald, ~th'd,~the third 
t~ t~ and filial ,~a~ttit is sei ;~'~,, the'!~l'st 
"We're getting very close to 
the big day," MacDonald said. 
SCI and most other forest corn -  
operations. 
"We just felt it was real good 
business as we learned about it," 
he said. 
Unlike other northwest opera- 
tors, like West Fraser and lnterfor, 
SCI hasn't yet faced major de- 
mands from environmental groups 
out to change logging on the 
Kalum, Bulkley and Kispiox for- 
est districts. 
He said they want certification 
in place because some major 
buyers, such as Home Depot, 
have set deadlines for phasing out 
use of uncertified wood from con- 
tested areas. 
"The marketplace is requesting 
panies in the province have em- 
barked on eco-certification as a 
means of reassuring buyers in for- 
eign markets that its operations 
are sensitive to the environment. 
It involved a massive training 
program for all Skeena Cellulose 
staff and their contractors, Mac- 
Donald said. 
~' "~'":~:" ~,":"i. 2 certified' w.q.°dland.s ope.rations, '' The exercise began';iia-::response ,,, coast. :,~ ..:,:: , , .  
to demands from 6~y'e'i'Si'i;or assuT~::' ;; !! :We: hd~)en't "~fec¢ived tl~'~ :~ I~e~fidded¢ `~''"'" ~".+'~"':='~' '-':;:;:":" ~, ,i 
ances about SCI s f6rest pracbces, same~p}essures a~'i;fil~'Eentral'~ ..... :" ;t'h'6':'lSO'"l~1001""/:~t[iftehlign 
But MacDonald said it also re- north coast," MacD0nald said, may be a starting point to go l~or 
suited in significant business adding SCI operates further north more rigorous certification under 
benefits through streamlined and east of those areas, in the other schemes, he said. 
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N ews In Brief 
Lakes get more fish 
OVER 85,000 fish will get new homes in the north 
this month after an annual restocking campaign 
gets underway. 
Onion lake, south of Terrace and an unnamed 
Kwintahl lake northwest of New Aiyansh are two 
of the 24 Skeena region lakes set to receive the 
new residents. 
This region will get rainbow, coastal cutthroat 
trout and eastern brook char that originate from the 
Kootenay, Fraser Valley and Clearwater provincial 
trout fisheries. Both Onion Lake and the unnamed 
Kwintahl lakes wil l:  receive between 3,000 to 
5,000 rainbow trout. 
The fish-stocking campaign provides fishing for 
freshwater anglers in 1,100 lakes across the pro- 
vince and is part of the B.C. agriculture, food and 
fisheries ministry. 
Two presidents here 
TWO NORTltWEST politicians have been elected 
to the top spots in two organizations. 
Regional District chair and Kitimat councillor 
Jeanne Monaghan has been elected president of 
the Federation of Canadian Municipalities. 
The national body re- 
presenting tile country's / towns and cities held its 
annual convention ear- I I lier this month. 
And Terrace city 
councillor Rich McDa- 
niel has been re-elected 
president of the Yellow- 
head ttighway Assoeia- I 
,ion, a group that lob- i 
bins to advance tile use ,:.,:~i~::l 
of the Highway 16 corri- 
dor and for improve- Jeanne  Monaghan 
meats to it. 
He said he's going to work to promote increased 
use of the northern transportation corridor, and for 
improvements to local trouble areas, such as Car- 
wash Rock and a narrow spot near Exchamsiks. 
Jobless rate up 
UNEMPLOYMENT in the northwest, which had 
declined five months in a row, jumped up some- 
what in May. 
The jobless rate rose to 7.4 per cent from 7.0 per 
cent in April. It's.still way down from 1999, which 
saw the rate bounce between 8.5 and 9.0 per cent. 
The Cariboo, Kootenays and Thompson-Okana- 
gan continue to experience unemployment around 
11 per cent. 
College receives grant 
NORTHWEST Community College is getting more 
than $700,000 from the province to improve its 
campimesi ihclu/:t!ng~the parking 10t ifi Terrace. 
Tb'e 'T.errace college will ,receive $236,;500 to 
'p~itch and repitir some rough spots, said NWCC 
acting president Brian I,optson. 
f ........... ..................... 
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THORNHILL HRZDR 
3040 Hwy 16 E 
Phone 635-72864 
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Digging a hole 
PITY POOR Steve Scott. 
The city's parks and recreation superintendent 
would probably rather take on any number of 
tough assignments han have to continue to tell 
widows and their children they can't put above- 
ground ornaments, fences and flowers around the 
graves of their loved ones. 
Yet there he was on June 9th doing what bur- 
eaucrats do oh so often -watching their political 
masters pass the buck and dump a messy pro- 
blem back on the paid staff. 
City councillors - who have dealt with the ce- 
metery issue only sporadically compared to Mr. 
Scott - twisted, dodged and weaved in every ef- 
fort to get out of making a decision. 
The compromise Mr. Scott presented allows 
for a new area to be created with concrete side- 
walks near the grave markers where memorial 
items could be placed without interfering with 
lawn-mowing operations. 
That, however, would only apply to new graves 
purchased in the future. 
To satisfy the presently irate bereaved, council 
must also face the question of whether to increase 
the cemetery groundskeeping budget so existing 
graves can be custom-trimmed. 
It is, as councillors noted, simply a matter of 
money. Right now a large driving lawn mower is 
able to efficiently drive over most of the cemetery 
where headstones are flush with the ground. Staff 
would instead have to use a smaller mower and 
weed trimmers around many graves. 
And that makes it an issue of setting priorities, 
a job the people elect council to do. 
Council must decide Whether:the money isi:besi % 
spent being more sensitive to those in the gl-iev~ 
ing process, or any number of other possible 
ways to spend it - for  example nhanced snow 
clearing to eliminate the windrows across drive- 
ways. 
Rather than hash out a dollar figure of how 
much more they're prepared to spend to solve the 
cemetery problem, council looked for every pos- 
sible exit. 
Mayor Jack Talstra led the push to find a way 
to submarine the issue at least temporarily and get 
his councillors away from the troubling aze of 
one local widow and her two children. 
Maybe the city should privatize the cemetery, 
he suggested. Or perhaps the city's facilities oc- 
iety, which now runs the theatre and Heritage 
Park, should take it over. 
In the end, they decided, the issue deserves a
complete re-think that looks at all the options. 
That means referring it to the lucky volunteers 
of the city's Parks and Recreation Advisory 
Commission. 
And who gets the job of coming up with a re- 
commended solution? 
Step forward, Mr. Scott. 
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Health care woes of a small town 
VICTORIA - Calling all cabi- The federal government re- and renew Medicare," Ujjal 
net ministers, especially Ujjal t~,;'i~:,",:~,~:~ ~ :., :~!;~. " t i ~ .............. . . .  . . . .  ~ eognizes this, the province Dosanjh said recently. 
Dosanjh, the premier, and t ~ ~  ~'~ l doesn't. "Our health care system has 
~ i ! i ; :  The province has had eight to find new ways, innovative Mike Farnworth, the minister ~ i~, I 
of health, months in which to come up ways, to deliver this care to se- 
That something is wrong ' " ~ ~" ~ ' with a job description that fits niors more efficiently to take 
with Canada's and, therefore, the work the two women do the stress off our hospitals." 
British Columbia's health care ~ ~  and compensates them accord- Right on, premier, especial- 
system is well known. The I ing to the federal scale. Eight ly that part abut innovative 
premier knows it, Farnworth ! ~  a~lr ~ ~ ' i months tara lousy job deserip- ways. Innovate away. 
knows it, I know it, everybody ! ! L :  " lion and nothing to show for. Tell those pig-headed union 
knows it . . . . . .  ' '. The two nurse practitioners and government bureaucrats o
But to find out just how ~=.~=l~, , i ,q i : l~_ .~ l l l~ i | i  say they soon will have no produce a job description for 
sick the system is, one must choice but to leave, nurse practitioners or die trying. 
go north, away from the urban HUBERT BEYER They can return to the fed- The whole health care sys- 
centres, eral Medical Services Branch tern may be on the ropes, but 
"Cariboo Health is ailing" all. What it may soon no long- until the end of September in the province's urban centers 
says a recent headline of the er have is its two nurses. And without losing their seniority you still have your choice of 
Williams Lake Tribune. "Tatla that spells potential trouble, benefits and higher ate of pay. hospitals and numerous walk-in 
Clinic in Crisis Again" says not only for the town's year- "We have layoff status and clinics, Our nurses may be 
the Chilcotin Telegraph. round residents, but for visitors can walk back into our federal overworked and underpaid, but 
In this case, the shortage of who may find themselves in jobs as if we never left," says not all have given in to the lure 
money isn't what's causing the need of a nurse. Sharp. of higher salaries outh of the 
crisis. It's entrenched bureau- The Tatla Lake Clinic was The real culprits appear to border and are hanging in there. 
cracy at its worst. ~ ~. ,: ~.-:~-:: ~a~e~,over, by the province be the H . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  : : : " ' : '  : i~"~ ¢~ ~'' " : , ; ' :  , ~:' '. OSp l ia l  r _ ,mp loyers ,P , s -  , : In  smau communities such 
~' Tatla i's'?-~'a : smali i cd~.~n ................. trom;;the ,.federal,, government:. .... ' ,, ":soci~ition' of British Colurnbia,~ .'as! Tatlai!, ' a',nurae practitioner. 
ityl about 210 kilometres west ia'st October. The two nurse and the Nurses Union of B.C., can make the difference be- 
of Williams Lake, which puts practitioners, Ruth Kuehl- both of which would have to tween life and death, and if I 
it about 700 kilometres north- Venn and Penny Sharp, deei- 
approve the new classification were premier, I wouldn't take 
west of Vancouver.. ded to stay on, taking a 30- and are not very eager to do that chance, not if the outcome 
Tatla Lake offers excellent per-cent cut in pay. 
fishing and kayaking, the The two women h~id to take so. hinged on a job description. 
It seems to me that this is a Then again, maybe the pre- 
beautiful countryside is a the. cut in pay because the job made to order for our mier is too busy trying to keep 
paradise for hikers, province has no job descrip- brand-new premier who has his party from imploding, in 
And with that unmistakable tion for nurse practitioners, been talking up a storm about which case the job of rectifying 
pride of small, communities, Unlike regular nurses, nurse the need to fix the health care the abysmal Tatla situation 
Tatla proudly presents web practitioners are allowed to system, falls to Farnworth, the minister 
surfers with a list of its last diagnose patients and pre- "We're putting more money of health. 
Christmas Craft Fair. scribe treatment and, accord- 
into health care but money A small town up north is In many ways, Tatla has it ingly, command higher salar- 
ies. alone won't be enough to save waiting for action. 
Little deterrence in youth court 
BECAUSE LAW forbids pub- 
lication of young offenders' 
names, it was news to dis- 
cover we can attend court, see 
young offenders, learn their 
names, hear the charges 
against them, and watch the 
guilty sentenced. 
Youth Court happens every 
second Tuesday. 
The Tuesday I attended, 35 
names appeared on the day's 
docket. Several failed to show. 
Most were ordered to reap- 
pear in two weeks. 
The few who pleaded Not 
Guilty were assigned Septem- 
ber trial dates. Three pleaded 
guilty and were sentenced 
within two hours. 
All three were ordered to 
serve six months probation, 
write a letter of apology, and 
do 20 hours of community ser- 
vice. A $100 fine was tacked 
on for altering a driver's li- 
cense, another was to take 
temper-curbing counselling. 
A little ingenuity on the 
I P: 
i A 
~T: 'ii 
I i i ;! 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
part of the Crown counsel, 
who suggests entences, would 
boost them above their per- 
functory level, 
For instance, permit the 
victim of bicycle robbery to 
help himself to any one item 
from the thief's prized posses- 
sions whether that might be a 
stereo, an electric guitar, or a 
skateboard. 
Besides the $100 fine, order 
the teen who altered the birth- 
date on his driver's licence in 
hopes of buying beer to buy a 
copy of Jean Auel's 760-page 
novel, The Plains of Passage, 
and turn every "o" into an "8". 
So far I've attended only 
one Youth Court, but I expect 
it was typical. 
Astonishing immediately 
was the upbeat atmosphere in
the parking lot reminiscent of 
grad night at the R.E.M. Lee. 
You'd never guess the 
young folk heading into court 
were there toanswer charges 
of theft, shoplifting, mischief, 
false accusations, or uttering 
bomb threats. 
In court utmost respect and 
civility greeted the miscreants. 
Court scrupulously avoids 
belittling anyone's elf esteem 
by explaining the seriousness 
of the crime, except for the 
one 16-year-old who was told 
had she been an adult she 
would face jail time. No adult 
even frowns at them. 
Neither the vapid sentences 
nor the sluggish progress 
through court offer any deter- 
rence .  
If a mother took equally 
long to discipline a three-year- 
old for running out into traffic, 
the toddler would be dead be- 
fore suppertime. 
But trivial sentences and 
protracted court proceedings 
are only two faults of our court 
system. Another shortcoming is
the absence of uninvolved 
spectators. 
Everyone there now, except 
for the accused and their fami- 
lies (and many teens show up 
with foster parents), are paid 
cogs in the system, from judge, 
Crown counsel, defense law- 
yers, sheriffs, case workers, 
and probation officers. 
So rare is the individual who 
attends court just to see what's 
happening, you might even be 
asked "What are you doing 
here?" as though you're an in- 
terloper. 
My L~F~"S o ~-! ~l~f A~vT'ftqE ~ A~ YoU (rot ~ A~b'fflE ~ A P . . ~  
BoRrt~(~HAvF- \ I F.LoAT PLA~E. YoU I I LogF WALKIhlb.) I ~AT cl4A~)/~.TWA_C Yu~; T- 
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tudents hustle for wild, 
wacky summer job 
REMEMBER YOUR first summer job? The Internet, the newspaper and the Job 
What about your wildest one? Bank are great resources around town to 
Whether you plan to spend your summer help you on your search, but remember not 
selling clothes at the mall, reading stories to all vacancies are posted - put the word out 
kids in the park or making music at the Far- to friends, parents and relatives that you're 
mer s Market th!s summer, being creative looking for work. You never know what 
and tapping into some of the resources you might find. 
around town coUld be the key to finding a Also making a list of)'our skills can help 
. . . .  you focus on the type of job you're suited 
J°bi3oth the Youth Opportunities and Hire fo r -  remember anything oes, from start- 
A Student employnient officers can steer ing your own job or business to tracking 
you in the right direction, offering help with 
everything from resume writing to finding 
job Contacts, 
In fact, Hire a Student has put more stu- 
dents in full time summer jobs this year 
than last summer and that's good news if 
you haven't yet found the job of your 
dreams. 
down an organization your interested in and 
volunteering your time. 
So what are you waiting for? Whether 
you would rather spend your days working 
for a cause, counting wildlife along a river 
or selling windows like or featured Terrace 
students, the opportunities are just around 
the corner. 
STUCK IN THE BASEMENT: Kitsumkalum summer students Bill Christiansen 
and Theresa Drake built their own office in the band office basement. 
Do what you love, say 
Kitsumkalum students 
IF WORKING in a base- 
ment pushing mounds of 
paper for minimum wage 
doesn't sound like much of 
a summer job to you, you 
haven't met the Kitsumka- 
lure summer students yet. 
Bill Christiansen and 
July and August. 
So far, 19 students have 
signed up for the four-week 
program. 
She is also responsible 
for the band's National 
Aooriginal Day celebra- 
tions, the annual Kitsum- 
election systems, develops 
surveys and provides infor- 
mation !o a committee of 
Kitsumkalum members in- 
volved in developing a 
new election system. 
Christiansen says he let 
Collins know of his inter- 
Theresa Drake;:wilL spend ~:,kalum -barbeouo~,~.nd! eoor~,,:est,~in',the subject find fiel- 
this, summer in,~tllc,. K it,,:'rdinates,.la!,suwey ~o:,assess, ,ded;~a,~,cod~lei'~id~as.'-phst 
sumkalum Band Office what kinds of services are her.' : .... ' '  ....... ' ' 
basement, tackling tough 
jobs for a little more than 
books and spare change 
the minimum wage jobs 
afford them. 
Why? 
"It's not the money, it's 
the experience," stressed 
Drake who enjoys being 
busy. "I'd work for [Chief 
Dianne Collins] for 
nothing." 
Drake, a first year busi- 
ness administration student 
at Northwest Community 
College, has already made 
a number of contacts in 
Terrace's business com- 
munity. 
Her job at Kitsumkalum 
invoh, es coordinating cor- 
respondence classes and 
work for students, 14 and 
up, who need to upgrade 
their credits and earn 
money doing odd labour in 
needed in the community. 
To Drake, picking a 
summer job you like is 
half the battle. The other 
half is all about summon- 
ing up enough courage to 
pursue the job you want. 
"Have fun at whatever 
you're doing," she sug- 
gests. "Don't be afraid of 
what you can do - just go 
ahead and do it." 
Her  co-worker Bill 
Christiansen keeps busy 
contacting 400 off-reserve 
band members to inform 
them of their right to vote 
in band elections this 
February. 
The work stems from 
the May 20, 1999 Corbiere 
Supreme Court decision, 
which said allowed off-re- 
serve natives voting rights 
in band elections. 
He also researches 
His ' ' " networking paid off 
when the job was posted -
he applied and got the job. 
"If you truly believe in 
something, you should al- 
ways take the opportunity 
to make people know what 
you can do," Christiansen 
said. 
l ie 's  so passionate 
about his job he'd like to 
continue the project after 
the summer is over. 
"I get to create and in- 
itiate change," said 
Christiansen, who takes 
university transfer courses 
at the college. "It would 
be pretty hard to drop," 
His advice to students? 
Find something you care 
about, that suits your per- 
sonality and go for it, no 
matter what the pay, or 
lack of hours you get to 
spend in the sun. 
READY TO WADE: Angle Sparks is wading area rivers and streams to study 
the effect of deforestation on beaver populations this summer. 
PUCKER UP: UVic music student, Courtney Preyser brings music to Terrace 
this summer. The third-year undergrad is using her talent on the trumpet to 
make some money from May to August. This is her first year busking. 
Busking on the city streets 
keeps UVic student hopping 
ON A busy, hot summer 
day Courtney Preyser can 
earn upwards of $40 in a 
couple of hours. 
The University of Vic- 
toria (UVic) music student 
has only been busking her 
talents on the streets of Ter- 
race since the middle of 
May, but the trumpet player 
is already well-versed in the 
business. 
"I started at the Farmer's 
the community is really 
supportive." 
Preyser's repertoire rang- 
es from classical to jazz to 
folk and she plays both 
from memory and sheet mu- 
sic. 
Although it's not the 
same as a steady 9 am to 5 
pm job, she sets her own 
hours and can work for as 
long - or as little as she 
wants. 
She also notes that the 
job helps keep her "fingers 
in good shape." 
Since there are hardly any 
other buskers in town, Pre- 
yser doesn't have to coin- 
pete for tile 'good' spots ar- 
ound town. 
"I go where I want to 
go," she explained. "It's all 
a learning experience. Some 
places aren't as good as 
others." 
Rhonda Freeman is a hit face painting a group of 
children from an African tribe. The NWCC student 
went to the continent on a mission for a year. 
Missionary work 
African job 
changes 
student 
IN LOCAL student, Rhonda 
Freeman's job she got to 
climb trees, munch on sea- 
soned termites and walk 
home barefoot hrough the 
West African rainforesl, af- 
ter a day of fishing. 
The Northwest Comnmni- 
ty College (NWCC) profes- 
sional chef graduate got to 
put her culinary skills to 
good use as a missionary in 
the African province o f  
Cameroon. 
Freeman returned to Ter- 
race after a year living and 
working in the coastal prov- 
ince, June 6. 
'TII never have a job that 
tops this one," said Free- 
man. "But come to think of 
it, I've always {lad unique 
jobs." 
Freeman has worked at 
jobs on an egg farm to jobs 
packing cedar shingles. 
In Cameroon, she worked 
as a teacher forboth mis- 
hard to adjust to Canadian 
life. 
"1 got to meet people who 
don't have anything but 
were still thankful for what 
they did have," said Free- 
nlan. 
The college student tells a 
story of one Baka who!s 
cockroach-infested house 
would flood during the nine- 
month long rainy season. 
Everything would get wet 
except for tile bed. 
"I am so lucky,', the Baka 
would tell Freeman - all be- 
cause she had a dry place to 
sleep every night. 
"I see people differently 
now [in Canadal and I'm not 
satisfied to do the regular 
things in life anymore," said 
Freeman. " l 've seen so 
much more." 
Freeman's job was part of 
the World Team organiza- 
tion, which places students 
in missionary jobs, primari- 
sionary children and for ly in Africa. 
Bakachildren. This summer, site hopes 
The Baka is a small, semi- to get job as a cook on B.C. 
nomadic African tribe that Ferries, before heading back 
faces extinction because of to school in September. 
logging on their traditional "Africans think North 
hunting and gathering lands, America is a utopia, but re- 
Hard work, 
contacts 
pay off after 
graduation 
ANGLE SPARKS is spend- 
ing her summer Sttldying 
beavers. 
Well, studying the ef- 
fects of logging on beaver 
populations, to be exact. 
The job - a four-month 
contract with the Depart- 
merit of Fisheries and 
Oceans - involves walking 
area strearns for beaver evi- 
deuce, taking photos and 
writing an internal report 
for tile DFO. 
Sparks, 23, graduated 
frool the Canadian Univers- 
ity College in Lacombe, Al- 
berta with a bachelor of sci- 
ence degree last April so 
her job isn't really a sum- 
merjob. 
But it definitely started 
out that way. 
She paid her way 
through college off a regu- 
lax" smnmer stint as a tour 
guide at the Kitimat Fish 
Hatchery, earning experi- 
ence and contacts to land 
her the beaver study con- 
tract his year. 
She did a lot of investi- 
gation, networking and re- 
search on jobs available in 
early spring to get the job. 
"Look into things early," 
she advised on getting a 
good paying job in'your 
field. 
She plans on using the 
money to return to school 
tbr her masters degree. 
Top 10 ti.Ps,tofinding 
-.. th, bes t l , summe r. Job 
1. i)'ress well' whether more'than money. Think of 
you are dropping off a re- 
sume, picking up an appli- 
cation or going in for an in- 
terview. 
2. First impressions are 
everything. Treat everyone 
as if you are meeting them 
tbr the first time. 
3. Smile. 
4. Prepare for the inter- 
view before-hand. That 
means getting a friend, rela- 
tive or partner to ask you 
questions. Never .',ssume the 
employer will know. what 
you mean. Explain! 
5. Don't get discour- 
aged. Getting hired means a 
lot of hard work and perse- 
verance. 
6. Network. Network. 
Network. That means turn- 
ing to your family and 
friends. Who do you know 
that needs extra help? Or 
who might know someone 
who needs ome help? Often 
the easiest and best jobs to 
get are those t'rom people 
you know. 
7. Don't overlook vol- 
unteer work. A lot of paid 
jobs stein from volunteer 
positions. Phls, volunteer 
work shows all employer 
that you are motivated by 
the skills you can develop. 
8. Always bring a pen 
and some paper to an inter- 
view - you never know 
what you'll be asked to do. 
Be prepared. 
9. Do some research on 
tile business you want to 
work for BEFORE you ap- 
ply. Find out what the com- 
pany does, who's in charge, 
what attributes it has that 
make it unique. Employers 
love to know you've taken 
an interest in their business. 
!0. Always write a new 
cover letter for each job you 
apply for. Businesses are as 
different as people. Get to 
know each one individually. 
Where  to get help 
Finding a sumlner job 
may be daunting, but there 
are a few places around town 
that are available to help. 
The Hire a Student cen- 
tre, located at 4630 Lazelle 
Avenue, places students in 
casual, full-time and part- 
time work from May to Au- 
gust. 
Youth Opportunities at 
4717 Lakelse Avenue, offers 
free resume and cover letter 
writing services for youth. 
% 
Natashia Porter crouches beside a window she pro- 
motes. The sixteen-year old volunteers her time as 
the head of public relations for the B,C,-based busi- 
ness, Allied Windows, She is responsible for the 
marketing and advertising of the company, as well 
as the development of promotional materials. The Market and it sort of ex' "Sometimes I think that Preyser will return to 
re"  said panded from the , ' I need a real job, but this UVic in September to con- After close to 12 months ally they aren't missing plan is for Porter to pass her responsibilities on to 
Preyser, I move around tile has worked out pretty well tlnue her music degree, in such a distinctly different much, said Freeman. : another local teenager in about a year, at which 
city a lot, but wherever I go : . . . . . . . . .  : culture, she is finding i t  time she will likely be promoted, 
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I thought Terrace was a great place to live and 
that many people in this community practise toler- 
ance and a willingness to help one another. 
I don't think that anymore. 
This nonsense over the detox centre makes me 
embarrassed to admit that I live in the same neigh- 
bourhood with those ill-informed, stupid people 
who are picketing. 
Do they think they represent the neighbours of 
this proposed etox centre? 
Do they think they are performing some great 
civil service by showing their displeasure? 
My message to them is they do not represent 
me or any of my neighbours. 
So you didn't get consulted. Grow up. Not every 
thing that happens needs consultation. 
What would these narrow-minded, ill-informed 
people have done if they were consulted? 
I suspect hey would have done just what they 
are doing now - showing people here and' around 
the region that some people are not able to think of 
the future of the next generation. 
Instead they worry about their property values. 
In their own greedy way all they are thinking of 
are their own little worlds. 
Well wake up and smell the coffee. Some youth 
in this city need the services of the detox centre. 
I hope some day it is a child of one of these 
people who has a drug or alcohol problem and 
needs help. Then maybe they will understand faci- i 
lities like detox centres are a necessary part of any 
community that cares about the future of its youth. 
For decency's ake stop picketing this facility. 
Think how you would feel if you were a youth or a [ 
parent of a youth who needed this facility. 
Please do not make these young people and 
their families cross this picket line. I hope you still 
have tolerance and compassion hidden somewhere. 
Greg McDonald 
Terrace B.C. 
II 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
Picketers are I We defend our children 
e m b a r rassin g r o~ ltDhewa'~i!:il::te:tiK~ernj[::t~hVt:tt:r :~e :°: P~dsit~no arhighlaYn p°pu:a don:; : 
~. tt the . age live is wrong. 
.uear air: . . . . . . . . .  j First of all let me point out a few facts. All of us who are fighting to keep the 
i am emnarrasseu, annoyea na msmayea t me When 1 ns are set in motion ,~; . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  [ p a • and the detox centre out of our n..e, hb~.h~d . . .  
a.ctions ot some o/, my neignoours on the picket I neighborhood was not consulted then fighting for a good cause. 
,nem iront or me aetox centre. [ people get upset. We are afraid for our children. 
Irama Fesllv'czl Winner "Vk 
iw 
JUNE SPECIALS 
BR , , French Toast Combo 
," ~ "~ 2 French Toasts, 2 Eggs, 
, ~ ~  2 Bacon, 2 Sausages 
For 
Only $5  99 
until 1 1AM ' 
LUNCH 
Turkey  Caesar  Wrap 
with Salad or Soup du Jour or Fries 
For Sd~_ 99 
Only 11~ 
DINNER 
Steak & Mushroom - . 
Neptune Combo ~ ' .  
with Caesar Salad / ~ a T ' ~  ~ 
F%$1299 
after 4PM ~ r/ 
B N Where good food . 
4702 LakelseAve Terrace Orings the family 
635.6302 together! 
When was the neighborhood going to Those of you out there who have child- 
be consulted about this? ren should understand this. What is wrong 
In my opinion l feel as though it was 
deliberately done as quick and fast as 
possible because they knew we would be 
against it being here on Halliwell. 
I feel they should have done more re- 
search on where the detox center could 
have been opened. 
There are many areas here in Terrace 
that would be more suitable for the cen- 
ter. 
If the detox center was opened in your 
area I bet you would be upset having to 
send your kids off to school every morn- 
ing and having to pass the center, or if 
your house depreciated because of the 
detox center opening up. 
I am a mother of two children and I 
understand as well the need for a detox 
center here in Terrace. 
Could they not have planned it better, 
or placed it in a more suitable environ- 
for standing up and fighting for the wel- 
fare of our own children and wanting to 
make sure they are safe out of harm's 
way? Is that not what parents hould do? 
If because we love our children enough 
to protect them is the reason we are get- 
ting a bad rap then I can hold my head up 
high and be proud that I love my children 
enough to protect hem from harm, 
All of us up here on the bench who are 
against the center opening have our own 
reasons. 
Most are against his for their children. 
The main and important reason that I 
must say gets me upset everytime I think 
about it is that we were not consulted. 
What is wrong with opening the detox 
center closer to town or even on a farm 
out of town a little more? 
Cara Capener 
Terrace B.C. 
I I 
I 
I 
P~ 
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II 
r] 
• Dr. R.D.  Greenwood ] 
/ 
46C? i r °pract? rce  / / 
MSP, ICBC, WCB ACCEPTED / 
Dynamic Gait Analysis and ! 
Prescription Orthotics | 
S at urday ~p~ n~m;~;s Availa ble 
Winner 0 
Best Production 
Best Director 
Mnrhmae Brorup We~ton 
Best Actor 
as Kemp Alan Weston 
People's Choice 
Award Winner 
Best Production / 
Best Performance By a Man 
Alan Weston as Kemp 
Morris 
Panych's 
Benef i t  
Per fo rmances  
dune  22 "a, 23 ~a 
and 24'" at the 
McColl Playhouse 
Tickets Available at 
Uniglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
~l t DOWNTOWN TERRACE 
. , q f - ze  H e a r t  
of 
Our  Cit-~ 
. . . . . .  ,,__ ,.~===:_:_ 
,~. ~,,,,:~ . . . .  , CANDLE 
. . . . .  15 oFFLANTERNS 
Perfect for patios, ~ 
gardens ... 
... an~here outdoors. 
- [] %~i~ .:: ~.~::~.,~: :::'~=-- :~;i "- 
.~] '. ';k".~, ~: ~ ' 
It  ii,,N,re 
5 Weekend June ": 
,~_'~rd ~ m)Athll _am 
®~0 @~9 ~b~ m m 
,C ." 
a~ Located nn the Coast. Inn of the West m~_ 
Tuxedo Rentals 
$69.  99 & up 
Bridal, Grad Dresses 
and Accessories 
4609 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Ph: 635-4211 
Check out our great selection of hunting 
& fishing supplies & clothing. 
INORTH~LER~ .I 
3217 Kalum Terrace 635,6496 
"We Specialize in Hunting & Fishing" 
Jl SECT.ION_ 
II ..._a great  selection of , 
II Terrace postcards, 
IJ spoons, hats, T-shirts, 
I I  mugs and morel 
II Loca~eCoast  ~ the West I 
t 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
 Ma,I Bag Are you interested in mak ing  a 
difference in the life of a youth  at risk? 
• About our program... 
No'ne '  +are  I mightier 'Corr Homes is a 6 month residential program for male andfemale young offend rs between 12 & 18 years. 
• We have homes located throughout Northwestern B.C, 
• Youth are placed in your home on a bail or probation 
order. 
• Support is provided to the Corr family and youth up to than Mighty Moe Ltd. " service.C°mmunity'8h°ursaweek'byaY°uthWorkerlny°ur 
• Families are financially compensated to provide this 
Dear Sir: . one was allowed to hurt him - or try to - ~ s t  Training ~ve .n - -e638 ~ fl II 
aeveral months ago I found myself by trashing his home away from home. 2 ( )~._~. . . _ . , .~ , -~1. . . .8  I For more information about how to become a Cart 
temporarily out of sorts. Being a some- I 've seen many letters he gets from Spc~dcallm~,for I Home, please contact Matt or Bonnie at 847-95t5, or 
what resourceful and enterprising young tourists who enjoyed visiting with him One or More Workshops [ toll free at 1-888-355-6222 
man I decided to avail myself of the great and tell their friends about a great visit to 
outdoors until such time as my situation 
adjusted itself, 
Driving toward Prince Rupert looking 
for a place to pitch a tent, I encountered 
a most unusual vehicle. Enquiring with its 
occupant, who is a tad bit hard of hear- 
ing, on the availability of camping spots, 
he told me it was still a free country and 
that I could camp where I want. 
Learning of my predicament he 
startled me further by offering me the 
keys to his apartment where I could 
shower, shave and sleep on his pull-out 
couch. All for a man he did not know, 
who was a stranger he had in fact just 
met. 
Several weeks later I stopped by at the 
place where he was accustomed to set, 
for although I had not taken him up on his 
generous offer, opting for a camp closer 
to work, i still wanted to give him thanks. 
The other day I stopped by to see my 
new friend and instead was confronted 
with a concrete barrier. 
It would seem that someone has deci- 
ded to block off access to this rest stop 
where a quiet and gentle saintly old man 
was keeping his lonely twilight vigil 
watching the river flow and the trees 
Terrace. 
Mac is a tourist attraction. 
Let's show some compassion and give 
him credit for all the good deeds he does 
and has done. 
Why is he being blamed for things? He 
kept his pullout swept up and was a real 
attraction with his array of trinkets. 
Come on Terrace, let's give Moe our 
support. 
He's not the only one who misses the 
pullout, I'll put my painting of the view 
from there in the Terrace Art Gallery 
summer show so you'll know what I 
mean. 
Betty Demmitt 
Terrace B.C. 
TERRACE 
H O H D A  SALES 
Direct from Moe 
Dear Sir: 
I was born to be an actor so I could 
make people happy. 
Those who criticize me should remem- 
ber this: 
What's an eyesore for some is a tourist 
attraction for others. 
My way of life is to promote tourism 
for Terrace. 
swaying in wind. I shake tourists' hands and welcome. 
So this letter is to whoever made such them to the finest place in the northwest. 
a decision. Shame, and if it was a group I keep in contact with hundreds of my 
decision, shame on the lot of you. old tourist friends from around the world. 
Mark Willis Appleby Come as a stranger, leave as a friend. ::a,k,*"*,~,k,",,.',d~-- ,'--=~,,, =,d ~ ~,*H=d,a ,~,,~,U,~,~,,~m,,f;,., 
Terrace B.C. Home is where you hang your hat. :: +,,, 't;o,- ,,+~,,,~;,;,;7~,~,=,,,~ ,mT=,~a,,, . . . . .  ,~o,~,,~,,,,~ , , , - :  J ~-~, t l J k t - J I t I L~ ":'lilt+ ~'~L-dland,.law&dn~tb-Jut--Ckel ocel.$.lll~i~'lll,.fllll~mQlll~ o ,s t~ymoan~ lUreS 
:.:',,' ,J~ ~", ,~, P , i~  ~ " I hiddenco~ or='dd ~1 t h ]da l~ m= • krlu~'ed Rnhbed n3Oml~u~.or  ess. t li I~ I~ lhB|c  ' Mighty Moe +: ...... ... . . . . . .  ~ ~ ~"",~.~'~".='*.*~,,,*"~!'~,x*~, ,~ : 
• . : , . ,~ . . j l : :  .~ .~ ~ , -year . . l l ed .H im,  . . . . .  t ' /kt~lo.d.  ~l  FULLY  EQUIPPED A crying shame Terrace B.C, ~tSt$~ j fo r  
Dear Sir: ::~t.~,on,au.~o~t " " L ~ "  :~::,.,,,,s,~,...,,,-- ~ SERIOUS FUN!  ! About the : ....... . . . .  "+"+.-..--,o .... ....... In response to the story "Mighty Mac i : L : ~  . . _  : : _ _  ? ~ , ~ , ~  ~u~a__  ~.  ,:~._ [] A l l  features  po in t  
under the gun" (Terrace Standard, June Mail R rl I ; : Genu ine :  . : ~i Cooiing~stern' : ::i : l  to  . - .au  ,, ~ . . . . . .  ~ ....... . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~-  
14, 2000), it's a crying shame what is + " | :  d ramandre f i l l : : :  i~;; ;i,,, PERFORMANCE 
happening to Mac. ,,t/ The Terrace Standard '~v~i~mes.  I.+t~,,~,c~'.~a.~,.~i~,,~i,~,~:~,~,,,~. i I~*ml,'~t*otlO~.':~ii~i~aoml,,=l:i.i!:ii~ : i :11 . . . . . .  ' 
Yes, he's got his own character, b'iat letters to the editor, Our:dodtl~ss is .~;~!~:~i,,~. ,,:_~tgllll..~..._..,...,,,. i ':::: '++  .+.,,,o,+o,, =..~ +=: +.+.: .. ..... , : p,o.+mm~+.=,.,,o.,.. = ,+:::, .. n 8"5  0 + 
don't we all in one way or another? 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, + B.CI'I >V8G .... :;+. : ::++ : - . ,=, , - ,++: ..... ::++:++::++:  I::*.'.,.*,=~+,,,.,-,,,*-e,~.+.:+:~.~=. 
I met a woman artist from Vancouver 5R2. You can fax letters to us at 638- n , .~lLJ]k~oo: .a l l i anCe. . . . ; ;  : :v / / I  U i. ~ n Mode l  #AP114YEN I 
painting along the river at Mac's pullout 8432. And you can e-mail letters to us ~ U  i ~ ='1" 7 ~, [ [~,  I nc ludes  F re ight  & P .D . I . ,  I 
I~  : t t l l l l l 'SN0f l lK IU I t l l l~qM[ . ~ . . . . .  TI~III'SNOPIIfflI I IHOMI [ ]  T ~ x e 8  Ext ra  • l 
and she told me she really appreciated at standard@kermode.net. We need : "  "~'," -.--,,,,,,,*+-"--"~' , -  : o= le ~=. : : ' : I l r lC~tm I 
Mac's kindness and help. your name, address and phone num- ~ "::'!' : ~ j [] I 
He wasn't hurting anyone, but some- her for verification. 
~ Who Hires Students? We all do! ~.,:+, I 
Students count on summer jobs to return to school and build experience. " 
Hire a Studnet for a day, a week, or the whole summer. Call Anne at the J L~ 
Human Resource  Centre  for S tudents  at 635-7134 local 304. II 
J+ Jl 
~!~i i,, ~ ~i , • • 
, Expedition Back Packs 
, Rolling Duffle Bags 
, Casual Bags For Any Travel 
HAPPYDAYS 
HANDBAG & 
LUGGAGE COMPANY 
SKEENA M A L l .  
l 
l 
l 
BC HDE ,LTHY KIDS 
BILE NTAL  VAN 
IS COMING OUR WAY 
The government of BC introduced the BC Healthy Kids 
program to offer dental care to over 222,000 children in 
low income BC families. How there's another reason to 
smile. The BC Healthy Kids Dental Van will be visiting 
northern BC communities 
in the next few weeks to provide dental care to low income 
families. You or your children may he eligible for free dental 
services. To find out if you are eligible and to make an 
appointment, please call toll free 1-888.219.2222 today. 
+ 
cBRITlSH OLUMBIA 
Ministry of Social Development 
and Economic Security 
I- 8 -PIg-P PPP 
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747 A i r  Cadets 
Hosp i ta l  Auxiliary 
Thornhill Jr. Secondary Schoo l -PAC 
J I I 
ELK8 
Kermode Friendship Society 
0 
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and 
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.( 
Elks Fund For Children 
Elks Children's Camps 
R.A.A.D. 
Child Development Centre 
Regional Health Care Society 
Salvation Army 
Kids Day In The Park 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Girl Guides Of Canada 
Boy Scouts 
Women In Timber 
B~C. Special Olympics 
Choices Program 
Terrace Minor Hockey 
Terrace Minor Baseball : -  
Children's Activities 
Program Administration: 
Program Development 
Volunteer Recruitment And Training 
Community Awareness 
Advocacy And Support 
Volunteer Screening 
Art Supplies And Equipment 
:Music Supplies And Equipment 
~thletics Su.pp!ies~nd, Eq~tpm.ent:ii~i 
T~chnology ~,nd EleCtronics Supplies : 
Public Awareness 
Mobility Equipment 
Educational Counseling 
YOcational Counseling 
Recreation & Leisure Activities ...... .... 
::~dvocacy & Housing " i:-":::::iii~:' 
..Employment Referrals 
:Transportation : 
':Legal Services :: 
Independent Living ~:"ii i.~:i:.:/: 
!Home Support 
Honoring Our Matriarchs Dinner 
Girls Cultural Summer Camp 
Kids On The Street Christmas Dinner 
Native Elders Gatherings 
Drum Making Workshop 
Button Blanket Workshop 
Vera Henry Memorial Award 
First Nations Womens Cultural 
Network 
First Nations Cultural Bereavement 
Support 
Traditional Food Gathering And 
Preserving Project 
First Nations Women Walking / 
Healing Together Workshops 
Nutrition Classes 
Traditional Parenting Groups 
Education Resources 
Career Development ', 
Support Groups " 
Sharing Circles 
Communication Development 
Interpersonal Skills 
Youth Peer Counseling 
Drop-in Centre Resource Materials 
Family Distress Vouchers 
Dance / Cultural Activities 
Bereavement 
Tournament Ribbons / Trophies 
Uniforms 
Sports Equipment 
Craft Supplies 
Gym Rentals 
Newsletters And Advertising 
HIV/Aids Workshops 
Youth Empowerment Issues 
Diabetes Workshops 
Gang Violence Workshops 
Career Development Workshops i 
Kinsmen Foundation 
Kin Park ~ : 
Kin Kamp ~,obo.i" :,,',-~. .... ,'," . . . .  vV,~. l .~'..: ~,-  o : ~';..~ 
Meals  OnWhee ls  "'. i....... .... ..: :-/~.,~.,~ 
Hospice Society :::.': : ..~i I 
..:-, Terraceview Lodge " ii~? 
. -Seniors Sweetheart Dinner & Dance ~":~:~! 
Citizens On Patrol Red Cross Loan 
"~. •Cupboard 
::Hal R0dgers Endowment Fund 
.: ~'/,:.- ....... Cystic Fibrosis 
......... "Ahti Poverty 
'::Volunteer Bureau 
• il 'Nights Alive 
Food Bank 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary 
'Terrace Child Development Centre - 
Terrace & District Choices Program 
Kiddies Kamp 
Osborne Home ! 
Adult Education ,: 
Extended Medical (on/off Kitsumkalurn 
Members) l 
Youth Sports Clubs 
Cultural Activities i' 
Community Projects i 
Workshops & Conventions 
Healthy Choices. Kitchen 
Community Hall Equipment 
Terrace Food Bank i 
Veritas School 
Palliative Care 
Village Of Peace 
Basketball Tournaments 
Pro Life 
Family Events 
Electroca rdiog ram (terraceview) 
Lactina Electric Breast Pump 
FIo-gard I.V. Pump 
I.V Stand With Rail 
Ped. ECG/Resp. Monitor 
Sports Fees 
Extended Medical Costs 
Extended Educational Costs 
Music & Cultural Event 
Youth Christmas Goodies 
Youth Easter Goodies 
Youth Conference 
Travel Expenses 
Equipment 
Childrens Hospital 
Terrace Health Care 
Teen Maga'zine 
Pacific North-West Music Fes~ 
Variety Club Telethon •--- 
Elks Fami ly  Hear ing  ...:: ..:.,:. 
Terraceview Lodge q ~"iOi~ :"ni~4 .. 
Mills Memorial Hospital ~"EqbiiSme'nt-'~i:~,~ : 
Terrace Pipes & Drums 
Terrace Community Band :.:'.:~": 
Terrace Minor Fastball 
Canadian Institute For The Blind 
Terrace Sen ior  Games  ~:.~i~.:i.: .: ..:.: 
BC Parliament Youths " . I~ :T:" ' I:" ~ I " 
Terrace Sch izoph ren ics ii:~.. ~-~:!i:i::i~..:.i ~ ;i!:::i-i 
Heart & Stroke Foundatk ............. 
Pacific Northwest Music 
Caledonia Dry Grad 
747 Air Cadets 
Terrace Community Gardens- 
Terrace Minor Soccer- 
Terrace Hospice Society 
Kiti'k'shan Elementary School 
Northwest Culinary 
Encounters 
:. Fuel For Groomer 
Repairs To Groomer And Truck 
Annual Avalanche Course 
Upkeep On Cabin 
Purchase Of A Bus 
Utilities Of Air Cadet Hall 
Computer Support 
Christmas Tree Campaign 
Exchange Free Store 
Regional Housing Centre 
Gallery Coordinators Salary 
.~. . :'/~ !~, ~i 
Swimming Pool Rental 
Coaches Salary 
Helping Handyman Program 
Volunteers For Seniors Program 
Community Readers & Writers 
Program 
Volunteer Program 
Training 
Monitoring Of Tips Line 
Payment Of Rewards 
Purchase Of Computer For R C M P 
Liaison 
Public Awareness Materials 
School Poster Program 
Crime Prevention Vehicle 
Ice Time For Jr. & School Curling 
Coordinators Salary 
Operational Coasts (rent, Utilities) 
Training Workshops 
Ice Rental 
Equipment Repairs 
Purchase Uniforms :/ 
Re-seeding Fields 
Re-fencing Fields 
",:~ v. ~,, ,~i .~ .~.~. ~i "- < /JR ,~  ' ~, .  ~. - i ' ,~ ;~ ,-. - L_¢hers  . . . . . . .  • ..: ,: 
Trophies 
Purchase Gym Equipment '" " 
Building Maintenance Expenses 
Judging & Coaching Clinics 
Purchase Instruments 
Purchase Equipment .!:.:~...:. 
Van Rental i:::.:i/~:!.:.~"~ili !iS:~ 
Office Supplies ... 
Advertising ::<~. 
Equipment Supplies " 
Referees 
Accounting 
Hatchery Truck Parts 
New Roof For The Hatchery 
Gravel For The Access Road 
Student Achievement Awards 
Band Equipment 
Playground Equipment 
Computer Equipment 
Agenda Planners 
Breakfast Club 
Leadership Conference 
Motivational Speakers 
Maintenance Of Grounds 
Built New Bandstands 
Improvement To Riding Rings 
Terrace First Nations 
Council of Women 
T~rrac~ 
Anli-Poverty 
Group 
$0ci~,t, I 
• ~:~l  
Terrace Salmonid 
Enhancement Society 
HOME OF THE ANNUAL 
LOGGE RS BONSPIEL 
Terrace 
tlosp, ie 
Socket, 
. . . . .  i• :•:/~ii '¸
" " -  d 
¢'"  " D :) -" eL .~, ~ RRACE : ,0 I OI I I.l Io ~~VOLUNTEER F~b' t~af f  
 _635 TlPS 
' Big Brothers  at td  Si~h~rj 
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Decorations allowed 
Outcry moves city to 
change cemetery rules 
By SARAH GLEN 
AFTER RECEIVING hun- 
dreds of complaints from 
local residents unhappy 
with current cemetery reg- 
ulations the city has ap- 
proved recommendations 
to change the rules and al- 
low for decorations on fu- 
ture grave sites, 
The recommendations, 
tabled by superintendent of 
Parks and Recreat ion  
Steve Scott, come after 
local resident Karen Barry 
spearheaded a petition 
raising concerns over ex- 
isting cemetery regula- 
tions, which don't allow 
above ground ornamenta- 
tion. 
The petition called for 
changes to the existing 
regulations and collected 
over 750 signatures from 
area residents. 
"This is an emotional 
situation that needs to be 
addressed," said Scott. 
Changes proposed in- 
clude allowing above 
ground ornamentation such 
as upright headstones and 
flowers for future grave 
sites in the two undevel- 
oped sections of the ce- 
metery. 
For present grave sites, 
ground-level borders would 
separate graves and stop 
maintenance machinery 
from driving over head 
stones - one of the con- 
cerns raised by Barry. 
But Scott warned coun- 
cil that all the proposed 
changes would come with 
high price tag. 
"There is no budget for 
these changes," said Scott. 
"The new regulations 
would mean extra man- 
power to hand mow the 
area, costing about three 
Mill workers, 
loggers here 
vote to strike 
SAWMILL workers and 
loggersThere and around 
the province could be on 
strike this summer. 
More than 600 local 
members of the Industrial 
Wood and Allied Workers 
of Canada (IWA) voted 
more than 85 per cent in 
favour of strike action last 
week, said local rep Surin- 
der Malhotra. 
They were part of a 
coast-wide vote that saw 
90 per cent back strike ac- 
tion. 
Sawmills run by West 
Fraser and Skeena Cellu- 
lose, as well as many log- 
ging operations run by 
their contractors would 
likely be affected by any 
strike. 
Although SCI is not part 
of the industry employer  
group, Malhotra said it has 
signed a me-too c lause-  
and will likely be part of. 
any shutdown. 
Contract talks are still 
underway this week and he 
predicted any strike likely 
wouldn't begin until mid- 
July. 
Past job actions have 
sometimes een strikes in ' 
part but not all of the pro- " 
vince. 
"This year the member- 
ship has said if there's a 
strike it's going to be a 
total B.C. shutdown," Mal- 
hotra said. "It's not going 
to be a partial strike." 
- . .  = 
FOSTER FAMILY NEEDED 
Ministry for Children & 
Families requires homes 
for children of c ages 
with a variety of 
behaviours and special 
needs. Remuneration will 
be provided based on 
skills and abililies. If 
interested please call 
Lee Coxford 638-231 i 
CORRECTION NOTICE 
WE WISH TO DRAW YOUR 
ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWING 
IN OUR CURRENT 
'LOVE YOU, DAD" FLYER 
Page 8 - ITEM 114.14.4V CORDLESS 
~:IR~:ULAR SAW. 54.8321-0 
Copy reads: 2 BATTERIES INCLUDED 
Should read: 1 BATTERY INCLUDED 
WE SINCERELY REGRETANY 
INCONVENIENCE WE MAY 
ItAVE CAUSED YOU. 
cn0te 0324 ,All Zones 
and a half times more then 
it does now." 
The city now employs 
one maintenance worker 
one and a half days a 
week to mow the grounds. 
Scott believes that with 
the added maintenance, a 
worker would need to work 
five days a week, adding 
an extra $20,000 per year 
to the  existing main- 
tenance costs ..................... 
The cemetery pays 
close to $72,000 annually 
in maintenance fees, cov- 
ering everything from wag- 
es to equipment costs. 
"The taxpayer now pays 
about $49,000 towards the 
maintenance of the ce- 
metery, but with the new 
recommendations, that 
number would jump almost 
$30,000," said Scott. 
Burdened by the extra 
costs, some councillors 
suggested privatization of 
the cemetery be consid- 
ered. 
"We need to to accom- 
'modate everyone," said 
councillor, Val George. 
"By privitazing the ce- 
metery we could hire 
someone lse to maintain 
it." 
Another idea put for- 
ward by council included 
constructing a cement 
pathway around graves. 
The pathway would 
weave around graves and 
minimize ground and grass 
disturbance to the individ- 
ual sites. 
"The layout of the 
northern part of the ce- 
metery [undeveloped] can 
still be mapped out to ad- 
dress the concerns raised 
by the community," said 
Scott. 
Juliana White, a local 
resident who attended the 
meeting with her two 
children, sympathizes with 
Barry. 
"When my husband 
passed away, my children 
wanted to decorate his 
grave, but I had to tell 
them they couldn't," said 
White. "They don't under- 
stand why not." 
Both of White's child- 
ren made a plea to council 
to relax the current regula- 
tions. 
"Please put up fences 
around the graves," said 
nine-year-old Savannah 
White. 
Although she still has 
concerns, White is 
"thrilled" that council un- 
derstood the urgency of the 
issue and pledged to find 
solutions. 
"The future planning of 
the cemetery won't help 
my children, but at least 
something is being done," 
said White. 
Council referred the is- 
sue to the Parks and Re- 
creation Advisory Com- 
mission. 
The commission will 
study the recommenda- 
tions and report back to 
council by the end of the 
summer. 
Canadian Community Newspapers A sociation 
newspapers 
tell the local story 
I 635 TIPS]' ,t;l NqqEIIS 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimal, Smithers &Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 1X7 
fA f~net,a ~amtce Phone 635-2444 •Fax 635-635-2160 24 hour paget" 
4548 tazelle" ~ " HOURS 
638-1711 ~ ~ _ ~ ' . . ~ - ~ .  Mon-Sat 10-6 
. . . . .    .EXTENDED LENGTH COMFORT'  
* * * * *  TheWindstaristheonlyminivantoachieveaFiveStarCrashTestRatingfor 
front impact for driver and front passenger, six_ years in a row! tl" 
COMFORTABLE PRICE 
OR 
$238* per  month /36  month  lease 
No secur i ty  depos i t  
$3 ,605  Down Payment .  Inc ludes  f re ight  & a i r  tax  $1 ,O45 
ALL THESE GREAT FEATURES INCLUDED AT ONE LOW PRICE 
• Extended Length 3-Door Minivan • 3.8L 200Hp SPI V6 Engine • 4-Speed Automatic Transmission with Overdrive 
• 15" Steel Wheels with S-Spoke Covers • Air Conditioning •AM/FM Stereo with Cassette • 7-Passenger Seating • 4-Wheel ABS Brakes • SecuriLocktM Anti-theft System 
• Second Generation Driver and Front Passenger Air Bags • Power Mirrors/Windows/Door Locks 
OR UPGRADE TO 
$22,495** 
WINDSTAR 1,31( WITH UT IL ITY  & CONVENIENCE GROUP 
• 3.8L 200Hp SPI V6 Engine • 4-Speed Automatic Transmission 
with Overdrive • t5" Aluminum Wheels • Dual Sliding Doors 
• Air Conditioning • AMIFM Stereo with Cassette • 7-Passenger 
Seating • 4-Wheel ABS Brakes • SecuriLock TM Anti.theft System 
Second Generation Driver and Front Passenger Air Bags • Power 
MirrorsMindowslDoor Locks • Floor Mats • Privacy Glass 
Roof Rack • Speed Conbol with 1ilt Steering Column • Enhanced 
.Seating Group o Quad Bucket Seating. Remote Keyless Entry 
ANOTHER GREAT LEASE OFFER 
$279* 
PER MONTH/36  MONTH LEASE 
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT 
$3.995 DOWn Payment Includes freight & air tax $1,045 
CW~eS~t IBUYuERfSiR rF-~e~i~eHsEs~EGAL COPY: "Lease a new 2000 Ford Wln~'slar I.X 3odoor ;or $238 per month or a 200g Ford~Windsla'i:'~wlth"i~e;i~h~and'sfidltngdool/uiilily:andconvenle:nce g ~ o u p s - - - - ~ ~  
- ~ q . . . .  ca, on approved credit. Some conditions apply and a mileage restriction of 60 000 km over 36 men hs apply, an additional charge of $0,08 par km over 60,000 km over 3 Years olus amnllcab e lax~q ~n.h, ~'~ nn~,/*~ ~r.  rein Ford 
edn~ ttaue llrsl mon|n a a ment re ulred Scour de . . . .  r- .  o ~,J v'Ja oownpaymen or e ulva . . . . . .  ~ P Y q " . ' y post wa'ved. Offers Include $1,045 frelgh and a tax. Total lease obligation of $12 173/$14,039, residual of $13 298.60/$15 452.15 plus taxes Dealer mav ensefor I-~= " 'P - ' ,~ ' - '  . . . .  ~--'-" - . q " 
• ,~,~ q'~a laxes payable on fu amot nt of urchase r i . . . . .  a new zuuu I-ord Wmdstar LX 3 door for ._ ' :: _ p p ce, Offer Includes $1,045 freight and a r tax. Dealer may sell for tess. Quantities may vary by dealer. ALl offers exclude license insurance admtnislration fees and a applicab e taxes Offe s cannel be combined with an 
u°mer. S, government°nets' ~om NationalCOnditionsH 'g hwaapPlY'y TrafficLimited' Satlmeat y Admlnlstr° fe s . OfferSat i o nmaV, t ~sChangeeom pa rWith°uted to a notlOeshort wheelbaseDealer maYmodelnOt haveadvertisedVehiClewlthln stOCkmos,t AllOWother 8-1minlvans,0 weeks for delivery on factor~ orders . See dealer, or' de a s . t tTho ghs'st Iront-im~sct~ , ratin-u for Loom . . . .  me shyer" ' anD- rent 'passsn' g er nY 
, i   ii: i i 71¸¸ !¸ ¸¸ ¸¸  ¸
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Out & 
About 
Tourism 
the target 
TARGETING your busi- 
ness to capture those ever- 
important tourist dollars is 
the advice everyone seems 
to be giving these days. 
But how to advertise in 
glossy magazines or pub- 
lish tourist brochures when 
you're a home-based busi- 
ness of modest means? 
How do you get tourists on 
your doorstep? 
These questions have 
long been on the mind of 
Lorrain Jordan, who runs 
her own home-based busi- 
ness, Spring Creek Herbs. 
That's why she and 
other home businesses are 
hosting a networking ses- 
sion tonight at the Cham- 
ber of Commerce office 
between 7 and 9 p.m. 
Anyone with ideas to 
develop Terrace's tourism, 
particularly from the point 
of view of small and 
home-based businesses, is
encouraged to attend. 
Jordan hopes a new 
group will grow out of the 
June 21 session. 
"I feel it's time to get. 
together. Big business and 
city council are not going 
to do it for us," she said. 
She has a number of 
ideas for the group. One is 
to encourage local home- 
based businesses - from 
hobby farms to artists' stu- 
dios - to offer tours or 
workshops for visitors. 
Another is ~ to set up a 
notice board at tourist ga- 
thering spots like the Ferry 
Island listing tours and 
sightseeing activities. 
q: :: ..... !!. 
• o 
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i Building a future 
Carpentry apprentice, Brad Zazalak puts the finishing touches on a log 
house. The NWCC student is working for Lussier Log Homes over the 
summer as part of the Youth Options initiative, which subsidizes employ- 
ers who hire students. The experience Zazalak gains over the summer will 
help him build a resume that will attract future employers. This is Zaza- 
lak's third summer working through the Youth Options program. 
City ups grant to (:over 
a rport tax increases 
THE CITY will pay $125,000 so busines- 
ses at the airport don't pay higher taxes 
this year. 
The decision by councillors June 12 
put an end to debate on whether to issue 
a grant to offset tax hikes at the airport. 
Businesses there have suddenly been 
hit with the prospect of paying double or 
triple what they did in the past. 
It's partly due to the city's extension of 
its boundaries last year to take in the air- 
port. Businesses there that previously paid 
a lower business tax rate to the regional 
district now pay the same rate as down- 
town businesses. 
In addition, because the airport society 
now gets the overall tax bill, rather than 
individual businesses, the businesses no 
longer get an exemption on the first 
$10,000 of assessed value. 
Airport society officials said they're 
confident an assessment appeal will re- 
suit in reduced valuation of the airport, 
and hopefully the reinstatement of indi- 
vidual notices and exemptions. 
"I think we've got to help them this 
year," said citY councillor Val George. 
Councillors said while the grant is 
being issued to the society, it is free to be 
selective in which tenants get the money. 
In particular, they said, they'd rather 
not see city tax money go to airport te- 
nants like the provincial forests ministry 
and Nay Canada. 
"What you're saying is it's better our 
problem than your problem," noted airport 
society president Frank Hamilton. 
Council had previously budgeted close 
to $78,800 for the grant, but the move to 
boost it to $125,000 means the city will 
cut into its accumulated surplus to make 
up the extra $46,000. 
That cuts the city surplus from 
$560,000 to around $514,000. 
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Thornhill Husky Service 
"- See them for all iiiiiiii!i!i]l !~:~' 
your vehicle needs 
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.Reg: List 
Pr,ce 51344 
Consists of Queen/full 
bookcase headboard, 
light bridge, two-#210 
bookcase ends and 
a door for each 
~l bookcase I~  
l ~ / ~  ~ SAVE UP  TO 
I  ',&dov ' ] 500  °0 
Julle-24. ~'h ~ ona l l sPas  , .... 
I~  FREE HOT DOGS ~ Saturday Onlyd~ 
lili ! i~  & BEVERAGES ~!! i i~ i i ! i i i~e~e~Xe~onal l l  ~ 
© Authorized Dealer for ~ - ~ ;  
TWILIGHT SPAS & ;/ 
PUMP SUPPLY 
4704 Keith Avenue,  Terrace 
Phone 638-0947,  Fax: 638-0948 * Toll Free: 11,888~720-8828 
, 
Reg. List 
Enlertainment deck, I)rid je 
i shelf 2.#209 bookca os,~,ith 
. two glass doors and two wood 
i doors on bookcases. (Op,iona 
drawer packs available - ask 
~ . . . . . . . . . .  for delails) Remove the door . 
. . . .  ~acks and reduce the price~ 
,..,,,~11:!/;..17.:i17.~:.:. :i. ~. I ........ I ....... ' . . . . . . . . . . .  : ..... ~.~:,~,=,.~r.:,-~-~.~,~ Io only $849 ,,,,., /,,, 
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Gitanyow warn of possible 
conflict with Nisga'a on land 
GITANYOW natives say stry spokesman Peter 
they will continue to hunt Smith says the Nisga'a 
and fish on their traditional treaty rights on hunting 
lands, setting up a possible and fishing are not exclu- 
conflict with the Nisga'a sive. 
who now have treaty rights The Gitanyow can con- 
in some of the same areas, tinue to hunt and fish on 
"People are going to their territory as they have 
exercise their rights," a lways done, he said. 
warned Gitanyow negotia- "The  Gitanyow may 
tor Glen Williams.: "We,II continue their aboriginal 
be up there, Who has right to hunt or fish subject 
priority to hunt and fish to the usual parameters 
-us or the Nisga'a?~' :. . . .  regarding conservation or 
As of May 11, the public safety,,' Smith said. 
Nisga'a treaty gave the "The treaty does not af- 
Nisga'a ownership of near- feet the rights of other 
ly 2,000 square kilometres First Nations." 
of land plus hunting and But  the Gitanyow are 
not convinced. fishing rights in a much 
larger area covering most 
of the Nass watershed, 
The Gitanyow also 
claim the mid-section o f  
the Nass valley and want 
to know if the implemen- 
tation of the treaty will bar 
them from hunting or fish- 
ing in their traditional ter- 
ritory. 
"What about our 
rights?" Williams deman.. 
ded. "We have constitu- 
tionally protected aborigi- 
nal rights as well. How 
does that play out against 
newly proclaimed treaty 
rights?" 
Aboriginal affairs mini- 
Williams suspects ome 
Nisga'a, armed with their 
new treaty, will try to keep 
Gitanyow people off the 
disputed land. 
Fie cites incidents of 
the past couple of years in 
which the Gitanyow allege 
Nisga'a people burned 
down their smoke houses 
and in one incident hrea- 
tened Gitanyow people 
with a gun, 
Fisheries and Oceans 
i'Canada has said it will 
send in additional enforce- 
:ment teams this year to 
implement the Nisga'a 
treaty, he added. 
Extensive search 
for missing kayaker 
STEWART RCMP, Terrace 
Search and Rescue, provin- 
cial emergency volunteers 
and friends of a missing 
Idaho man spent he better 
part of last week combing 
the rivers off Highway 37 
north for a missing kayaker. 
Steve Faber, 29, was last 
seen Thursday, June 8 leav- 
ing a camp near Cranberry 
Junction on Highway 37. 
He was heading north. 
When he didn't show up 
in Terrace by Saturday, 
June 10 friends got worried 
and reported him missing to 
the RCMP. 
Four days later, friends 
found his truck off Highway 
37, just south of the Els- 
worth Brothers Logging 
Camp, near the Nass River. 
One of Faber's kayaks 
was missing from the truck. 
Terrace Search and Res- 
cue was called in to help 
and, around 10 p.m. June 14 
Faber's missing kayak was 
found washed up on a bank 
of the Nass River, about 30 
kilometres downstream 
from his Toyota truck. 
The Provincial Emer- 
gency Program aircraft and 
a chartered helicopter was 
used to locate Faber in the 
river June 15, but as of June 
16, Faber was still missing. 
Based on his RCMP be- 
lieve he was wearing a yel- 
low and black shirt, a red 
life jacket, khaki shorts and 
a blue helmet when he dis- 
appeared. 
RCMP are also looking 
for a blue kayaking paddle 
with a yellow blade that 
Faber is believed to have 
been using. 
Faber was an exper- 
ienced kayaker who was 
known to run rivers on his 
own. He lived in the Ter= 
race area most of last year. 
Cnst. Jeff McArthur said 
a police dog and handler 
were used to unsuccessfully 
search for a scent from the 
canoe. 
An extensive ground 
search along the banks of 
the Nass River was expec- 
ted to continue throughout 
the weekend. 
"We need to play out a 
few scenarios," said McAr- 
thur. "He might be injured 
and not visible from an 
aircraft." 
Is your  tub the wrong 
colour,  hard  to c lean  
or  worn  out? 
S l ipproof ing  ava i lab le .We wil l  be  in the  
area in the  week of  June  26-30 'h 
Bathtub Solutions 
250-567-2200 
To l l  ]F ree 1 -888-205-8111 
Glen Williams 
Federal fisheries offi- 
cials, however, say their 
increased presence will in- 
volve monitoring elements 
of the treaty like the new 
Nisga'a commercial fish- 
ery, and not displacing the 
Gitanyow. 
"We were asked to 
send extra officers to work 
with the Nisga'a to help 
'educate," said Chris Drag- 
seth of Fisheries and 
Oceans Canada. "This is 
not a reaction to beef up 
our enforcement because 
of the treaty." 
He said fisheries offi- 
cers aren't there to police 
disputes between the two 
tribal groups. 
"Even if there was a 
conflict, the RCMP deal 
with it," Dragseth said, 
"Those types of infractions 
have nothing to do with 
ns . "  
Williams said the po- 
tential conflict is the fault 
of provincial and federal 
governments for signing a 
treaty with the Nisga'a be- 
fore the claim overlap be- 
tween the Nisga'a and Gi- 
tanyow was resolved. 
Now, he said, there's 
been little attempt o clar- 
ify what the rules will be 
on the land while the Gita- 
nyow still try to negotiate 
a treaty. 
"If people don't deal 
with it now there's going 
to be confusion and more 
uncertainty," Williams 
predicted. 
i l l  
Day 
Breakfast 
Terrace Firehall 
3215 Eby Street 
Ju × 200o . ,  
8:00  a .m.  
s3 °° each 
Children 3 and 
under free! 
L ~ ii 
i.lfe short, a. e x t e .s  i 0 .  
Live bn~er ~,.,it}~ daily physical- acdvit'y, healthy caring =rod following your doctors advice. ,,,,.,'r,,,.,,,~/,~Jl. 
i*~.pOlli<ipg :'iO fl ,Oril~_J [ 
Day 
< ,?tL  Ji Of The Summer Sale! 
:'<:" 7. ~,::;'-~5": JUNE 21 sr -JUNE 24" 
(June 21" 8.'00 - lO,'30p, m. . June  22"' Reg/tlar Hours) 
Yarn Dyed Flannels :~; ~¢" '~, ,7~'  " 
i l  NOI . .  ¢~IDT~ II#~,.~,t~,_:,~:,.',,.~| 
"ALL IN STOCK" [litl'~*l~ 
• tef lon Knits 30% Off_ [~]=l~ l i~_  
* Quilting Cotions 25% Off ilttl Ilttlitl~i~It, 
* Notions 15% Of f  t3~._ I= ' t ,~ l~ 
,0%0.  
~q ~ Husqvarna Viking Rose ~ 
~t~/~"  Sa lePr ice  s2499°°  ,,,a...~ 2~,,.~ 
The Cotton Pick 'n' Quilt Patch 
3308 Kalum St.,Terrace i~lHusqvarna 
" I\, KING" 638-1335 •Fax: 638-8618 ~.~. , - . . .~  
~ f 
./. 
;!:i ~ ~ ~!L 
( "L i s tenupSuper lans /Which  of you thinks they will be ~ '~ 
the next SuperStar Bingo Jackpot Winner?" 
~ 'Watch and/earn like these previous SuperStar Bingo 
/ / ~  [ Jackpot Winners and one day ( Get . . . . . . .  
~J I "~ I you might be a SuperStar...but [ '" _reaoy ~o.p/ay mu ana, t: 
t not before me/" l uo ror more/vyou warn to I 
............................... ~ be the next SuperStar/l!" J 
I~  Win a leather SuperStar Bingo Jacket. :i 
Enter to win a leather SuperStar Bi-_ngo Jacket with Your n ,x~ Su ~erStar ticket 
purchase at your local bingo hall. See Contest Conditions ~t he ~articipating Bingo Halls. 
June 17 - July 1, 2000 
Draw date Wednesday July t2 2000 at BCLC Office from all entries received from all Partic~pati~g Bingo Halls. (see hall for details) 
A qualifying entrant isa B.C. resident 19years of age or older. 
i!:/i;;~,77 
%off 
3 5  M~a~rs e*rs' suggested 
Firestone* Michelin* 
Goodyear* Uniroyal* 
$6695,.. $7475,.. 
P185r/OR14 fits Tempofropaz P205/70R14 I~ T=uru~bCe 
Unlroyat Tlger Paw ASC A]I Season Un~yal ]~ger ~w ASC A, Se~on 
(MS~P $103) (MSRP $115) 
$10465,.. $12025,,.. 
P225/70RI5 t~ Exploref/~anger P235/'/SR15 fits Exl~omc/R~ng~ 
Lklk'oyal [zzedo AWP All Season Un'roya] Lat edo AWT M.Terrain 
(MSRP $161) (MSRP $185) 
"~ r~.~ fee ma~dact~er wa.an~ ap~y k~talla~n, b t~=~].la,~ 
~ld ~1 oW'031 k",'~ at e ex~a. M deaLq s rn,ly ~ co~ty I~ co n ~te ~ 
d ~  aol~ards 
A,.~,=. Install Molorcralt 
=q~ :'? brake pads~ on m 
vv  : : :  : :: Includes:: 
i to parts In normal ( ~~dlt{~ n Of 
BATTERIES 
 84" '94"* 
Mot0rcraft Tested Tough Motorcraff Silver 
Series (WTBXL) Series (WIBXT) 
:! 
12 Month Free Replacement 24 Month Free Replacement l i 
72 Month Warranty 84 Month Warranty I i ! 
'lr, s~UlxJn, laxes and ~,inci,ll le~s a~e ezt;a/~oplicable 1O m~t 
cars and tfl~,s Oaltedes Ic~ ~hick:.s with (f~el mgme9 a~ e edla 
WI~1,-33; WIBXL.49; WlgXl..5O a~e $109 99. 
=:I l l  IMan~fa=,~ :: :::i !//i;~:;: ii!:~: 
V~ V::~uouested.~! prices: ! C ,&S:74 :fi~ F:,¢ eriai;): •
~e ~ ~:Tord Oealet for pricing for ~;our veti : :i:i f~: :~:,i::!i~::'.ii~ 
:~ levee:not !~1C~, ~!l~les putts ~d ~lJour.).~i: 
: !  
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Hurry and take advantage of these great offers on tires and more. 
Offers expire July 31, 2000. 
Quality ;   TM 
THE RInHT PEOPLE, THE RIGHT PARTS. 
ALWAY8 THE RIGHT PRICE. 
~rr~ i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Offers available at participating F0id of Canada dealers 0nty. Dealersmay sell for less. Ask your Service Adv=s0r for full deia,isl ' 
~TERRACE 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. (250)635-4984 
~OTEM FORD Fax (250) 635.2783 Toll Free 1-800-463-1128 I)1,05S48 
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Police seek tanker arsonist 
TERRACE RCMP are asking for the 
public's help in solving the suspected 
arson of a tanker truck parked at the 
Gossen Creek gravel pit. 
The Thornhill Fire Department and 
Terrace RCMP were called to the pit 
at the east end of the Gossen Creek 
subdivision at 6:38 p.m. Sunday, June 
11. 
Volunteer fire crews arrived about 
I0 minutes later to find the smell of 
burnt rubber and four-foot flames 
sprouting from tanker truck, which 
was not attached to a cab. 
No one, other than neighbourhood 
residents who reported the blaze, were 
at the scene when fire crews and po- 
lice arrived but a dirt bike was heard 
in the area around 6:15 p.m. earlier 
that evening, 
Thornhill Deputy fire chief Wes 
Patterson said the fire appears to have 
started off nearby burned rags. 
"There was no other source of igni- 
tion," said Patterson adding the tanker 
had been parked at the pit for about 
three weeks. 
The fire appears to have started 
near the truck's right double rear 
wheels and caused about $7,000 dam- 
age, said Patterson. 
The fire also damaged the back tail 
lights, axle, fender, wiring and outer 
skin of the tank. 
The fire is not related to an earlier 
vehicle fire started by vandals on Pa- 
quette Street in Thornhill Thursday, 
June 8. 
THIS TANKER truck is believed to have been torched by an arsonist at 
the Gossen Creek gravel pit June 11 
Patterson said the gravel pit fire who attended the scene. 
could have been a lot worse had the She said the gravel pit is used re- 
tanker been parked closer to the creationally by area dirt bikers, and 
woods, has been the subject of vandalism 
The tanker was carrying a non-ex- more than once in the last couple of 
plosive asphalt emulsion mixture, weeks. 
commonly used to seal coat highways. [:~ Anyone with information about he 
"We're lucky it didn't burn right blaze is asked to call the Terrace 
through the tanker, or else we would RCMP at 638-7400 or Crime Stoppers 
have had a little bit of a mess," said at 635-8477. 
Terrace RCMP Cnst. Jill McBeath 
Third area logger dies on the job 
THE JUNE 12 logging 
death of a Terrace man in 
the Kiteen Valley should 
serve as a warning to other 
luggers, says a Workers 
Compensation Board man- 
ager. 
"Fallers have to be con- 
stantly aware of their sur- 
roundings," said WCB man- 
ager Rick Hynes. 
"It's a very hazardous l 
job and you have to be very, : 
very diligent of your sur- 
roundings." 
Thomas Presby, 54, died 
when he was hit in the back 
of the head with a stray 
branch that fell out of the 
interlocking canopy of a 
neighbouring tree. 
The branch - estimated 
to be about seven inches in 
diameter - knocked him out 
and killed him. 
"He happened 
to be in the 
wrong place at 
the wrong time." 
Nass Valley RCMP 
Cnst. Jim DeHoog estimates 
the accident happened be- 
tween 3 p.m and 3:45 p.m. 
June 12, because Presby 
had checked in via radio at 
'i3'p.m. A co-worker found 
; his body 45 minutes later. 
His body was helicop- 
tered out of the remote loca- 
tion to Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital in Terrace later that 
day. 
Presby is said to have 
"years and years" of falling 
experience and had worked 
in the Kiteen Valley for 
about four years. 
"He happened to be in 
the wrong place at the 
wrong time," said Hynes, 
adding preventative mea- 
sures probably could have 
been done, but they 
wouldn't necessarily have 
saved Presby's life. 
"It's a very busy time of 
the year with lots of people 
in the bush - you have to be 
very c~,reful." 
Prcsby's death is the 
third logging death in the 
northwest this year. That's 
about 15 to 20 per cent of 
the annual fatality rate for 
loggers in B.C. 
Trevor Olson, 27, was 
working as a grapple yarder 
at Kumelaon Inlet off of 
Prince Rupert in May when 
he was hit by a log. 
In January, a Stewart 
failer died as a result of his 
injures when he was hit by a 
tree. 
A RA"Earth & 
ENGINEERING GLOBAL SOLUTIONS 
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i!hoids adegree in Geotechnical Engineering 
i:!whicfi c6Vers such diverse areas as slope 
stabilityassessments, forestry road 
liiiiiliiiiiiii$£9~!y.uction, geotechnioal foundation 
liiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~s;i~and environmehtal Site: ! i: : : ,  
Smithers Prince George 
(250) 847-8783 (250) 564-3243 
Environmental 
Fort St. John 
(250) 785-5982 
OTHER OFFICES LOCATED ACROSS CANADA AND USA, AS WELL AS OVERSEAS 
Ontario's no place to 
seek a career in the classroom 
At the request of Ontar io  teachers, the  B.C. Teachers' Federation 
is warn ing  memhers  and recent educat ion graduates ' that ,  under  
the  current  government ,  Ontar io  is not  a jur isdict ion where 
teachers should seek work. Since 1995, Premier Mike Harris has 
s lashed $1.2 bi l l ion f rom educat ion  fund ing  and  enacted  
pun i t ive  legislation a imed at teachers. Bill 74, his latest and most  
provocat ive ducathm law, inc ludes.the fo l lowing provisions: 
• Mandatory volunteerism 
Principals can assign teachers to extra-curricular ctivities at any 
t ime, on  any  day of the week, even if it would  contravene their 
col lect ive agreement.  
• Increased instructional time 
Work load  will increase by 11% wi thout  an increase in salary. 
• Sweeping powers of the education minister 
The min ister  may fine employees and even ban school  board 
members  f rom office. 
® Severely diminished collective bargaining rights 
Rights to bargain work load are el iminated,  and some contracts 
declared null  and void. 
The BCTF has pledged its support  to Ontar io  col leagues tr iving 
to de fend  public educat ion  f rom these destruct ive policies. If you 
wish to add your  voice to the chorus raised in opposi t ion to the 
Harris agenda for educat ion,  please write: 
Premier Mike Harris 
Legislative Building, Queen's Park, Toronto, ON, M7A 1A1 
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RANDY DOMBOWSKY 
Regional Director and 
W. JOHN ACRES 
Associate Regional Director 
arepleased to announce the 
recent addition of 
COLEEN TAYLOR 
to the Terrace office. 
Coleen was born and raised in Terrace and spent the last 10 years working in 
the educational services field, 
Investors Group Financial Service Inc. had more than 3,600 consultants across 
Canada and more than 38 billion in assets under management and has been 
serving investors for over 70 years. 
Coleen welcomes her friends and acquaintances to call her at 
(250) 635-0601 
~ ~ , r = . ~  Toll Free 1-800-764-1777 
dr,,~.~  Terrace, Be 
i ' Ask any 16-year old and they 11 tell you. 'rlJey know all 
there is about absolutely everything. Of course, ms their 
parents, you know better, right? So, why would you 
assume they knew how to do any job safely that hey'd 
never done before? Trutlt is, young guys, 15.24, are 
mgre[lkely to be seriously irqured at work titan any 
other age group. So, before your children start working 
at their first job or their 10tit job, talk to them about 
workplace safety. I)on't assume someone lse will. Fora  
information, on how to keep your child safe on the j0b, 
contact us. 1-888-62 I-SAFE. www.works,ffebe.com 
"~.% _WgRKERS' • . . .  
~COMPENSATION I r& I [  t '~ .,u~ v~z.~ ..~__ ~ 
~BOARD~-~ I i .~wj  i .&~~'~(~; | .  L ~  
~) i  Brilish Columbia Teachers' Federation. www.bct f .bc lca  ~ 
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Smoke ban sides 
:fume at hear, ngs 
By JENNIFER LANG industry. "That means about 3,500 people 
SMOKING SHOULD be allowed in pro- 
perly ventilated bars and pubs, Coast Inn 
of the West manager Doug Barrett old a 
public hearing in Prince George Friday. 
It's a compromise Barrett hinks will 
strike a balance between providing a safe 
work environment and a bar scene that's 
acceptable to both smoking and non. 
smoking customers. 
Barrett was one of a contingent of 
~northern hospitality industry representa. 
.'fives speaking against he Workers' Com. 
~ pensation Board of B.C.'s proposed all-out 
~ismoking ban at two days of hearings in 
::Prince George. 
, But presenters - who ranged from an 
',fan occupational health nurse whose ci, 
~'.garette-smoking sister died of lung cancer 
~',to a Williams Lake pub owner who's con- 
~'vinced he would be out of business had 
,'the ban continued - remained polarized 
~:in their submissions to the board, sug- 
:'.gesting there's no middle ground in the 
:',debate. 
*' Dan Armstrong, of the Prevention and 
,'Awareness Coalition on Tobacco 
.,.(PACT), said there are no healthy alter- 
:;natives to a smoking ban, because there 
~',is no complete protection from second- 
: hand smoke. 
: Armstrong said eight to nine percent of 
:workers are employed in the hospitality 
in our local communities being routinely 
subjected to a toxic environment. It's 
time to extend worker protection to hospi- 
tality employees just like all other em- 
ployment sectors." 
The WCB's workplace smoking ban at 
bars, restaurants, pubs, prisons, and bingo 
halls was overturned by a Supreme Court 
ruling in March because the hospitality 
industry had not been adequately consul- 
ted before the ban went into effect Jan. 1. 
The industry wants the WCB to con- 
sider ventilation systems as a way to 
keep air clean for workers and patrons, an 
option Barrett is also is pulling for. 
The impact of the smoking ban on his 
business was "monstrous, absolutely 
monstrous," Barrett said, adding the hotel 
is still trying to woo back lost smoking 
and non-smoking patrons. 
Two months after the ban was over- 
turned, the hotel's lounge remains closed 
three days a week because of the result- 
ing drop in business. 
In addition, Barrett said the hotel spent 
between $8,000 and $9,000 meeting the 
WCB's smoking ban restrictions. The bar 
refitted its former horse racing betting 
room into a smoking room in February, 
installing an industrial kitchen exhaust 
system on the hotel's roof to comply with 
the ban. 
,11 
.,iiParts of Code still waiting 
,,FOREST Practices Code the important environ- recreational values, and 
,,provisions intended to pro- 
:itect wildlife and scenery 
~Istill haven't gone into ef- 
:;feet, says the watchdog 
,agency overseeing the .i 
,i code. 
',i While the code has 
ilbrought improvements in
:,~, logging practices relating 
~,to things like roads and 
'.i cutblocks, the Forest Prac- 
'Jtices Board has warned 
i[°ther sections remain un- 
i~ enforced after nearly five 
~! years. 
:.~ Plannm[g and practmes 
~I do not yet protect many of 
;I 
mental forest resources," 
outgoing board chair Keith 
Moore said. 
"Implementation f the 
code is still incomplete 
and unfinished four and 
one-half years after it be- 
came law." 
B.C. producers are 
under considerable pres- 
sure from buyers in foreign 
markets over B.C. forest 
practices. 
"British Columbia faces 
serious repercussions if it 
is unable to demonstrate 
that wildlife, scneic and 
biodiversity are protected 
in forestry operations," 
Moore said. 
The Forest Practices 
Board's annual report also 
notes that government po- 
licy directions aren't al- 
ways consistent with the 
code's objectives to pro- 
tect environmental values. 
It said code provisions 
to protect winter ranges 
and areas managed for 
wildlife, scenery, recrea- 
tion and biodiversity can't 
be enforced until Victoria 
implements them. 
ACORD Enterprises 
o1: Ara. b. 
~1~O pre -packn~ed f ine foods  ~ / ~  
f J une  Feature.t 
I 
. ;[ 10% OFF  
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A SECOND CHANCE 
Discuss organ donation with your family. 
THE KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF CANADA Ne 
CORRECTION NOTICE 
The Weight Watchers advertisement that ran in the 
June 7th issue of this publication was incorrect due 
to our publication running the wrong and outdated 
information. The current offer at Weight Watchers is: 
Join Weight Watchers and get free registration with 
a minimum purchase of an 8 week commitment 
plan. 
Call 1-800-682-8011 for more information. 
%" . 
I all regular priced merchandise ' i 
with this coupon. ' i 
4607 tazo l lo  
Monday  - Saturday ,  9 am - 6 pm 
Dried Fruit.Nuts .Snack Mixes .Beans .Rice .Organic Products .Gluten-Free Flours 
piros Panagopoulos, founder'a d" 
President of Pizzarama wants you to 
experience the Newest Pizza in Terrace! 
CLASSICS  INTERNATIONAL 
~; P izzarama C lass ic  The  Greek  
~i An all time classic. Pepperoni, ham and From the villages In Greece, this one has it all. 
J ames  W.  Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY 8ormte,~ & Solic;tors 
Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
 riba[  eg:igtrp 
New Wedding Stemware 
Just Arrived 
.Champagne Flutes 
,Tankards 
.White Wines 
Mother. Father. Ring Bearer. Best Man. 
Groom. Master of Ceremonies 
J une  30 Ju ly  22 
Marie Dennis Carla McKay 
Wilburn Quock Jamie Wilson 
Ju ly  8 Ju ly  22 
Kerri Maroney Miehelle Yiu 
Dave Foreier Roy Beekley 
Skeena Mall - Terrace 1-800-563-4362 
i?:'i:i:;: 
TSIMSHIAN 
TREATY NEGOTIATIONS 
Tuesday  June 27 
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
138 - 1 st Avenue West  
Pr ince Rupert .  B.C. 
Wednesday  June  28 
Starts at 11:00 a.m. 
Met lakat la  Resource Centre 
Met lakat la .  B.C. 
"'~'" "~'~~" Thursday ,  June  29 
Starts at 900 a.m. 
138 - 1 st Avenue West  
Prince Rupert .  B.C. 
The Tsimshian Tribal Council and the 
governments of Canada nd British Columbia 
are continuing negotiations towards an 
Agreement-in-Principle under the British 
Columbia Treaty Process. The chief 
negotiators invite the public to observe these 
main table sessions. 
For more information, contact: 
Canad  
~BRITISH 
L.OLUMBIA Federal Treaty 
Negotiation Tsimshian 
Ministry of Office 
Aboriginal Tribal Council 
Affairs 
Jacque Pleasants Lynn Christie Gerald Wesley 
(250) 387-1119 (250) 847-8775 (250) 638-1727 
http://www.aaf.~ov.bc.ca 
mushrooms, smothered in mozzarella, and Spiced beef, white onions, mozzarella and 
topped with smoked bacon, tomatoes finished with black olives and fete 
Chef 's  Spoci  "-n cheese. 
The Chef's all time classic. Pepperonl, ham and Texas  B I~ Ch icken  
mushrooms green peppers, olives mozzarella This Is a must for chicken Ioversl Loaded with 
end topped with smoked bacon. BBQ chicken, mushrooms, onions and 
The meat does not stoplPepp~[~nL:sata~;::::::i:j:::::lu~.e~gh]a!a~P.~,~.and of.course 'mozza'. This one-day seminar explores new consumer t ends in the travel and tourism nmrketplace. Discover how an 
ground beef, Ila,a#~imge;~iidevvi bac'bfl. '"i:;i:. "f ".:.": ::':'":~":::::': " . WIm.t a ~a? 
A I boundiilgeih/~iiwlthniozzareila;i:i":... . i......"/.:.":.: SPiCed ~ n a  understanding ofthese trends can help your business grow in a highly competitive tourism market. 
.... ~!:.i;?:"'D~ie~ Wo~:!, .  "' i:;:'::::i.:.: : ; ::This one is"bne l ihal i~nmblileed.0n~:Sp!cy salsa,
..;6~m~~'~,, .~h;.a~ar,"feta and 2kinds of :; ~: .. Wire mozzarene, nnmneo with tamaroe~:!eno 
.~: i~:  ii:: • i.. ..:;. ntozza~ la.::.:::'. :: '"".::::::~: ...... ' . . . . . . .  :' ../... jatapenos:Bewaret ... ........ ":. ::~:i:. 
.ii ~' i: : i~: .'  6 :~;do~ V~ie  ' .; .! 7... i!:i::e~a!!m~ Al~lm:.:hl ighk :~ii 
~!~i: ,, ..~:L,..~.=, "~-'-'~'"~",sh-'r~"s ' on o~s:'" '::"/iiAtmMavodte ohded wlth double hath ahd:~: 
:i!: M: J t t J I Jg l ta lao lu  o . .uut ;om,  m . . ,v . ,  , . , % " . . . . . .  " : '2 .  . .  . . . . .  • . .  . .  . . : . "  ' ;  ... $ . !: 
~=;-  ~, , '~~ 6 lves to-ned:w th ih0zzare a"-.": ": aoumepmeappue, togemer Writ lOt, oi ~ 
~'~;" ~'~'~"! .......... '" ff.-~--'~- " :: '';:~ ' :":' " '"":" .... "" mo~are ~i' "  ::: ::' . ':: 
::;~..~,~C,~uui:~;;::::i;.ii;: ~ ':::I.~L.. .. .~  ! !.! ~ / / :  
Da#~he':boledSv~iii:/~e:fhis dzzais bUilt~,.: If you ~/antltJt has it.sa!andd~epperbrd/ham, 
wlth'~eef '~tnd on io~;~h~ks~f~eoes ;  :::": :i:.i ;m~shi'°0ms~green p..eper~; onio.nsl]~!tieapple , 
0, . . . . .  ~;/~'~, ,~,,~= chedd~:aed m~afi~jli~ ......... "':' tamatoes~, bacon and m0zzaire la V 
is out together~iifi the fiii~stn~et~ .............. ~/ho..~ys pizza.BlOt fiinf This one Is built with I . . . .  ' :am It,flair tmt~tmeT:~iiii •onions Mler it ts baked, we pepperonl, salami, Canadian h ';: .... :::::::::*:::::::::: ..... " 
Presentation and Internet Marketing Workshop, plus lunch. All  for $55 + GST. 
• Review of Tourism BCg first Business Plan of the new millennium 
• Your Regional Tourism Association- getting on board 
• Open Panel Discussion- make yourself heard 
• Lunch with SuperHost peaker 
• Professional Development Workshop-"Internet Marketing" 
sausage and smoked bacon. Held together with garnish it with sour cream, lettuce, tomatoes ~ • Valuable lnsLructional Workbook 
mozzarella cheese and flavoured with mild and cheddar. Yes, it has mozzarella. ~ ~ 
cheddar. Med i te r ranean Vegg le  
The  C lass ic  I ta l ian  You don't need to travel to enjoy the taste of 
1.,,,it.n oh,= r,,=nnnmnl fnlln~ad hv a~laml this pizza, loaded with fresh spinach, onions, 
,- , , , , ,  -,,, P, vv,,-.~,,,, . . . . . .  "7  " /~ . "  ..... . mushrooms, end mozza then covered with feta, 
• ann musnrooms. lnenweauua nelpmg 0l . ~n ..... . . ,  Space is limited. Register today. Call toll free 1-877-435.5622 
black olives~land finallYA~l~moz ml . 6 81  40* - -  . Thursday, June 29, 9:00 A,M. - -  4:00 P,M. Best Western Terrace hm, Terrace 
L 
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MY BANK 
has a 
C ) 
~.~,i!~.~!i!~ii~! ~i~ , ~.~.-~,~ 
i t  
J 
FREEDOM] 
Ask about our new Flexible 13elow 
• Prime Mortgage. Call: 
Mike Sorenson 615-6162 
My Bank* 
"Reglstezed tfademazk of 6ank of Montreal. 
INSIDE 
COMMUNITY 
EVENTS 82 
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SARAH de LEEUW 
Summer of our 
discontent 
• ~ HE longest day of the year ... per- 
I haps not exactly in sync with the hottest or sunniest days of the 
year, but one need look no further 
than the magazine racks in the local 
grocery stores to know summer is here. 
Covers of every second magazine 
(well all right, excluding The Star, The- 
Inquirer and Martha Stewart), are boast- 
ing the busty bodies of babes in bikinis. 
These are women, who live in lands free 
of tummy rolls, wide hips or thick thighs. 
They smile the smiles of those who've 
never worried about double chins or cel- 
lulite, 
And each of us who shuffle through 
the grocery store line-up, tired and 
maybe a little cranky, wonder just what's 
the matter with us - us who have, well, 
you know ... bodies the photographers 
seem to have forgotten about when they 
photograph for the front covers of those 
magazines. 
A close friend of mine worked in the 
retail business down south -  a clothes 
store dealing in upseale lines and "slim 
fits". She would call me on the week- 
ends, yakking about this that and the 
other, inevitably getting around to work. 
Come the season of beach balls and bi- 
kinis, she always regales me with tales 
of womeii, all shapes and sizes, squeez- 
ing themselves into shape-distorting out- 
fits, then comPlaining about their bodies. 
More often than not, she informed me, 
the upset would culminate in a sideways- 
over-the-shoulder-looking-at-the.mirror 
wail of: "This makes me look soooooo 
fat!" 
While most of us don't blink an eye 
on hearing the cry, the words are landing 
in more ways than we can imagine. Not 
so long ago, I visited with the daughters 
of close family friends. The oldest was 
12, the youngest four. The middle one, 
the one sitting next to me on the couch 
telling me about art projects at school, 
was six. After we discovered the basics 
of popsicle stick houses, we went on to 
her friends. She mentioned a couple of 
other little people, then announced that 
she was the fattest of all of them, and 
wanted to go on a diet. Six years old; 
and already worrying about being fat. Six 
years old, not even past the round cheeks 
and chubby toes of her baby-fat years, 
and wanting to go on a diet. 
I was talking to the local nutritionist 
not so long ago, who told me the 
youngest person she'd heard of practising 
self-induced vomiting was three years 
old. She's worked with five-year-aids 
who have caloric charts and exercise 
routines mapped out to follow every day 
of the week. 
The numbers regarding eating disor- 
ders, which stem from unrealistic views 
of how bodies should be shaped, are 
staggering. A 1995 study found that one 
out of every four college-aged women in 
North America has experienced an eat- 
ing disorder. Another study, one year 
later, found that three minutes of looking 
at models in a fashion magazine caused 
70 per cent of the women who did it to 
feel depressed, guilty, and shameful 
about heir own bodies. 
"These are women who live in 
lands free of tummy rolls." 
So who's profiting from the preoccu- 
pation with thinness? The diet industry in 
the United States generates 74 billion 
dollars a year, and in Canada more than 
50 per cent of our population is trying to 
lose weight at any given time. 
Obviously, you are not alone when 
going through the grocery stand check- 
out makes you feel rotten, llke you really 
should go home and do something about 
yourself. But instead of feeling depressed 
and down, you might try thinking about 
all your positive attributes, all the people 
you've made smile in your day, and then 
grab a magazine about the environment, 
or how to cook a great meal. Try going 
for a walk and doing something just for 
yourself, . . . . .  
And remember, there are three billion. 
women who don't look like supermodels, 
and only eight women who do, 
Students focus on future 
through apprenticeships 
By SARAH GLEN 
FRANCE IS a long way from 
home for one Smithers resident. 
But that's exactly where Lyle 
Kennedy ended up after complet- 
ing a culinary apprenticeship n
Smithers. 
The northern resident is also a 
member of the Canadian Culinary 
Olympic team, competing inter- 
nationally for the top chef spot in 
the world. 
All this because Kennedy 
opted to apprentice under a cook 
in Smithers as a way to make 
money while completing high 
school. 
llis success is typical of stu- 
dent apprentices, aid John Dodd, 
an apprenticeship counsellor with 
the Industry Training and Appren- 
ticeship Commission (ITAC) in 
Terrace. 
"Kids that get involved in ap- 
prenticeship rograms while in 
high schoo! are all of a sudden 
doing better in their classes be- 
cause they have a purpose to their 
work," said Dodd. "It's a real suc- 
cess story." 
ITAC and Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School's job counsel- 
lor, Cam MacKay, have teamed 
up to offer students in Terrace an 
early apprenticeship program and 
the opportunity to tap into their 
own "success tories." 
The partnership has been in 
place for about five years, but is 
one of Terrace's best kept secrets, 
said Dodd. 
"People don't give our youth 
enough credit," said MacKay. "A 
lot of kids learn in different ways 
and this program gives them. 
hands-on training that will give 
them focus for the future." 
Students are eligible for the 
program after they complete 
Grade 10. 
Then they must apply and be 
accepted by a steering committee 
before getting hired by a business. 
"We are not an employment 
agency. The onus is one the stu- 
dent to get out in the community 
and f indtheir  own job," said 
Dodd. 
Trades suitable for apprentice- 
ships include: embalmer, hair 
dresser, plumber, locksmith, auto 
service technician, electrician, 
and carpenter. 
I Taking the pledge 
JAMIE BIRCH, a graduate from Caledonia Sr. Secondary apprentice program bonds a joint in the 
plumbing of a local house. Birch is a plumbing apprentice who is working in town over the summer. 
Most of the apprentices make 
upwards of $26 an hour, including 
'. benefits, said Dodd. 
' And while they may be getting 
a jump on their future, students in 
the program must still attend 
school and maintzin at least a C 
plus average. 
"We stress the connection be- 
.tween work and school. You can't 
treat your work like a droP-in 
centre, so why would you treat 
school like that?" said MacKay. 
After graduating from high 
school, the students plice school 
and work together. 
Most work for a minimum of 
• six months, then are sent to 
school Ibr any where from three to 
I 0 weeks 
The schooling is covered by 
the provincial government as part 
of an initiative to boost B.C's 
E-Team leaders practice a scene from Thornhill Elementary School's upcoming 
concert, Assignment Earth: How Kids Can Save the Planet", a musical revue 
featuring songs sung by Grade 4, 5, and 6 students and dialogue from these 
12 young actors, seen here with music specialist Anne Hill and vice principal 
Sue Springer. The performance takes place June 28 at the R,E,M. Lee 
Theatre at7 p.m. You're invited to attend, 
• i:; skilled work [orce, said Dodd. 
The school/work cycle conti- 
nues for an average of four years, 
until the apprentice is cedified. 
"You have kids who are mas- 
ters at their craft at 21 years old 
and who are able to practice their 
craft almost anywhere in the 
world. The possibilities are 
endless," said Dodd. 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
has three apprentices graduating 
this year. 
"There is no reason why we 
shouldn't have at least 10 kids 
graduating with these skills," said 
MacKay. 
He notes that Terrace is a tra- 
des-orientated community, with 
more than 180 apprenticible 
trades open to students. 
Jamie Birch is just one student 
who took advantage of the ap- 
prenticeship program. 
Birch graduated from Caledo- 
nia Senior Secondary and the 
early plumbing apprenticeship 
program, in 1998. 
"Trades are the way to go," 
said Birch. "With the early ap- 
prenticeship rogram, my future 
was started earlier." 
Birch will be a certified jour- 
neyman when he is 21 years old. 
After he gets his ticket, he plans 
to travel the world. 
With the work experience he 
gained through high school, Birch 
had a year's head start both on his 
plumbing career and other appren- 
tices who didn't take a similar 
program in secondary school. 
"When 1 graduated, ! had over 
1,000 hours of experience. That 
put me way ahead of the game," 
said Birch. 
Around Town 
Day camp with drama 
YOUNG ACTORS take note: the Terrace Little 
Theatre is gearing up for summer drama days. 
Now entering its 15th year, this popular series of 
summer day camps for children aged six to 12 tea- 
ches participants basic acting and technical skills. 
The three-week-long camps culminate in a puhlic 
performance. This year, four coordinators have 
been hired to run the program, which offers a se- 
lection of theatre skills, including music, make-up, 
backstage work, lighting and sound. 
Registration is limited to 20 participants per ses- 
sion. For more information, leave a message at 
638-1215. Registration forms are available at Uni- 
globe Travel. 
Spiritual expressions 
SPIRIT JOURNEY...Expressions By Women is the 
name of a multimedia rt collaboration slated for 
exhibit at the Terrace Art Gallery next year in 
March. A group of local women artists and the Ter- 
race Women's Resource Centre have already 
begun planning the show, and now they're making 
a call for submissions. 
The theme explores how spirit is integrated into 
our lives, both in times of celebration and in times 
of pain. The organizers invite local female artists 
to submit works that symbolically express the rela- 
tionship between our inner journey and our every- 
day lives. 
The show will have two sections. The upper gall- 
ery display will feature a collection of pieces con- 
tributed by women who work independently from 
the community. 
The lower gallery will feature work result 
from a series of four healing art workshops that will 
be facilitated before the show's opening. No artis- 
tic ability will be required for this work. At the mo- 
ment, organizers are applying for funding to cover 
costs of materials. 
For more information please contact Joan Con- 
way at 635-6753 or Deirdre McEwan by telephone 
at 635-7982 or by cmail at &c, mcewan~.telus.net 
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Bar Scene 
Gators Pub: Snowbaby will be playing until 
June 24. Appearing next week, Crooked 
String. 
George's Pub: Claim Jumpers perform 
classic rock and Top 40 country Tuesday to 
Saturday until June 24. 
Beasley's Mix: Every Friday night enjoy 
T~rrace's only one man band, Halfyard with 
special guest vocalist Patti Brown. Open 
Monday to Saturday. 
Little Theatre 
Presenting benefit performances of Vigil, 
winner of multiple awards at the Skeena Zone 
Drama Festival, including best production. 
Come to the McColl Playhouse June 22, 23 
and 24. Tickets available at Uniglobe 
Courtesy Travel.. 
Music Jamboree 
The Rosswood Community invites everyone to 
attend this year's annual Music Jamboree 
Friday, August 18 (evening of music) and 
Saturday, August 19, 2000 (music all day.) 
Rosswood is located 42 km north of Terrace on 
Kalum Lake Drive. Gates open Saturday at 10 
a.m. and closed at 10 p.m. No exceptions. 
Art Gallery 
The Terrace Art Gallery presents The 
Mountain's Cold Peak (visits to unexpected 
worlds) until July 2. The exhibit is not 
necessarily about landscape but about the 
unexpected places we visit on the journey of 
artistic discovery The gallery is located at the 
lower level of the library and the hours are 
Wednesday 12-3 p.m., Thursday to Saturday 
from 12-4 p.m. and Sunday from 1-4 p.m. 
Nights alive 
Teens aged 13-18 drop in! Come to the 
Carpenter's Hall Fridays from 8 p.m. to 12 
a.m. and Saturdays at the Teen Learning 
Centre from 8 p.m. to 12 a.m. There will be 
workshops, music, videos, dances, crafts and 
much more. It's free! Pre-teen program for 
children 8-12 are invited to the ET Kenney 
Gym Fridays from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. for 
crafts, videos and games. Parents must 
accompany youth to register. Volunteers and 
any donations are appreciated. For more 
information call Marj at 635-0174. 
- - - -  Pub  . Georges  
"Zicensed For GoodTimes " 
'~' "% L 
Playing Tuesday tO Saturday 
June 20 th -June 24 I" 
Classic Rock & Top 40 Country 
Come in & 
f ind  out  how to 
WIN a 
KOKANEE 
mounta in  bike 
( . yelax 0n 0ur  
I/ PATIOI 
(,,, Full Service, Licensed, Heated G
..... '~) our Restaurant is open') 
.... t]:!ip:~;~} :i~ 6 am- 11pm. / 
II/'-:Y:(II~:I~) ::~]~ " BREAKFAST SERVED / 
~i ~:~,~:  ALL DAYi ) 
Don't DrinklrcO O 
& Drive / 
©ur FREE 
Courtesy Van will l /M0n@-rridq'/ll a.m:. 11 p.m.l 
take you home..,) ~,Salur~&Su~ygam..llp.mJ 
,vtt.~ .,c% 
3086 Highway 16 
Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: 635-6375 
CANADIAN TIRE 
www.canadiantire.com 
Or Emall us at 
www.cantire,terrace @ osg.net 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
• , TER~"~' -  E . . . . .  TERSE 
T_g.ER C"cE 
~3:~9 Irrcn'cr/a 
terrace.automall @telus.net 
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Your webs i te /emai l  address  
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Contact us at 638-7283 
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Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: 
,~icolas George Carpino 
Date & Time of Birth: 
May 10, 2000 at 12:26 p.m. 
Weight: 6lbs. 4 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Gino & Shell.,," Carpino 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Connor Christian Douglas 
Colleen Susan Margaret 
Date & Time of Birth: 
May 26. 2000 at 1 !:48 p.m. 
May 26, 2000 at 11:50 p.m. 
Weight: 5 Ibs. 5 oz. Sex: Male 
Weight: 4Ibs. 3 oz. Sex: Female 
P,n'ents: Charlotte Walker & 
Denton Bailey 
Mason Joseph Ross Souse 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 2, 2000 at 6:21 p.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs. 10 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Rick & Robin 
Baby's Name: 
Ilannah Shelly Farkvam 
Date &'time of Birth: 
June 7, 2000 at 11:16 p.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs. 10oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Yvonne & Troy Farkx~.m 
¢ 
Baby's N,'une: 
Kelley Brianna Add Ilah'orsen 
Date & Time of Birth: 
June 10, 2000 at 10:57 a.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 4oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Laura & Norm llalvorsen 
Get A 
Free 
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
l Overwaltea 
I 
Wedp?~dpv. June 21 TERRACE BEE Association meets 
Tourism and Home based business: the last Sunday of every month until June 
New group holding its first meetings to at the Terrace Public Library at 2 p.m. 
create opportunities and network. Every- For more info call Martin De Hoog at 
one welcome. Chamber of Commerce 635-3289. 
from 7-9 p.m. For more info call Lorraine TERRACE BAHA'I community offers 
635-9587. weekly classes in spiritual education for 
children. For more info call 635-4595. 
Terrace Salmonid Enhancement Soe- TERRACE HORSESHOE CLUB 
iety annual general meeting at 7 p.m. at meets Sundays at 1 p.m. and Wednesdays 
the Deep Creek Hatchery. For more info at 7 p.m. to pitch horseshoes. You don't 
call 635-9237 or 635-3471. All are wel- need to bring your own set to play. They 
come. Bring a lawn chair and come out to meet at the Horseshoe pitch at North 
-visit us. . . . . . . . .  Sparks and Halliwell (beside HefitageT" 
Village and the Kin Hut). Beg!nners and 
Thursday, June 22 : . :  .... -, all ~iges welcome; 
Cancer Support Group for family and 
friends meets every second and fourth MONDAYS 
Thursday at the Stepping Stones Club- WOMEN'S DROP-IN group is available 
house, 3302 Sparks Street at 7 p.m. every Monday from 1-3 p.m. for adult 
women who have experienced some form 
Saturday. June 24 of abuse in their lives. Come to the K'San 
The annual general meeting of the House Society, 4724 Lazelle Avenue, the 
Northwest Community Health Services pink house behind McDonald's. Child 
Society board will be held from 10 a.m. to care subsidy for group time available, re- 
4:30 p.m. in the health unit auditorium at gister in advance. Call 635-2373 for info. 
3412 Kalum Street. THE TERRACE DOWNTOWN 
LIONS meets the first and third Monday 
Sunday. June 25 every month at 7 p.m. at the Lions Den 
Terrace Nisga'a Tribal Council local: beside the Thornhill Fire Hall. Call Mike 
monthly membership meeting (luncheon MacDougall at 635-4043 for more infor- 
meeting) from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. at St. Mat- mation. 
thews Centre. All members urged to at- THE SKEENA VALLEY FALL 
tend and bring a small dish of food or de- FAIR ASSOCIATION meets on the sec- 
sert. ond Monday of each month in the Lions 
club House on the Fair Grounds in Thorn- 
Monday. Jun¢ ~/ hill. A special invitation is extended to 
Terrace Symphony Orchestra will hold all interested to attend these meetings 
its annual general meeting at 7:30 p.m. at and. become involved in this wonderful 
the Terrace Academy of Music in the showcase of local 4H, Crafts, Horticultur- 
third floor of the Tillicum Twin Theatre al, Livestock and business groups. Come 
building. All interested people are invited to share your ideas and skills with your 
to attend. Phone 635-9649 for more info. community. More info call Pat at 635- 
7779. 
Tuesday. June 27  
Terrace Wr i ters '  Guild meets at VOXPOLARIS: The community choir 
Groundworks Cafe at 7:30 p.m. Informal rehearses every Monday at 7:30 p.m. at 
get-together for sharing information and the Evangelical Free Church. Come join 
positive encouragement. Drop-ins always us in song and merriment. All voices wel- 
welcome. Pleasejoin us. Call Chantai at come. For more info call Terry Anderson, 
638-7978 for more info, conductor at 638-0013. 
Wednesday. June 28 
Prevent gardening injuries with a 
seminar hosted by Cedar River Physio- 
therapy at 3222 Munroe St. and led by 
Carolyn Loo. There's a S5 fee only to 
cover the costs of photocopying and ma- 
terials. 
.AL-ANON:Fellowship of relatives and 
friends of alcoholics who share their ex- 
perience, strength, and hope, in order to 
solve their common problems. There is 
one meetings held each week, Thursdays 
at Mills Memorial Hospital, conference 
room in psychiatric unit at 7:30 p.m. For 
more info call 638-8643. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
FRIDAYS 
ORIGAMI CLUB meets every second 
and fourth Friday at the Library Meeting 
Room at 7 p.m. For more information call 
Noriko at 638-8529. 
SATURDAYS 
FAMILY H ISTORY CENTRE 
(genealogy) at the Church of Jesus Christ 
Latter Day Saints is open Saturdays from 
9-1 p.m. and Wednesdays from 7-10 p.m. 
TERRACE SCRABBLE CLUB now 
meets on Saturday mornings at the Ter- 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
CLUB meets at its new clubhouse on the 
Thornhili Community Grounds every first 
and third Monday of the month. For more 
info call Peggy at 635-5887 or Mike at 
635-4043. 
MDA Terrace Mood Disorders Associa- 
tion Support Group meets every first and 
third Monday at the Stepping Stone Club- 
house, 3302 Sparks Street. For more info 
call Allen at 638-8749. 
TERRACE ADULT CHOIR meets 
Monday evenings until further notice from 
race Public Library at 10 a.m. The club 7-8:30 p.m. at the Skeena Jr. High band 
plays national Scrabble Association rules room.. Everyone welcome to join amateur 
and offers exercises and word lists for staging group. For more info call 635- 
new members, There is a tournament 1951. 
scheduled for November 6th. For more 
info call Walter Raedeck at 638-0433. TERRACE YOUTH ACTION Society 
meets the second Monday of each month 
SUNDAYS at the Skeena health unit at 7:30 p.m. If 
you're interested in supporting youth pro- 
#a mobi  
:": LOWEST PRICE 
IN CANADA- 
GUARANTEED, 
at 
Naa' l: & Myseer/ee 
635-1887 
*See in Store for Details 
I r 
Beating Free Radicals & Disease 
"R has now been established that more than 60 human diseases 
involve free-radical damage, including cancer, heart disease and the 
aoceleration of the aging process. All that you really need to know is 
that your body is under constant free-radical attack, and that you 
need to keep your antioxldant defences strong." Time magazine, 
April 6,1992. Curiously, Timo had little to gain from that bold claim. 
Antioxidants have been demonstrated to Increase immun~ (Bi. 
ochemtcal Archives, 1990), reduce cancers (Ohio State Univ. College 
of Medicine, 1988), possess anti-aging effects (Amedcan Society of 
Experimental Biology, 1991), reduce cardiovascular damage and pre- 
vent atherosclerosis (Pharmacol., 1991), detoxity chemical assaults 
(Biochemical Archives, 1992), and increase survival rates In lung can. 
cer patients (Pharmacol., 1991). Antioxldants are cellular freedem 
fighters, defending us from free radicals. 
Plants are particularly rich sources of of antioxldants. Nutrtticnst 
sources include vitamins C and E, beta carotene, grapeseed, rose 
hips and peppermint leaf. We safely and easily can use these with 
considerable effect. Taken by mouth, large doses are generally safe 
and familiar to every cell in our bodies. 
You may want to note that by adding antloxldants to our diets, we 
aren't simply prolonging misery, but enhancing both quality and 
quantity of life. 
Modern medicine is working to find cures and effective treat. 
merits for disease, but evidence Is that many diseases never need to 
develop In the first place. 
THE SOLUTION: According to researchers at the Institute of 
Alternative Medicine and Utah State University in 1999, e formulation 
containing grapesaed extract, milk thistle seed extract, bloflavonold 
coocontrates, grapefruit pectin, acerola powder, rutln, red wine 
exl;oct, quercetin and broccoli concentrate ts very highly ranked in 
antJoxJdant capacity foc medicinal purposes, 
Don't rely on the cheapest brakes, end don't bet your life on the 
cheapest vitamins either. Invest in the best supplements you can 
afford. Make a determined choice to stay healthy and free from 
~oL~.=~. 
"For information, a consultation or to 
purchase herbal nutrition products 
at wholesale prices contact: 
Claudia Perry, Barbara Emery, Darcle Anneshy, 
Shelly Coxen, Maureen Gent, Wayne Gray, 
Joan Hough (Kitimat) 
Bruno Belanger & Krista Bottyan (Terrace). 
ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS 
Phone: (250) 638.1541 - Terrace 
(250) 632-2740- Kitimat 
Fax: (250) 635-1565 
E]~ R T C [ -1"  EMAIL: bruno@kermode.net 
I T R N-ATt ~N-d~a'gi'g eana¢i~nsHealth 
m )EPENDENT DISTRIBUI ~ One Person at a qime 
I i I 
i I I I I 
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Hale's tales of the grizzly You BE THE JUDGE 
who likes to steal po'rl :lge Take, MoYnEX:,E)fe! 
book signing session. 
Their latest book, The 
Adventure of Muskwa, is a 
true life story that took 
place in the beautiful Cas- 
siar mountains at Tatogga 
Lake, B,C;: : 
In it, Jerry and Rose tell 
of Muskwa, a huge grizzly 
bear who paid them an un- 
expected visit in 1997. 
After a few years of 
some very hard times 
while living in Alberta, 
where tlley lost their home 
to the bank, Jerry and 
Rose 
Hale moved to Tatogga 
Lake to operate the Tatog- 
ga Lake Resort. In 1994, 
they sold the business to 
Bunty Altaus and retired to 
live in their home at Ta- 
togga Lake. 
Once, while they were 
away visiting their family 
in Alberta, Muskwa, a 
huge grizzly bear, entered 
their home and proceeded 
to tear the place apart. The 
first time he entered, he 
went through a window 
and made himself comfort- 
able in the bed. 
Later, he returned and 
started ripping apart a 
wall,and starting destroy- 
ing things, He somehow 
smashed a rocking chair 
and proceeded to eat 
everything he could - in- 
cluding the porridge. 
When Jerry and Rose 
returned home to this ter- 
rible mess, they had to buy 
a new bed, a new rocking 
chair, and, of course, more 
porridge. Then they went 
ahead to try and bear-proof 
their house. 
After this was all done, 
and when Jerry and Rose 
told friends about their ter- 
rifying story, they said it 
Marion Purschke, seen here holding the cake, was  the guest  of honour at a 
recent party marking her 7Oth birthday, where she was joined by her good 
friend, Jean Maroney,  seen seated to her right, and Bernadette Hallock. 
YVONNE MOEN 
was like a real-fife fairy- 
tale: Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears. 
So, they decided to 
write about the bear exper- 
ience in a book, and that's 
how The Adventure of 
Muskwa came to be. 
So, if you want to find 
out more on Muskwa, just 
drop down to Coles book 
store in the Skeena Mall 
on Saturday, June 24, and 
you can talk to Jerry and 
Rose Hale about their life 
on the shores of Tatogga 
Lake. 
Jerry and Rose have 
now had three books pub- 
lished. The other two are I 
Never Walked Alone and 
My Walk With God. 
mmmml 
A surprise 70th birthday 
luncheon was held at 1 
p.m. on May 13 at the 
Northern Motor Inn for a 
long-time resident of Ter- 
race, Marion Purschke. 
A group of 25 ladies - 
long-time friends and" 
members of the Catholie 
70th birthday. 
A lovely, flowery hang- 
ing basket was presented 
to Marion from the group, 
as well as other gifts she 
received from friends who 
came to share this happy 
day with her. 
The surprise luncheon 
was organized by a few la- 
dies of the CWL, includ- 
ing Polly Kuemper, Irene 
Kuemper, Bernadette Hal- 
.lock, Jean Maroney, Marie 
Macado, and Joan Korpe. 
Everyone there had a 
fun time together, and 
were all wont to wish Mar- 
ion the best of health in 
Women's League (CWL) the coming year. 
- all gathered together to It was wonderful to be 
wish Marion a very happy included. 
,d l~ l~ l~) .  If you,we got EMAIL! y0u can re~Ch uS:!: I 
&~1',1']~]!~!|111]| electronically. We welcome letters, 
~bl~I~l~ news tips, sports and community 
~ l~]~#'  contributions; and feedback of all types i  
standard@kermode.net 
. . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ' " , :  F1 ~ v ~ Morr is Panych'  
Winner  
Best  P roduct ion  
Best Director  
Marianne Brorup Westoa 
Best Actor  
Alan Weston as Remp 
Best Support ing Actress 
Sharon Lynch as Grace 
People's Choice Award Winner  
Best  P roduct ion  
Best  Per fo rmance  By a Man 
hJa~ W~stoo as Kemp 
Best Per formance By a Woman 
Sharon  L)~ch as Grace 
Benef i t  Per formances  
J une  22"" .  23 ~ and  24"'  a t  the  
McCol l  P layhouse  
T ickets  Avai lab le  a t  Un ig lobe  Cour tesy  Trave l  
I-1 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
June 2000 PALACE June 2000 
:RIDAY SATURDt 
Terrace 
Little Theatre Sce,ety 
Order of 
Royal Purple 
Big Brothers .~TerraceSeach nd 
andBigSislorsof '-, RescueS0daq. 
Terrace Kennode Friendship 
Nisga'a l i~  Co~c(. Sodeq 
Terrace Local Kn~ 0~ k~aus 15149 
.r~ 
4 
Skeena Junior 
Secondary School 
Parent Auxiliary 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
Canai~an 
Paadeg¢ kssocialbn 
No~hwesl 
Bulkley/Skeena 
Region 
11 
Thomhill Junior 
Secondary School 
Parent Advisory 
Council 
12Terrac e 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
3 Canadian 
Pa~apleg~: Association 
No~lhwest 
Bulkr0ylSke0na 
Region 
Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
Kitaumkalum Muk$. 
kum.01 Sisterhood and 
Elders Society 
14 Te, e 
Peaks 
G~as~ Club 
Ode 01 Elks ~425 
8 Terrace 9 Ter,ace 0 LionsCl~nt 
Anti-Poverty Cornmun~y Terrace Downl0m 
Group Society Band K~ode Fnend~ 
Terrace Salm0nid N~a'e~alCo~Ki. TerraceY0~ Soccer 
Enhancement S0c~ely Terrace L~I s^s0~t,on 
1.~ Terrace 
v AnU.Poverty 
Group Sodety 
Terrace Minor 
Softball 
Assoclalion 
16"i, Brothers 17 : san House 
and Big Sisters 0f socie/ 
Terrace Ke~de Ftiend~ 
N~sga'a Tn~ C,0u~ 
. Terrace L0cal Terrace Youth Socce~ kssodaUon 
P.AG ES OayC4re 
S~et~ 
Tenace S~tin9 Club 
18 19Terrac e 20c ,,0,0 
Caledonia Senior Minor Paraplegic As~tior Nodhwesl 
Secondary School Hockey 8utkloyFJkeena 
Parent Council Association Region 
21 
Tenace Commu~ty 
V~l~t Bureau 
~) Terrace 
" N~.Poveriy 
Group Society 
Terrace Youth 
3 Terrace747 Air 
Cadet Sac~e~ 
Royal Canadian Nisga_'a Tdbal C0u~l. 
Ambassador Terrace L~ Legion #13 Society 
25 26 Terrace 
Skeena Junior Minor 
Secondary School Hockey 
Parent Auxiliary Association 
27C~adian 28  Terrace Peaks 
Paraplegic Assodatbn Gyrn~stJc CIub 
No~hwesl 
I~fkley/Skgena Terrace Ringette 
Regbn Association 
2.q  Terrace 
-Little Thealre 
Society 
First Nations 
Women's 
Coundl 
0 Terrace Crime 
Stoppers ~
K~ls 0~Co~s 
15149.Terrace 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:O0 p.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 p.m. 
Wed.,Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T.V, MONITORS NO SMOKING AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635.2411 
,,'( 
The osycholoaist broke the silence. , . . . . , 
So how d d ~e d vorce tria go, Joe?' The psychologist re!axed.. -,, 
"Terrible Linda: my ex, got custody of ',',So everything is okay, right? .. 
^~, J~ ^~.~1~,~ :~,~ Wrona!!! Linda still refuses to allow 
. . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • me to see m ~ dau hterl And now, Amanda Shes such a wonderful cMd. And I . . . . . .  Y g ' . . . . .  
won't be there for her dUring these important herse!f retuses ,to seeme, t!nda has po~- 
years," Joe sighed. 'The judge ordered me to soned.Am.anda s !nmd. I s,~oke to my law- 
pay. Linda $1200 a month for,;her support :: yen N0!h~ng can be done. ,.: , 
ancl $500 a month for Amanda. J, oe. s I~ead droope a on h.=s.che.st,, 
,T, he.ps~chologist Iookedpuzzled. Linda'~ L°a~£ )' daughter. I don t aeserve 
'Whets the matte,' with Linda? Cant 
e ' , One monlh ater, the s cholog~st got a she work For herself. IIs not as ff you re a . . -  PY ' 
high-riving executive You work n a sawm ." phone call,kom Joe.. , 
Ti~e lears ke~t r'~ur nn I can t come today. I m going to court. 
'q'is~ueg" r r -  ~' I lost my ob. What a disasterl I'm asking 
"No Ihanks" the courl if I can stop paging Linda alimony. 
' * ' ab  ' Sile-ce It s h ie  she went out and eat a . 
Finathy'Joe spoke up. ',Linda never got  i In court,. Joe was aesperate, 'Your 
beyond high school, She½ only worked in low Honour, it s untatr f9 r me to pay any supparf 
,~,.,;n~, A.,;-~I ;obs Plus sl',e's be =" off H,o to my ex-wil'e: Linda has made no effort to 
v , ,  • . r ,,, ,, r ,, find a ob, meanwhde I am bemg la,d off work marker tar ma years, oecause or  a l l  . . . . .  . .  '~ 
• " • "" ' " ' ~""  " • '" w • ~ , ~he has been in contempt at courl and haa Inal,  lne luage rulea mar sne can i or~i go t . . . . .  , ,. 
have to t-',-'r. . not allowed, me to visit my daughter tar hve 
The psychologtst looked at h~s watch, years . .  , / . ,, 
"Time s u,% Joe See ,,ou next monlh" Linda taught back, Joe is grasping for 
At the n~xt sessio~ Joe was terribly any excuse hecan to ~)et out o! ,paying, Your 
nonour. = can r wor~ oecause ~ nave no lad agitated. 
"You've got to help reel Linda won't let skills. I should not be persecuted lust 
me see Amanea." because Amanda does not want to see "her 
father." The psychologist ensed. ,, 
"Did you speak to your lawyer? 
"Yes. We went to court. But she still Should Joe be forced to pay. alimony? YOU! Be the Judge! Then look below for the refused and the udge held her in contempt of 
court. She went to jail for 30 days.' . decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
WRIGHT & MARDIROS 
TRIAL LAWYERS 
Serving the Pacific Northwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 15 years experience DAVID MARDIROS 
Criminal and Family Law Civil Litigation Aboriginal Law 
Free Initial Interview for I.C.B.C. and 
Personal Injury Claims 
4730 Laze l le  Avenue,  Terrace, B.C. V8G 1T2 
Phone:  638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Joe, "~u no longer have Io pay ~pou~ol ,uppca," H~e Judg~ ruled. 
"1 om o~culhtg it b~au~e o~ tindo's mi'.condud oh~ Ihe div~ce, she refuses Io work, ~ho wos in co~l~mpe oto coull shier, o~d she hm acl~ to 
de~k~ d~e relofion~hip between you ond AlaMo." 
YOU! BE rilE JUDGE i, bas4~d on ocutol coorl ~o~,.'~day'$ (~i$;o~1 isbo~d o~1 Ihe ~c#~ of HIe ca~ and I~le law o~ Brih~h Columbia. It yo~ Imv~ a similar prob- 
lem, I~eam consult Wdght & Marditot. Claire Bernd~n is a k~er and Nodh An~ri~n syndico~d columnist. Copyright 1999 H~liko En~qodses tnc. C t 8-1 I. 
/ 
! ~ t; , t ,  ~ ~,1 , *k .,L . . . .  . 
i pass ng lane 
ust one scratch. 
I 
1 
i 
Win a 
It's Crulcln' the Dub at A&W - a summer  long celebrat ion 
o f  Crulc ln'  memor ies .  Come Join the fest iv i t ies  as we' l l  
be of fe r ing  over  15 mil l ion prizes, Including three 
New Beet les" .  For your  chance  to 
win, s imply  purchase your  favour l te  
burger  f rom The Burger Family, You'll 
then receive your  very own scratch 'n w in  card ' .  And 
f rom there, the only thing that'll stand between you 
end your New Beetle could wall be, Just e f ingernai l  
'WhilO quinelloe lillL NC i~lrchas4 r4cealsary, Co~reet coolies 6o~te~ 10UI, 2000, P..ampl~o aontest ruieol Iwo/hlble 
at pwllclp|t~g AS W re|r~wnt L Apprm~te V'dU~ of NeW ge~'  pr~e ~ / ~he~ Pfl#|l ~.3S. 
~) N4W B41SI ~lldllllJrk i ire ulea wllh i~lf rRll e}o~ o( Yolk IWRgtm Cllll Idl S~ Q ~ AII W Food SM~I  Of C~ Inl~, 
b _T 
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Fest headl iners [ 11 
and new / I I needsbsterh°'''°rteensiny°ur Id  0o,,0, [ ~~.~ i ,0m,u0,W,,,,,,et,,eap,e0,,,0, , I  0 
GET #l~A~?U~oeddance, oDnU:-al~:e'rsH, eqiuSi:kW~oZ:[~$ f ' ' !~  ,38.~3}],0$~0rLe~C0x[0rd. 
Bung and be entertained, changes, out of this world | , , , ~ "  ', I 
t most of all, get ready theatrical props, peculiar | ..... , ~ ~ :  I Oarryil~g the weight 
to have fun. musical instruments and / ' :":::*:::~:!!:~:;i::ii~~~!~"'~ .... I 
The headliners lined up other assorted gadgets. / 1:: :~  ~}~ ' ~ ' ~  ~'~ :~:. : : ~ [ --' I 0 f "the world below 
for the 17th annual Mid- The Honeymans are / ~~' : .~~~:~:~'~. : :~:  t t  ~ I 
summer Music Festival also strangers to these [ : ' :  ~~/~,~-~T i i :~)} i~: i :  ~ .5  I your shoulders? 
promises to keep the parts but come highly re, | )~!~!!~7~~'1~' : :  W¢~ii!ii !if :i!:i: ~ ~ :  [ 
throngs entertained from commended and pre'ap- | ; : i ! e ~ ~ 4 i ! i i :  i : i~il !: ~ ~ '  "[ Eat sensibly, beph';sically 
start to finish; add a gener- proved by the younger- L~7:d i ! !~ i ! i i i i~ : i i~ :~ i i~ i~ i  ~ '  I active and consult 
, "~:~:"':.z:g.'.4 ~ ' " ' "~;:~:::~~*~:~' : ;:'~ ;:. : • your doctor, ,,1~'_ 
ous mix of local talent and sect of the festwal scene. [ ~ ~  ~ I 
the recipe calls for fun - Need a description? ~ ! ~  ~ i )  [ ,,o..o.a.,o,,~®~li~-- 
regardless of your musical T ry  this on  for size: ~ ~ . ~  ~ I ,~,-,,~.;:;~,;oo:o,~ 
taste or age. Funk-country ska blended 
out'oft;wn'C;;P'e-iC'leaning ¢ompa.les? 
Support your LOCAL Carpet Cleaning Companies who are licensed 
to operate hare in Terrace. Yes, we are licensed, insured, bonded 
and our technicians are I.I.C.R.C. certified, 
We professionally clean your carpets & 
upholstery right the first time. 
Don't pay twice for the same job. 
Good quality carpet cleaning doesn't cost, It paysl 
We have over 20 years experience. Shop local. 
We guarantee satisfaction, and we are here year ound! 
We do not use portables, we have 2 truck mounted units 
to serve you better. 
Rob Roy of I .~1~ A~AI .  
Rob Roy's Carpet Doctor g~"vtv~ 
Kent Fiddy and Dave 
Sinclair, The Honeymans, 
The Reel Ones and AI 
Simmons have all put their 
names on the dotted lines 
and will set up shop here 
for June 23, 24, and 25. 
Some of the names are fa- 
miliar, while others, of 
course, are completely un- 
known to these parts - but 
that hasn't spoiled our fun 
before, has it? 
For those of you who 
made it to the Kispiox 
Valley Festival last year 
or the Island Music festi' 
val in the Queen Char- 
lottes, you're quite familiar 
to the Reelones and are 
polishing those dancing 
shoes as you read this. 
Yes, the lads from Nor- 
way are quickly building a 
reputation for themselves 
on this side of the pond. 
The best pigeonhole to put 
them in (if we have to) 
would be Celtic-influenced 
modern rock. Toss in some 
influences from Scandina- 
vian and North American 
folk and speed it up a tad 
and you'll have a great 
mix for a band. 
This five-piece are all 
accomplished musicians 
who play their music well 
and they play it often. Re- 
serve yourself a place in 
front of Main Stage to 
dance till you drop! 
AI Simmons hasn't been 
through here before either 
but this modern-day come- 
dy chameleon will have 
you rolling in the aisles 
before his set is over. 
Simmons would have 
been righr:at"home ~ with 
the likes of Red Skeleton, 
Milton Berle and Jimmy 
together with a devilish 
wit and tongue-in-cheek 
charm. 
Th is  band's wickedly- 
fast tempos have made 
them Kootenay fares and 
true rhythm masters of 
every stage they comman- 
deer. 
Drawing musical influ- 
ences as diverse from No- 
meansNo, Primus and Fu- 
gazi to Tom Waits, this 
Kimberly-based band hit 
some career high notes 
last year by winning the 
headline spot at Kimber- 
ly's Julyfest and then 
being asked to open on a 
tour date for 54:40. Well 
worth checking out. 
Kent Fiddy and Dave 
Sinclair are two folk musi- 
cians who have impressed 
audiences the world over. 
Kent has been de- 
scribed as a story teller of 
history, a poet, an song- 
writer. Whatever pigeon 
hole you place him in, the 
end result is that his music 
will impress you. Fiddy's 
music celebrates an en- 
ormously rich but hitherto 
untapped vein of B.C. cul- 
tural heritage. 
After a fine perfor- 
mance at the Orkney 
Music Festival, a reviewer 
stated.."once again the ca- 
nadian duo of Kent Fiddy 
and Dave Sinclair deligh- 
ted with their unique com- 
bination of vocal and in- 
strumental music, singing 
'North Pacific Graveyard'. 
Their striking aboriginal 
waistcoats will linger in 
people's minds foi" ever...as 
will .... thei'r' "evd~:ative 
music." ' 
squealing for  genuine GM ........ service::, 
Featuring AODeloo DuraStop'" Parts MostCars&LightTnJcksfrorn : 
DuraStop brake friction material. This complete Goodwrench Brake Service 
includes machining of rotors or drums as required, inspection and lubrication of 
hardware, inspection of master cylinder, calipers, brake lines, brake fluid 
condition, vehicle road test, as well as the DuraStop Limited Lifetime Warranty*. 
We want you to ImOw rnorl: Come vi.dt ~ at yot~ ~ Dealer. 1 Tees fzot iaduded. Shop & em, kx)nmental charges included. Dealer may sell 
, . , . . . .=s~. .~, . . .  ~. , .~ .~. . ,~ , .  ~.,~.~,~..,~.,,,,.o.o,,..~,,,,,,,.,,. ~.,~,,~o Parts & Labour included war~'znty stUement for ¢cutl~tO det~i)s. Delder lebo~r watrantJed Ior 1~ months or 20,O00km whi ther ,  Occurs first. Limited lime offer, 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635.4941 D5893 
HELEN VIEL and Ole Olson passed through Ter- 
race, June 3 on their walk across Canada. They 
each walk about 50 kilometres a day and plan to 
reach the east coast in December. 
Call now for a step.[ y-step 
introduction to telephone or web banking. 
i • .  { i .  ' : ..,a 
Phone and web banking. Easier. 
Faster. Always open. 
Call us now and get a personal, step-by-step 
introduction to the simplicity of banking by the 
phone or the web. We'll sign you up, explain 
how easy it is, and get you going! Then you'll be 
checking your accounts, transferring funds, paying 
bills and more. Wherever you are. Whenever you 
need us. We 11 be there, 
Pay bills by phone or the web 
to win $100,000. 
As a TD Bank or Canada Trust customer, you are 
automatically entered in our $100,000 Grand 
Prize Draw when you pay a bill over the phone 
or via the web. Plus you could win 1 of 50 weekly 
prizes of $100. The more yoU use the phone Or : 
the web to pay your bills, the more chances you 
have to win!* . . . .  
www.tdbank.ca www.canadatrust,com 
Or visit a TD Bank or Canada Trust Branch. 
Contest run~ J une  5 to August  13, 2000.  
B ' BANK ¢ ' J  CanadaTrust 
*Up tua total of2Oer, tries. See branch or webslte for full contest rules. No parchase required Total pri:e pot,I valued at $150,O00: I $100,000 Oraml Prize plus 
$0 weekly prizes ,ff $100 for I0 weeks to be won nationally. Chances of winnin~z depend on total number ,ff eligible entries. \Vi,l~ets tnust an.~Wer a skili,testin~z question. 
- _= - . . . .  = ......................................... . ............................................. 
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Fibre glass rods 
I 
met Bob LeClair, Marshall Perrin, and Bob 
Johnson on the Lakelse River last week. Bob 
l..eClair was fishing a new-fangled Sage rod with 
a state of the art reel growing out of its handle, 
Marshall was fishing a 10-foot Sage built along more 
conventional lines while Bob Johnson was wielding a 
cane pole put together in the manner of the fine rods 
of yester year. 
I was happy make a few throws with all three rods. 
The hypermodern Sage was so thin and light I had to 
grip tightly and look twice to make sure it was in my 
hand. The reel purred like a kitten and the machine 
turned with the precision of a Swiss watch. 
Marshall's Sage cast well too, but it was one of 
those Reserve Power rods a fast action line of manu- 
facture, less forgiving and less versatile when used for 
anything other overhead casting, 
So many anglers have been persuaded that casting a
line into the ozone is worth striving for; even compa- 
nies that know better have been forced to manufacture 
stiffer and stiffer poles to meet he demand. 
Stay in control is Rule One in trouting with a fly. 
Accomplished trout fishers will tell you that they use 
a double haul once a season, and then only to remind 
themselves they can still do it. Any cast longer than 
30 feet will tend to be out of control. If a trout is more 
than that distance away, the accomplished angler 
wades closer. 
On the other hand, a limber rod is just peachy for 
lobbing heavily weighted nymphs and equally good 
for dropping anumber 18 dry fly onto water like this- 
tledown. It will spey cast and roll cast and mend like 
nobody's business as well. 
The best glass fibre rods had this kind of action. 
Lamiglass of Washington State used to make a blank 
that cost $28 that had that sweet action. If I 'd known 
glass would soon become an endangered species, I'd 
have laid away a few of those blanks for posterity. 
The first graphite rods were brittle and stiff. After a 
few years they softened up, reached their Zenith, and 
have gone downhill ever since. I had a J. Kennedy 
Fisher graphite rod that had that soft glass fibre action. 
I'd still have it if I hadn't left it propped against he 
back of my pickup and backed over it. 
Shortly after that mishap I came across a Hardy 
Deluxe. One wiggle in the shop convinced me that the 
rod had that rare soft action. It's been my main trout 
rod for some fifteen years now. And it will remain so, 
that is unless I come across enough disposable income 
to buy a rod like the one Bob Johnson was fishing. 
After some internal debate and a lot of investigation, 
Bob found a highly recommended craftsman amed 
Milward who learned the art of bamboo rod building 
in England and now has a shop in Vancouver. 
Bamboo is grass that behaves like wood. At one 
time most of it came from Tonkin Province in China. 
The rod builder has to split the cane into six strips, and 
glue them into a hexagonal pole. The material is 
planed down and tapered. It is the taper that deter- 
mines the action of the rod. The process is labour 
intensive and the reason a good cane rod will proba- 
bly cost about a hundred to two hundred ollars a foot. 
Even when dead, wood looks alive. A cane rod is a 
beautiful thing. Bob's is the coiour of a walnut shell 
with agate stripping uides held on with transparent 
wraps, top quality cork, burnished brass fittings and a 
reel seat of bird's eye maple. 
Anglers who have fished only synthetic materials 
invariably throw tailing loops and complain that cane 
is too heavy. Cane is heavier than graphite, but when 
armed with a heavy reel so that the rod balances hori- 
zontally on your index finger when that finger is 
placed under the cork at the top of the handle, then 
cast gently using the forearm with the elbow of the 
casting arm touching the body at kidney height, a cane 
rod is surprisingly easy to manipulate. Using it in this 
manner forces the rod to do much of the work and the 
casting is actually less strain on the arm than what is 
normally experienced when waving a graphite about. 
A graphite winds up behind the seat of the truck 
bound by a pair of elastic bands and ready to grab as 
soon as the waders are on and the river is in sight, A 
cane rod goes back in the tube. The reel is put on; the 
ferrules need to be rubbed against he side of the nose 
for lubrication; the bits are assembled; the line is 
strung through the guides. 
A graphite rod flits: zip, snap, zip, zip, snap; if an 
angler isn't careful everything tends to haste. When 
using cane you wait a long time for it to load, then cast 
tn slow 6/8 time, in two groups of three; and you make 
far fewer casts. The whole operation is very low tech, 
congruent with the gentle tempo the sport should have 
and conducive to contemplation and relaxation. A 
cane rod forces you to slow down. 
:. ;bx?.!.~'~: "°" 
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Monique Brand Nikki MacKenzie 
GIRLS BANTAM PROVINCIALS 
Jen Haynes Lindsay Smaha Sarah Wright 
Meet the home team 
Terrace Minor Fastball gets set to host more than 240 of B.C.'s best 
fastball teams at the provincial tournament here July 7-9. 
IT'S A PRE'ITY amazing year to play Bantam 
fastball in Terrace. 
The Bantam girls qualified for the B.C. 
Summer Games in Victoria this summer by 
default after Kitimat couldn't drum up enough 
players, but that won't stop them from chomp- 
ing at the bit for provincial ball. 
"They were excited before and now they're 
really excited," said Kelly Yasinchuk, tourna- 
ment organizer and parent. 
She just hopes the girls will be able to 
focus on the provincials in the midst of all the 
fun and partying the Summer Games promise. 
The provincials here promise to pack about 
240 14 and 15-year-old girls, plus coaches and 
families from every corner of B.C. into most of 
this city's hotel rooms and restaurants July 7-9. 
Most zones haven't as yet completed their 
playdowns, so Yasinchuk is still waiting to see 
if last year's champs from Quesnel will be at- 
tending. But one things for sure -northwest 
the rest are all in their first year of Bantam 
play, meaning Terrace should have a competi- 
tive Bantam team next year. 
That said, it's about time Terrace met the 
home town girls. To follow is a quick profile of 
five of the 17 girls on the Bantam team. Re- 
maining girls will be featured in the next two 
weeks of the Terrace Standard. 
if you're looking for 14-year-old Monique 
Brand on the diamond, take a gander at third 
base. 
"They just came together and 
cricked at the right time. " -  Wade 
Yasinchuk, Bantam co-coach. 
She wears jersey number 59 and her team- 
mates call her Meeko - we're not sure why. 
Brand, who loves to snowboard in the off-sea- 
ball game and says she appreciates the com- 
mitment and help of coaches, Rob Barg, Wade 
Yasinchuk and Rob Lamour. 
She's played fastball since she was nine but 
her favourite athlete is Nicole Castor, a high 
spirited national ringette player. 
If she's not on the ball diamond, you can 
also find MacKenzie at the track or at home 
playing piano. In the winter MacKenzie snow- 
boards at Shames and plays ringette. 
Another ringette player turned ball pro in 
the summer is Jennifer Haynes, a 14-year-old 
outfielder whose nickname is "Speed Wheels." 
Speedy won't play ball for Terrace at the 
Summer Games in Victoria because she's al- 
ready made the zone track team. 
But with that nickname it's not surprising, 
Haynes' favourite part of fastball is running 
bases. She hates obvious bad calls and suf- 
fered an injured ankle when it was pelted by a 
stray pitch. Ow! 
fans will have two representatives to root for son and wakeboard in the summer, was born No t Lindsay Smaha - the  14-year-old first 
- the  Terrace host team and the,zone, cham-, and raised in Terrace and ha s played fastball baseman who wear,~ jersey, 61 has managed to 
pions from Kitimat. for six years, avoid those zingers so far this season. 
Local coaches expect Terrace to perform 
well - the girls placed second in Peewee three 
years ago and fourth against Ladner the year 
after that. 
Last year the girls got bumped to a higher 
level of competition and suffered accordingly. 
But with Fallen Yasinchuk on the mound, 
the girls also sport one the province's fastest 
pitchers. That despite registration umbers so 
low, the girls play Kitimat's Peewee boys for 
games and often are forced to split the team in 
two to have adequate practices. 
The provincial team is made up of one Pee- 
wee player, three second year Bantams and 
Count on Brand to hit the ball long and hard 
- she says her favourite part of the game is 
batting. She wishes more girls would play 
competitive fastball to round out the number of 
players on local teams and says she's only 
been hurt once this year - she injured her hand 
when she caught a pitch with her bare hand 
while catching. 
Nikki MacKenzie's injuries aren't neces- 
sarily fastball related, but she sure feels that 
way when she's running bases. The 15-year- 
old outfielder has pronated feet which cause 
her knees grief. 
MacKenzie loves the speed of a good fast- 
TERRACE MINOR BASEBALL 
Just don't ask "Linds" to smile if she's for- 
ced to bunt - she hates it. But if Terrace has a 
tough game to play, Smaha is just the girl we 
want on our team - she grooves on competition 
and challenge. Bring it on Lindsay! 
When Smaha isn't cheering on her team 
from first, you might look for Sarah Wright in 
jersey 37 at the base. 
Wright, who is also a back catcher, loves 
making double plays and hitting the ball "real 
far." 
Her pet peeve? Getting called out, of 
course. Wright turns 15 today - Wednesday, 
June 21 - and sprained her ankle this year. 
Major hit brings Spee-dee 
huge seventh inning win 
TYLER NOBLE 
8-3, the Credit Union's 
pitching was starting to get 
tired. The pitcher had been 
pitching for the entire up to 
this point, and continued. 
Spee-dee scored four runs 
off of two hits and five 
walks to cut the lead down 
to 8-7. 
Terrace & District Credit 
Union scored two runs in 
the sixth to make the score 
10-7 but Spee-dee respon- 
ded with three runs to tie 
the game at 10. 
In the seventh, with one 
out, Bobby Lomas was 
walked on base. He later 
stole second base, then third 
and finally home to putting 
his team ahead by one run. 
In the bottom of the se- 
venth, and the last chance 
for Spee-dee to come back, 
the first two batters were 
walked on base. The next 
batter was struck-out. 
Then, with one out, and 
the winning run on second 
base, Jon Major stepped up 
to the plate. After fouling 
off one strike and looking at 
another, he was in trouble. 
Then, Spee-dee connec- 
ted with the ball and 
smacked it to the gap in 
right-centre field. The two 
runs came in to score and 
Spee-dee completed a huge 
comeback by defeating Ter- 
race & District Credit 
Union 12-11, 
On June 13, Kinsmen 
took on All Seasons. Kins- 
men was looking to keep 
Junior League Standings 
Through June 14, 2000 
GP RF RAW L T PTS 
Kinsmen 12 110 112 9 3 0 16 
Spee-dee Printers 11 126 72 8 3 0 14 
AII Seasons 12 117 120 5 7 0 10 
T, & District Credit Union 13 90 145 2 11 0 4 
ahead of Spee-dee Printers 
and maintain control of top- 
spot in the league, A loss 
would put them in a tie for 
first with Spee-dee. As for 
All Seasons, they were 
looking to improve their re- 
cord to 5-7. 
All Seasons opened the 
scoring by posting two runs 
drive right to second base- 
man Andrew McC611. He 
caught the ball to end the 
inning, stop the treat, and 
end the game. All Seasons 
held on to defeat Kinsmen 
7-3. 
Also in Week 7 action, 
on Wednesday night, Ter- 
race & District Credit 
in the first inning and two' Union squared-off against 
more in second. In tile third, 
with the score 4-0, Kinsmen 
rallied to cut the lead in 
half, and later adding one 
more in the fourth, How- 
ever, All Seasons would 
later add to their lead. 
All Seasons' p i tchers  
Corey Paulson and Cody 
Latimer stood up well 
against he Kinsmen offense 
by allowing no runs in the 
fifth and sixth, 
In the top of the seventh, 
with the score 7-3 for All 
Seasons, Kinsmen had their 
last chance to come back. 
With two outs and the 
bases loaded, All Seasons 
was in danger. A hit could 
drive in two or three runs, 
Kinsmen. Tile Credit Union 
was hoping to bounce back 
after their tough loss to 
Spee-dee two nights earlier 
and Kinsmen were just 
looking for yet another win. 
This game went back 
and fourth all game long 
with each team owning the 
lead at one point. The game 
looked once again promis- 
ing for the Credit Union. 
In the bottom of the se- 
venth, with the score 9-8 for 
Kinsmen, two outs, and run- 
ners at second and third, the 
Credit Union had their 
chance for victory. 
However, Kinsmen pit- 
cher Kyle Carey struck-out 
the fifth Credit Union batter 
cutting the lead considerab- to end the inning and the 
ly, game. Kinsmen held on to 
However, K insmen's  win a tight match-up bya  
sixth batter smacked a line score of 9-8. 
SEVERAL GAMES in a 
• busy Week 7 schedule took 
place last week, beginning 
with Spee-dee Printers tak- 
ing on Terrace & District 
Credit Union June 12. 
The Credit Union had 
lost their previous match- 
ups to Spee-dee by scores 
of 7-1, 19-1, and 7-0 and 
they were looking to bounce 
back in this match. 
Spee-dee began the game 
with a rare slow start. In the 
'second inning with the 
score 3-0 for the Credit 
Union, Spee-dee was only 
able to respond with two 
runs and one later in third. 
Then in the fourth in- 
ning, Terrace & District 
Credit Union took advant- 
age of several Spee-dee r- 
rors by getting an inning 
ending five runs. Spee-dee 
was unable to respond with 
any runs at all. 
In the fifth with the score 
Sports I 
menu I 
| 
Saturday, June 24 I 
";'~ Pro-stock Invitational I at the Terrace Speed- 
way. I 
Sunday, June 25 
-;'¢ Fathers Day at the I 
Terrace Speedway. I 
Give your dad an excuse 
to speed and spend the 
day at the local race 
track. 
"&The Battle of Shogun. 
Kickboxing champion- I
ships at the Shogun I 
Dojo at the Thornhillll 
Community Centre 
June 29-July 2 I 
`&Men's Open at the I Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club. A three- 
day tournament with a I 
I 
practice round sche- I 
duled Thursday, June I 29. 
Canada Day, July I I 
d<Terrace Drag Race I Association races at the 
Terrace Kitimat Airport, I 
Continues July 2. 
July 8-9 
CaMemorial Day week- 
end at the Terrace 
Speedway. 
~ Ladies Open 
Skeena Valley G0~ 
Country Club. A two-day 
weekend tournament. 
To get your game, event i 
or meeting added to the I 
Terrace Standard Sports I 
Menui fax us at 638-, 
i 
8432, attn: Sports menu. I 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads ~lease have your VISA or Mastercard 
number eady. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace S tandard  & Weekend Advert i ser  
lWee~ (Standard & Advorliser) Sl  3.38"(~c. OST) 
3 weeks  IStandard & Advemser) ~( r<.  os'rt 
"Additional words (over  25) 25¢ PER WORD pLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL  BOX SERVICE 
S11,90 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail oul $10.00 
(B IRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/DBITUARIES  I 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS)  ~c . in  
T E R R A C E  LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ ~ per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTION D 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 616 COMMERCIAL 
105 ANNCXJNCF-~E/"ffS 628 FOR SALE OR REN1 
t )0 AHNIVEaSARES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
20 BIRTHDAYS 640 MISC FOR RENT 
t 25 Ct~JRCH 644 ,MOBILE HOMES 
30 COMING EVENTS 648 ROOM & BOARD 
33 ENC-AGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDIrqGS ACCOMMODATION 
] 45 ~ MEMORIAM 6~0 STORAGE 
I ,so LEGAL NODCES 668 TOURIST 
155 C~IrUARIES ACCOMMODArIONS 
160 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
165 THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PERSONAL REAL ESTATE 
210 BUSINESS PERSONALS 70SACREAGES/LOrS 
230 Lair & FOUND 71S COMMERCIAL PROPERW 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR SALE SY OWNER 
73S HOUSES 
MERCHANDISE 745 MOBILES 
31S AUCnONS 755 OPEN HOUSE 
330 COMPUTERS 770 WANIED 
355 FURNffURE 
060 GARAGE SALES AUTOMOnV~ 
36S MISC FOR SAtE 810 CARS FOR SALE 
380 TIMSER 81S TRUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WANTED 820 VANS FOR SALE 
PEIS / FARM RECREATIONAL 
41O FARM EOUIPMENT 854 AIRCRAFT 
425 UVESTOCK B58 ATV'S 
435 PETS 862 BOATS / MARblE 
INDUSTRY 866 MOTORCYCLES 
460 ECUIPMENT 870 RV'S CAMPERS 
470 LOGGING/TIMBER 874 RV'S 5TH WHEELS 
480 MACHINERY 878 RV'S MOrORHOMES 
EMPLOYMENT 882 RV R ~"~'A LS 
S I o BUSINESS 890 SNOWMOBILES 
OPPORTUNITIES 
520 CAREERS S~RVICES 
$30 EDUCATION 910 BUILDING SERVICES 
$40 HElP 'WANTED 912 CARPENTRY 
$70 TUTORING 914 CHILD CARE 
580 WOR K WANTED 920 CONSTRUCTK:)N 
~ENrAL 932 HANDYMAN 
604 APARTMENTS 936 JANITORIAL 
608 BASEMENT SUITE 944 MISC, SERVICES 
612 CAEINS/COITAGES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers Ihat it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on Ihe basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can stale a no-smoking preference, 
Tbe Terrace Standard reserves tha right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rentaL 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid IosK 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after Ihe first publication. 
It is agreed by Ihe advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limlled to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that ihere shall be no liability In any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name 
Phone Start Date 
CLASSIFICATION. 
VISA 9 MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD 
6 
11 
16  
21 
1 3 .64  
25.9L'~ 
Address  
# o f  Inser t ions  Ter race  S tandard  # Weekend Adver t i ser  
.Cred i t  Card  No .  Exp i ry  Date  
,<: 
8 
13 
18 
23 
14 .18  
26 .48  
12  
17  
22  
13.91 
26 .22  
14 
19 
24  
- '14 .45 
26 .75  
For longer ad. 
Phone 
638-7283 c,,p..o,, T.,..o.n. To: STANDARD Terrace Standard 3210 C l io ton  S t . , ,Ter race ,  B .C .  VBG 5R2 
120BIRTHDAYS 165 THANKS 
: 'ER SPACE 
5 
10  
15  
20  
13 .3B  
25 .68  
14 .71  
27 .02  
lo~lllo use a sop~r~te'shee! 
Fax  
638-8432 
IS ALCOHOL a problem? Many 
find a solution one day at a time 
with Alcoholics Anonymous. 
250-635-6533 
RETIREMENT PARTY for Di- 
ane (Roberts) StrJmbold; Open 
house Saturday, June 24 from 
2-8 pm at the Topley Communi- 
ty Hall. All former students, co- 
workers and friends are invited 
to a casual get-together to help 
Diane celebrate her well de- 
sewed retirement; For more de- 
tails please call Lia at 845-3500 
or Tanya at 240-845-3050 
[ I:RANCES BIRDSELL CONSULTING • Facilitation -Mediation 
• Consensus Process 
i ,Spanish Transhtion 
Call 635-2184 
VIVA CLINIC 
Recover your health in a 
natural integrated way. 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
includes environmental 
and food allergy testing 
AROMATHERAPY MASSAGE 
REFLEXOLOGY, EAR CANDLING 
AURICULAR ACUPRESSURE 
Frances Birdsefl, 
Natural Health Practitioner 
Call 635-2194 for an appointment 
4506 Lakelse (=,o, f~n Tol~ ~u~,~l 
Congratulations 
Ka le  R ichard  Pau ls  
Graduated from SFU 
Bachelor of Arts, Majoring in Psychology 
June 7/2000 
With love from your/emily 
k L 
If you get 
marned and 
have twins, 
don't come to 
me for safety 
pros. J & J 
PJ' ,.~'K/~'~n',,'.J 
Where: Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club 
When: Tuesday, June 27, 2000 
• 7:00 - 10:00 p.m. . 
At our recent CAR SMART Seminar held 
April 12, 2000, information on the "H" Clip 
and child seat was misrepresented. The "H" 
Clip should be installed on the inside of the 
passenger seat before sliding through the 
back of the child seat. We apologize for any 
inconvenience this may have caused. 
~o{ ERRACE 4631Keith Avenue, Terroce, B.C.,V8G1K3 EM FORD Telephone: (250) 635-4984 
I ! i  FRANK 
KIRBY 
Nothing can ever 
eke away t& [owe 
&art holds dear. 
Fond memories 
nger everyday and 
membranee k eps 
~0~ ll~a~ 
ndly remembered 
Hazel 
Ter race  !: ,i ii ili -/ : 
For supporting the 
and Stroke Found= 
BIG BIKE TM RIDE 
Teams in Terrace rode the 
BIG BIKE TM on May 27th and raised 
S33,000 for vital heart disease and 
stroke research. 
SEE YOU NEXlr YEAR! 
== iii  STANDARD ' "". 
Heart ation's 
2Z years later, guess ~ ']-~zn~s 
who's now blowing tofamify,ndfn'ends 71 
out 30 candles, ~°r"~;K '~"~ II 
Anniversan II 
! ! .  " : ~ . 
Have a great dayl ! 
i 
~ ~BP-JI"LSH NOTICE INvrrING APPLICATION FOR 14,~ o~ (~ 
LOLUMBIA  T IMBER SALE LICENCE A48356 r~.~ 
Pursuant to Section 20 of the FomstAct, a Timber Sale Licence is being offered for 
sale. 
Closing Date: July 6, 2000 at 8:30 a.m. Dlstrlcb Kalum 
Geographic Location: Ena LakeArea 
Term: One (1) year 
Volume: 6,605 cubic metres, morn or less 
Upset Stumpege Rate: $4.84 per cubic metre 
The upset stumpage rate was determined by the Market Pricing System, and is 
applicable only to coniferous green sawlog grades, ~ . . . . . . .  
Specfes: ' Her~l~k" ;~0%, Balsam 59%, Spruce 4%,Cedar 17%, 
more or less 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category one (1). 
Logging System: Helicopter 
Applications will be accepted by the District Manager, Kslum Forest District, 200-5220 
Keilh Avenue, Terrace, Bhtish Columbia VeG 1 L1 until 8:30 a.m. on July 6, 2600. 
There is additional material which the applicant must consider in their application. 
This material, application forms, and other information about the Small Business 
Program, can be obtained lrom the above Forest District Office. Specify Timber Sale 
Licence A48356. 
COLUMBIA  CALLING FOR TENDERS ~,,, 
The North Coast Forest District hereby gives notice that sealed tenders for the 
construction of 2888 metres of stabilized subgrade, upgrade of the Crow Lagoon 
FSR which includes the removal of a 15 metre log stt[nger bridge and the installa- 
tion of a 15 metre steel span bridge and cribbing as per design and speoitlcations, 
including approach works. The removal el 11 wood box and I metal culverts and 
the installation of 8 wood box and 8 metal culvans. The loading, haugng and 
unloading of associated right-of-way timber and semi.permanent deactivation of all 
associated works st the Crow Lagoon project site will be received by the District 
Manager, 125 Market Place, Prince Rupert, BC, veJ 189 no later than 3:30 p.m. 
pacific standard time, Wednesday, July 5th, 2000 end will be opened in public at 
that time. Tenders are Invited for qualified contractors only having experience in 
similar isolated coastal locations within the last 3 years In the Mid Coast, North 
Coast, Port MoNeill or Queen Charlotte Forest Districts. 
Tender packages for contract SB2001.04 may be viewed and/or obtained from the 
district office in Prince Rupert. Tenders are subject to the Conditions of Tender and 
must be submitted on the forms and in the envelopes supplied, No tender shall be 
considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever, and the lowest or any lender 
will not necessarily be accepted. 
A mandatory site viewing will be held June 28, 2000. Transportation will bo pro- 
vided by the Ministry of Forests and will depart from the Vancouver Island 
Helicopters in Prince Rupert at 7:00 a.m., weather permitting. Should weather con- 
ditions be such that a viewing is not possible that day, the vicwlng will be resched- 
uled Io June 29, 2000 (same timellocetion). Seating Is limited and must be 
reserved in advance. 
Righl-of.Way timber associated with the construction works project will be the 
property of the contractor but will be harvested and processed In accordance with 
authorization granted under Timber Sale License A58487, issued concurrently with 
the award of this contract. 
The North Coast Forest District (ONC) Small Business Forest Enterprise Program 
(SBFEP) is seeking to develop a sound and equitable aboriginal employment strat- 
egy which will provide meaningful opportunities for participation within the regional 
torast sector economy. As such and as a condition of tender, bidders must dearly 
identify how their firm proposes to meet this objective through Identifying individu. 
sis and roles wllhin their company which will be of meaningful and lasting benefit 
to the Citizecs el Port Simpson. 
Air inquiries should be made to Rob Sehweitzer at 250.624-7460 or via electronic 
mail at Rob.Schweitzer@gemsl.gov.bc.ca. 
I 
The Court Bailiff will offer for sale the interest in the allowing I 
Judgment Debtor: | 
El Gil Roofing (1985) Ltd. | 
1981 Ford F700 flatdeck with dump box, 1977 Ford F250, 1981 | 
F350 flatdeck, | 
1989 Ford F350 flatdeck, 1974 Champ Fork Lift in running | 
order, diesel | 
2 generators, snowblower c/w attachments, wire sweeper, ARC | 
welder and,many look. , | 
Sold on an As is, Where is basis, no guarantees or warranties I 
implied or given. I 
Sealed bids will be received at the Court Bailiff's office up to the | 
hour of 12:00 noon, Friday, June 30, 2000. | 
Sale may be subject to cancellation without notice. The Court | 
Bailiff reserves the right to adjourn the sale without natlce and | 
apply to the court for further direction if the need arises, | 
Terms of Sale: Each bid must be accompanied by a draft or I 
money order in the amount of 10% of the bid offered and made | 
payab e to Caledonia Court Bailiff Services. The 10% deposit may I 
be waived in special clrcumstances.'The balance of the bid, plus | 
applicable taxes to be paid immediately ul~on acceptance of the I 
bid, failure to do so may result in forfeiture of the deposit. Highesl I 
bid not necessarily accepted. | 
BAILIFF SALE |I 
1991 Ford Explorer 4D XLT 4x4  | 
I 
For appointment !o view and for further information, please I 
contact the undersigned. ,. | 
CALEDONIA COURT BAIUFF SERVICES | 
CALEDONIA BAILIFF SERVICES | 
#3-4554 Lazelle Avenue | 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 152 I 
(250) 635-7649, R Smith / 
~1~ BI~rlSH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR '~"~ (~ 
LOLUMBP, TIMBER SALE LICENCE A62497 ro,.,~, 
Pursuant to Section 20 of the Fore,tAct, a Timber Sate Licence is being offered for 
sale. 
Closing Date: Wednesday, July 12, 2000 District: North Coast Forest District 
Geographic Location: GoatHarbour 
Term: 4 months 
Volume: 1 t,735 cubic metres, more or less 
Upset Stumpage Rate: $26.19/oubicmetre 
The upset stumpage rate was determined by the Market Pdcing System, and is 
applicable only to coniferous green sawlog grades. 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category one 1 or 2, 
Applications will be accepted by the District Manager, Nodh Coast Forest District, 
125 Market Place, Pdnce Rupert, BC V8J 1B9 no later than 3:30 p.m, on 
Wednesday, July 12, 2000. 
There Is additional material which the applicant must consider in their application. 
This material, application forms, and other intor/~ation about the Small Business 
Program. can be obtained from the above Forest District Office. Specify Timber Sale 
Licence A62497. 
~ ~BRI:FISH INVITATION TO APPLY =,,,n~' 
LOLUMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A5085g r~,.. 
Bid Proposal Sale 
This is a regular bid proposal timber sale licence. For the purpose of this t 
sale licence, western red cedar shakes and shingles are deemed not to be ', 
added products. Pursuant Io Section 21 of the Fore, tAct, the District Maned 
accept tenders from Individuals or corporations registered as Small Bus 
Forest Enterprises, Category 2 and Category 3, Tenders require the submiss 
a proposal. This license is part of the Jobs and Timber Accord initiative to s~ 
Small Business Forest Enterprise Program's historic undersold volumes. 
Closing Date: June 30, 2000 District: Kalum 
Geographic Location: North Hirsh Creek Term'. Four (4) ye 
Volume: 22,652 cubic metres, more or less 
Upset Stumpage Rate: $14.80 per cublc metre 
No appraisal rate has been delermined for 57,359 cubic metres, more or less 
volume will be appraised at a later date. The total volume for sale is 80.011 
metres, more or less. 
The upset stumpage rate was determined by the Market Pricing System, ,~ 
applicable only to coniferous green sawlog grades. 
Applicants must commitAo operate,.or commit to construct,and operate, a t 
processing facility owned or leased by the appticent, that is capable ol proc 
wood fibre p redlJ'C~ts =~cOhs(de~'ed by~ the'Minister'! of ~orasts .to be.value-added 
ucts for the purpose of this competition. 
All applications will be further evaluated by the folicwing criterion ahd weightic 
Comments: 
Criteria 
Emolovment 
Proximity 
Existlna Plant 
New cacital investment 
Labour value-added 
Chan.qe in value-added 
Revenue 
TOTAL WEIGHTING 
Wetqhtlncl 
30 
20 
10 
5 
5 
10 
20 
100 
t. Species: Hemlock 73%, Balsam 26%, and Spruce 1%, more or less. 
Appgcations will be accepted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District 
5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia, VeG 1L1 until 8:30 a.m. on 
30, 2000. 
There is additional material which the applicants must consider in their appli¢ 
This material, application forms and any other inlormation about the 
Business Program can be obtained from the above Forest District Office. S 
Timber Sale Llcence A50859. 
BC Transportation Financing Authority 
Invitation to Tender 
Sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project Number: 56916-2003 
Contract ID" 541MN0042 
Project Name: Nisga'a Highway Upgrade Ansedagen 
Creek - Kwinyarh Creek Clearing and 
Grubbing 
Location: The work is located within the NaBs 
Valley on the Nisga'a Highway west of 
Anlaw Road (Gitwinksihlkw Village turn- 
off) between of Kwinyarh Creek Bridge 
and Ansedagen Creek Bridge. 
Description: The Work to be carried out under this 
contract consists of Clearing 14 hec- 
tares and Grubbing 10 hectares of 
Right-of-Way. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the 
Conditions of Tender on the forms provided, will be 
received by The Ministry of Transportation and Highways 
at 4825 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. until 2:00 p.m. (local 
time) on July 06, 2000, when tenders will be opened in 
public. Fax revisions must be sent to (250) 638-6461. 
A bid security will be required in accordance with the 
Conditions of Tender. 
A pre-tender meeting will be not be held 
All interested parties are required to obtain the consent 
of the designated contact person prior to conducting any 
on-site investigation. 
Tender documents are available between the hours of 
8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., 
Monday to Friday, except holidays from the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways at 4825 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7, Phone (250) 638-6435 For books 
$33.00 Plus 7% GST and 7% PST for a total el $37.62. 
Tender documents may be ordered from all Regional 
and District offices of the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways. Payment (Canadian funds only) for tender 
documents shall be made by cash, cheque or money 
order, made payable to the Minister of Finance and 
Corporate Relations. All purchases are non-refundable. 
Labour to be used In performing the work must be pro- 
vided by Highway Constructors LTD as detailed in 
Schedule 'G" provided with the tender documents. 
For further Information, contact 
Dave St. Thomas 
4825 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7. 
(250) 615-3906 
Fax (250) 638.6461 ¢ 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
Bl rlSH Ministry of 
/"~,,"~/e == ,ant ~ Transportati0n 
"¢o~;'4" ~, . . . ,ULU IV | I~  and Highways 
145 IN 
MEMORIAM 
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395 WANTED:  
To our son 
Jason 
When I close my eyes 
I can still see your 
face. 
When sit in silence I 
can still hear your 
voice. 
Time has stood still for 
it feels like only 
yesterday. 
Memories are all that 
we have left of you 
and we will treasure 
them always. 
:410 FARM 
EQUIPMENT 
425 L IVESTOCK 
"470 
LOGGING/T IMBER 
. . . . .  . . 
54OHELP  
WANTED 
August 17/18 - 
June 15/98 
Love Mom & Dad 
CANADA'S BEST 24 
HOUR 1 on 1 (18yrs+) 1- 
888-913-8122 from 
$2.O0/min. Credit card bill- 
ing. 1-900-451-2220 
$3.99/min Website: 
www,discreettalk.com 
MALE ORGAN enhancement. 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement, 
Gain 1-3". Permanent and safe. 
Resolve impotence. FREE 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kapla~ 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
bursement. Visit website 
www.drjoelkaDlan.com. 
NEED DEBT Consolidation? 
Own your own home? We're 
here to helpl You can use the 
equity in your home to pay off 
other debts. Call today for ap- 
proval within 24 hrs. Alterra 
Mortgage Corporation 1-800- 
826-4536. Broker and/or lander 
fees may apply. 
SINGLE WHITE Male early 40's 
seeks single white female 33-39 
years old. Non -smoker. 
Someone who enjoys outdoor 
activities. Not into bar scenes. 
Mail response to RR#2, S#38, 
C#100, Terrace. BC. V8G 3Z9. 
315 AUCTIONS 
Jason ~' 
Thompson 
June 15, 1998 
I see you, 
I think of you, 
Everyday of my life. 
I sometimes co; 
But it's only because I 
miss you. 
No more worries, 
No more blame. 
I feel you every mornent, 
I krww your ok. 
Your guidance is with me, 
I'm grateful so much. 
I long to feel your touch. 
I can't believe, 
It has been two years, 
But I can believe, 
You'll be with me 
throughout the years. 
This day is nothing but 
great remembrance, 
And to liue with you. 
The smell and touch efa 
yellow rose, 
Will ahvays remind me of 
you. 
• I miss you Jason! 
SCHMIDT AUCTIONS saturday 
May 27. 2000 11:00 am. 3 miles 
East of Burns Lake. Equipment 
vehicles~ lumber, tools, tack, 
and more. To consign items call 
Richie at 1-250-698-7351 or 
694-3385 
355 FURNITURE 
English-Westen~ Saddlemj 
• Har~zess $iipplies 5 . 
. Clothbtg.:':~ : ..... 
Everyth ing f dr lt!~ e . 
:HorSe.Lovbr " 
." Glasses. •TShirts - 
• • .Koolah. .i 
: •Lemitng Tree i"Arista: 
-IVE~IL ORI~ERS WELCOME- 
480 MACHINERY 
FRIDGE, STOVE, portable 
dishwasher. Great condition. 
$550 for the trio or will sell 
separately. 250-634-5592 Sun- 
Thurs. or 250-638-6263 Fri & 
Sat. 
365 
MISCELLANEOUS 
FOR SALE  : 
LESAGE UPRIGHT Piano in 
excellent condition. $1500 
OBO. 
1998 WELLS Cargo 24' en- 
closed trailer, Beaver tail, cup- 
boards, stone guard, roof vents, 
excellent condition. Asking 
$10,500. Phone 250-847-3787 
GARDEN/TOOL SHEDS. Vari- 
ous sizes. Also Cedar picnic ta- 
bles. 250-635-3067 
LEGAL HELP on any matter. 
Top Quality Professionals at a 
price you can afford. Confiden- 
tial. For free information, call 1- 
800-668-3112. 
MOVING SALE! Washer & dry- 
er, one closet door, one bed- 
room door, & microwave for 
sale. Phone 250-635-5174 any- 
time. 
FINANCING AVAILABLE for: MOVINGI MUST'BelIIGas:Bar, 
Trucks trailers forestry, con- - ' . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
~*.. ~,;~. h . . . .  .'~,'~'l=~h~,l~;~,~,'.,,,~o~qu~,,[qL!,p.ar.u,!~§,r.g[q'~u,n 9"~ 
OLIU~L IU I  I i i~czvy  C2llt..4 l l~ l  IL i i  IUUO"  ' • " J - ]~  . . .  ' . . . . . .  or), flrepuace inser~, moumam 
t r ia l  equlpmem / '~ lV 'S  DOa lS  • . ' ~ ' .... bike, 10 speed bike. All best off- 
and mucn more. ~ompeuuve er. 250-638-1974 
Rates. Quick approvals, Finan- 
cial Services Group of BC Inc. 
Phone 250-545-8131 
KATHY'S PET CARE. Personal 
care for your home and pet 
while you are away. Call 250- 
638-7824 
TRIMPATCH P-3 Peel & stick 
Weight Management. Approved 
bu Health Canada. D.I.N. 
02240596. Distributor Opportu- 
nities available. Get paid US $$1 
Canadian Launch July 1/2000. 
Order today 1888-767-TRIM 
(8746) Trimpatch P-3 . 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve.corn 
II I]l~,,=,z,l, j :~ ec.v,'a i,'tCi ~- -~ 
I BY the ninth or tenth week offer ~,"~Jt~ I
(oncep on, thepreboro (hild sucks ~J f I~  | 
his 0t' her Ihunlb, turns 0mersauhs, ~.~': I 
jumps, quinls to dose oul light, frowns, .... | 
s~llows, ond moves his or her tongue. J 
Terroce Pro.Ufe Edu(afion Assoc.  | 
Box 852, Terrace I 
. | 
J EVAlfLY.RAYS FREE 2000 CALENDAR 
SRV 39.99 ¢olhctors edition 
raled besl service and most accurale 
psychics in Cdo in 1998 +1999 
• Career 
• Relationships 
Spouse habits, ~ 
• Picking Lotto # s 
• V in 2000 
1-900-4  51 .40S5 
24 HRS.  $2.99 /min  - 18÷ 
FOLDING, BURGUNDY, baby 
stroller found Saturday, June 
3rd at Zellers Parking lot, Ter- 
race, BC. Please phone 250- 
635-7250 
FOUND A Man's jacket on way 
to Kitimat & a man's ring down- 
town Terrace. Call 250-635- 
7323 to Identify. 
FOUND AT May 31st Child 
Care Picnic in the Park: a childs 
khaki and navy fleece Jacket, 
Cali 250-638-1113 or 250-638- 
1863 
LOST:JUNE 17 at 9:3Opm at 
the Blngo Hall In Prince Rupert, 
a black leather wallet. Please 
reiurn, no questions asked, I.D, 
very  Important, Please call 
(250)624.2002 extension "0"• 
Reward offered. 
STRAIGHT MWC in mid thirties 
socking straight males 20-35 for 
discreet encounlers. Contact 
Tnrrar;r;.2@yahoo.com (uso un- 
rJ(~r,,(.or(, not hvrrhr-n) 
WORKSHOP 
including general 
growing of herbs 
in the north. 
Saturday,  June  24 
2 '4pro  • Fee: $20 
Please pre-register 
through Narnia Farms, 
847-3938, 
or our booth at the 
Farmer's Market. 
BUILDING MATERIALS. 
Tongue and groove, log cabin 
siding, shiplap etc. Got your 
own lumber? We can make it 
into a valuable product. Call Al- 
bert 1-250-695-6954. Nadina 
@lakesweb.com 
PLANED ASPEN 1"x6"x10' and 
1"x8"x10' and 2"x8"x10' 4 years 
dry piled tongue and groove 
and straight edge. Starting @ 
65¢ a lineal foot. Call Howard 
250-695-6413 
WANTED: DOUGLAS Fir saw 
logs. Call M&K Sawmills 250- 
992-2660 or 250-992-0094 
FOUR HORSE Trailer. Circle J 
Model. 18'6" x 5'. Two escape 
hatches, tack area. Heavy duty 
mats, new tires, good condition. 
Asking $4000. Call 250-638- 
8960 
15.2 HH Palomino west/cog 
show gelding, $6000 obo. Paint 
and sorrel 2 yr old geldings, 
$2000, $1500 obo. Ready to 
start. 4-horse straight trailer, 
$2500 obo. 250-694-3436 hm 
250-694-3320 wk. Southbank 
ATHLETIC 12 year old Morgan 
Arab Mare for sale. 15.1 hh. 
Great on trails and in gymkha- 
ha. Good jumper, lots of cross 
country experience and ots of 
~otential. Trailers wel, to a 
good home only• $2400 obo, 
250-635-4640 
CAGEN CONTR. LTD. HAY 
AND GRAIN SALES• Glen. 
250-638-0254 
OMINECA LLAMA - Alpaca 
Ranch, Breeding stock, fiber 
animals, pet quality animals, 
wool sales, Alpaca duvets & pil- 
lows, manure sales, 250-695- 
6584. Email dmontald@future- 
net.bc.ca 
The Tack Store 
,we  now nave"  I 
- .  ra 
We are back to our summer hours.,= 
L .... ....... J 
BLUE FRONTED Amazon Par- 
rot. Talks, whistles, hand 
reared, people friendly. Sexual- 
ly mature in June 2001. Paid 
$1500 asking $850. Cage sold 
separately. 250-635-6429 
BOXER PUPPIES, purebred, 
unregistered, fawn & brindle 
color. First shots, dewormed & 
vet checked. $400. Call 250- 
638-134.1 . . . . . .  
~FREE TO good home, spayed 
collie Shepherd Cross,' 5 years 
old. Looks like white shepherd. 
Loves excercising, or hanging 
around the house• 250-635- 
2706 
ONE 7 month old Border Collie 
x Australian Shepherd/Heeler 
puppy. Call or fax 250-842- 
5436 
SELECT PUREBRED Reg. 
Rottweiler puppies. Champion 
show and working lines. Phone 
250-656-9696 or website 
http://www.members.home.netlr 
abensburql 
WANTED: REGISTERED Bor- 
der Collie, 6-24 months old. 
Male or female, call Dabble 
250-305-0433 or 250-297-6561 
YELLOW LAB pups ready. 
Varying shades. $200. 250-849- 
5557 
24' TUGBOAT 671 diesel c/w 
trailer $30,000. 52' tower new 
west winch, 3 drum 2 shaft 453 
GMC diesel. $15,000. Sander- 
son Cyclone drill on IHC Tan- 
dem, $8000. Newage stamford 
generators # 1 -KVA-4375 
$6000. #2-KVA 15.6 $%000..2 
Bamfords Generators KVA-12 
$2500 each. Call Richie 250- 
698-7351 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocators. Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan 250-567- 
2607, 6 km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, BC 
NECHAKO NORTHCOAST CONSTRUCTION 
5720 HwY. 16 WESt 
UNRESERVED PUBLIC SILENT AUCTION 
June 24, 2000 8:00am to noon 
Computers 
-Pentium 1 
-386 and 486 
-Monitors 
Office equipment includes 
-Filing cabinets 
-Desks/Chairs 
-Telephones 
New and Used truck parts include 
i -Bearings/Brake parts/Gaskets 
-Tools/Parts books/Belts 
-Mud flap hangers/Exhaust clamps 
Comedown, view the pallets, and place your sealed bid. 
Merchandise from the three categories will be mixed 0nd 
matched on each pallet. Pallets ore to be sold as is, no 
disassembling oF the pallets. 
Envelopes will be opened as follows: 
Palleis 1-5 @ 10:00 AM 
Pallets 6-10 @ 10:30 AM 
Pallets 11-15 @ 11 :DO AM 
EVERYTHING MUST GO. NO BID TOO SMALL, PAYMENTS 
ARE TO BE MADE BY CASH OR CHEQUE. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 638-8397 
i 
The Cornerstone of Community Education for 25 years 
Airbrakes ........................................... $180 
e- July 4-8, Aug 8-12 
S-100 Fire Suppression .................... $199 
t -  July 4-5 
Boating Safety (Coast Guard Certificate) ...... S83 
4P July 7 
OFA Level I .......................................... $83 
r July 27, Aug 24 
Watch for our fall brochure 
coming to your homes in August! 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of A BC based Paving Contractor 
Birch firewood for sale. Phone requires experienced Asphalt 
638-7290. Personnel,..Paver C ~erator, 
LOGS WANTED We will pay Screed Operator, Roller Opera- 
top prices for Ioga and or stand- tar, Rakerman. Please fax re- 
ing timber. All species any vo- sume to 250-546-8955 or 
lume. Call Ran or Warren at: phone 250-546-3015 
Nortl~ Enderby Timber Ltd. Of- 
rice 250-838-9668, Ron's cell 
250-833-2141 Ron's home 250- 
832-4805 Warren's cell 250- 
833-2591 Warren's home 250- 
546-1919 
SANDBLASTING UNIT mount- 
ed on tandem trailer, 250 CFM 
diesel. 600 Ib. pot, all hoses. 
hood and helmet, purifier, ready 
for work. 250-996-8697 
1000 BC B~'inesses for Sale 
View online at www.Business- 
Trader.cam or call 250-312- 
7876 
ATTENTION: I lost 40 pounds 
in 2 months. We need repre- 
sentatives in your area. Call to- 
day. 250-635-1543 
BE FIRST in Canadal Hot, solid 
Internet Company, potentially 
the next "Yahoo.cam" looking 
for key leaders now to position 
yourself for huge income. Offi- 
cially opening Internationally 
June 2, 2000. Limited positions. 
Call now 1-800-934-3473 ext 
2200 
GET PAID to show and view 
videosl! Earn up to $500 per 
week. 1-888-351-4299 Ext #5 
GROWING NEWS stand/con- 
venience store located in down- 
town Terrace. Serious inquiries 
only. Call Sharon at 250-847- 
2412 
HERBALIFE INDEPENDENT 
Distributor. for product or oppor- 
tunity. Please call Evelyn 250- 
635-1543 
HOMEBASED WINDOW cover- 
ing business, complete line of 
drapery, upholstery and blind 
samples. Includes racks, photo- 
copier, fax, file cabinet and 
design books. Serious inquiries. 
250-635-8284 
RETIREMENT BENEFITS 
more than 100%, no desk fees, 
sponsoring benefits, residual in- 
come, free cash advances, Exit 
Realty, North America's fastest 
growing real estate franchise 
system. 1-877-935-3948. 
START YOUR own businessl 
First come first serve. Limited 
number of territories. Canadian 
company offering unbelievable 
on-of-a-kind business opportun- 
ity. No Sellingl Part time earn 
$55,000/year. Min. Invest 
$14,800• For free in,o: 1-800- 
336-4296 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
ity to own and operate a 2000 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have min, 2yrs flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
800-663-0099 
THE MONEY Machinel NEW 
not ~::1 ATM. Most financially se- 
cure home based business in 
the world. $100,000/yr potential. 
Investment starting under 
$10,000. 1-888-257-4164 (24 
hrs) Member of BBB. 
WELL ESTABLISHED Heavy- 
Duty C.T. mechanic contract 
business in Smlthers area. 
Business includes shop tools, 
large clientele, service truck ne- 
gotiable, licensed shop negoti- 
able. 250-847-8810 
YOUR DOLLAR Store with 
More - One of Canada's fastest 
growing retail businesses has a 
franchise opportunity in Ter- 
race, Smithers, Prince Rupert, 
etc, Phone David Uzelman 250- 
860-4225. Website: www.dollar- 
store.ca Email: yourdollarstore 
@ hotmail.com 
BIG FOOT Manufacturing Inc. 
is a leading Log Home manu- 
facturer exporting more than 
700 homes per year. Big Foot Is 
registered to the international 
quality system I$O 9002 ant 
environmental management 
system of ISO 14002. Our head 
office and main production facil- 
ities are located In Salmon Arm 
with the new Material Distrubu- 
tion Centre which openedd In 
Langley, May 1, 2000. Big Foot 
Manufacturing Inc. is seeking a 
Country-Cut Production Manag- 
er and Foreman for the Salmon 
Arm Industrial Park. Country- 
Cut Production Manager. You 
will be responsible for all act- 
ivities at the Country-Cut pro- 
duction facility, reporting to the 
Operations Manager. The suc- 
cessful candidate will have ex- 
ceptional organizational and 
planning skills, good leadership 
and people skills with exper- 
ience working in a union envi- 
ronment. Must have good 
knowledge of the lumber indus- 
try, building materials, kiln dry- 
ing, extensive knowledge and 
experience in remaning/milling 
equipment and good basic com- 
puter skills. Remuneration is 
55,000 per year. Country-Cut 
Foreman. You will be respon- 
sible for all aspects of the pro- 
duction during your shift. The 
successful candidate will be 
responsible for maintaining, en- 
forcing and insuring the quality 
standards and procedures set 
out in the Quality and Environ- 
mental system are met. You will 
fiirel scheclule a~nd coordinate 
workers on your shift In accord- 
ance with the collective agree- 
ment and employment policies. 
You should be familiar with 
building materials, the lumber 
materials, the lumber industry, 
WCB Industrial Health and 
Safety Regulations, and the 
Employment Standards Act and 
experience with supervision of 
personnel. Please apply no 
later than July 8, 2000 to: Attn: 
Sharon, email sharon@bigfoot- 
mfg.com, fax 250-835-4732. 
Only those selected for inter- 
view will be contacted. 
 ALES 
OPPORTUNITY I 
ava i lab le  immediate ly  
in automot ive  leas ing 
and  sa les  
for a motivated,  
dynamic  customer-  
dr iven individual. 
Industry leading 
benef its and 
compensat ion  provided. 
Send resume to 
Hosk ins  Ford,  
Box 400, 
Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2N0 
250-847-2237 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industry. Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator. For program or 
student loan information, from 
our CDI College (Abbotsford 
Campus) Call toll free today 1- 
888-229-1555 
AUTOMOTIVE DEALER Ac- 
cepting applications for con- 
troller/bookkeeper. Past auto 
experience an asset. Computer 
skills a requirement. System 
Trining provided. Send resumes 
atn: President Terrace Chrysler/ 
Terrace Motors Toyots 4916 
Hwy "16 West, Terrace, BC, 
V8G 1 L8 
Thornhill Motors has an immediate opening for a Licensed 
Automotive Technician, Experience in import vehicles an 
asset. Excellent renumeration and benefit package available 
to successful applicant, Please apply irt writing to: 
Thornhill Motors Ltd, 
Tl orni i[[ Motors A,n: Brant Dejong 
TERRACE, B.C. 3026 Highway 16 East, 
Terrace, BC V8G 3N5 
L~ ~ l~M ==uBARu Phone 250-635-7286 
Senior Accountant  
Public accounting firm in the small 
central interior B.C. town of Burns 
Lake offers position to a Senior 
Accountant or a fourth or ffth level 
student with expe]ience in public 
practice. This is a permanent 
position with upward mobility 
possibilities for the right person. 
Serious inquiries only please. 
Fax (250) 692-3872 or 
email: m.mcphail@lakesweb.corn 
I 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC  
Full time Heavy Duty Mechanic required for camp 
based logging operations in Kemano. 
Applicants must be well versed in repairing and 
maintaining equipment related to hi-lead logging and. 
coastal dry land sort operations. Responsibilities 
include shop and field repair work. Welding experi- 
ence would be an asset. 
We are looking for a well organized, self motivated 
individual who can make quick assessments of 
repairs and make sound decisions. 
Interested applicants should send their resumes in 
confidence to" 
Aim-Wood Contracting Ltd. 
P.O. Box 249 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4A6 
Fax: 250-635-9391 
FOREST TECHNIC IAN POSIT IONS 
S ILV ICON SERVICES INC. 
Silvicon Services Inc., based in Smithers, British Columbia, is 
a forestry consulting company with approximately thirty-five 
lull-time employees. 
Silvicon has forest technologist positions available for 
ambitious field-oriented forest technologists or significant 
forest technician experience. Preference will be given to 
applicants with two years experience in road and cut block 
layout, timber cruising, traversing and other miscellaneous 
forestry related duties• Applicants must be prepared to travel 
and live in camp situations, have computer experience, are 
self-motivated and able to work independently, as well as in a 
team environment. 
Four month (with a possibility of extension, depending on the 
workload) positions are available, Wages will commensurate 
with experience. Please submit resumes immediately to the 
following address: 
Gord Pratt, Operations Manager 
SilviconServiceslnc. -..-~,., ,. OtZ . - . . -~ l~ ~ 
Box 490, 3560 Victoria Drive, ~':tO, le  
Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0 ,~,,.,,,~. 
Ministry For Children And Families 
CBRKLSH FAblILY CARE HOME 
0LUMBIA REQUIRED FOR "JASON" 
• 15 Years old; 
• Development ofschool program in'progress; 
• ADHD; 
• Very social; 
• Enjoys outdoor activities uch as camping, fishing, etc.; 
• Has ;evere learning disabilities; 
• Likes weight lifting and biking; 
• Has difficulty with anger management; 
• Two parent family with younger or no children preferred. 
Specialized family care rates are available to 
potential caregivers willing to care for "Jason" 
while providing him with a secure and loving 
environment,. 
Contact Anne at Fostering 
The Ministry for Children & Families. 
Phone: (250) 638-2311 a difference. 
The North West Community  Health Services Society is inviting appl icat ions 
for the position of a part-time Continuing Care Nurse (0.5 Home Care Nursing and 
0.2 Long Term Care Case Management) based in our Hazelton office. Salary range: 
$21.40 - $26.50 per hour under review. 
Reporting to the Assistant Continuing Care Manager, the successful candidate must be 
able to use independence and initiative to plan, organize, Implement and evaluate 
professional nursing care for clients of all ages with chronic, acute, pall iative or 
rehabilitative health care needs in community settings, You will act as a single contact 
point for Continuing Care Services and carry out duties of regular case management 
with non-acute clients in the community, 
Qualifications: • Licensed to practice nursing in the province of British Columbia under 
the Registered Nurses Act • two years related experience in the past five, In acute care 
nursing and/or community home care nursing • addit ional  post-basic courses 
in gerontology and/or rehabilitation and/or psychology/psychiatry would be an asset 
• BSN or equivalent combination of education and experience preferred. 
You may be required to use your own vehicle on Society business and transportation 
arrangements must meet operation requirements of the Society. The applicant is also 
subject to satisfactory references including a criminal record review, 
A job description may be obtained upon request• Your application must clearly~ e 
how you meet the posted qualifications. 
Please direct all inquiries quoting competit ion #NW00:037 to'. Sue Samuelaon,  
Human Resources  Administrator ,  North West  Communi ty  Health Serv ices  
Society,  3412 Kalum Street, Terrace,  B.C.,  V8G 4T2. Tel: (250) 638-2272;  
Fax: (250) 638-2264; E-malh sue.samuelson@nwch.hnet.bc.ca 
Applications and resumes must be received no later than 4:30 p,m., June 30, 2000, 
North West Community Health Services Society thanks all interested applicants, 
however, only those applicants who are selected for an interview will be contacted. 
I 
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' APARTMENTS,  
BREAKER'S PUB in Prince 
Rupert is looking to hire full time 
line cooks and sous choir. 
Bring/send resumes to 117 
George Hills Way, Prince Ru- 
pert, BC, V8J 1A3 or fax to 250. 
624-2688 
CLASS 1 drivers needed. Ref- 
erences and experience a must. 
Excellent pay. Pr. Rupert to 
Vancouver. Return. Min 2 yrs. 
250-627.7807 
CLASS 1 drivers required, mln. 
2 years Super B experience to 
run Alberta & BC AV. 38-40 
cents per mile. Please reply to 
458 Dene Drive, Kamloops with 
KITCHEN HELPER (dish wash- 
er) wanted. Has to work night 
shift, starting 5:00 pro. Bring 
your resume to Shan Yan Res- 
taurant 4606 Greifl Ave. 
OKANAGAN AGGREGATES 
Ltd., a BC based Paving Con- 
tractor requires experienced 
Asphalt personnel,..Paver Op- 
erator, Screed Operator, Roller 
Operator, Rakerman. Please 
fax resume to: 250.546.8955 or 
phone 250.546-3015 
PART TIME waitress wanted. 
Has to work both day and night 
shift. Please bring resume to 
Shan Yan Restaurant 4606 
REQUIRED PERMANENT live 
in care giver for elderly man, 
two days per week. Must be flu- 
ent in English, non.smoker, 
have first aid ticket, bondable. 
Send resume with references to 
File #16, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St, Terrace BC, 
V8G 5R2, 
THE HILLTOP Preschool Is 
searching for an Early Child- 
hood Educator to supervise a 
newly open preschool In Sep- 
tember 2000, For Information 
contact Ranj at 250-635-7589 
after 5 pm or at 250-615-6482. 
VANCOUVER ISLAND News 
Group, Goldstream News Ga- 
zette, has an immediate open- 
ing for a Production Manager. 
The Goldstream News Gazette, 
resume and current drivers ab. Greiq Ave, w weekly publication community 
stract or fax to 250.374-1877 r ' PARTS/SERVICE Advisor fo newspaper In the Western 
Further into please call 250- Volkswagen dealer, Experiehce Communities is looking for an 
374-1466 with ADP System preferred, experienced Production Manag- 
EARN $200, $300, $500 per 
week, assembling product in 
your own home, send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope to: 
O.P.H. 6-2400 Dundas St. 
West, Suite 541 ref 683 Missis- 
saucla, "Ont, L5K 2R8 
EXPERIENCED EXCAVATOR 
Operator required. Full time. 
Call 250-615-9801 
HEAD COOK position avail, im- 
mediately. Send resumes atten- 
tion John Grey 935 2rid Ave 
West. Prince Rupert. or in per- 
son at the Moby Dick Inn. Wag- 
es dependant on experience. 
• 604  
APARTMENTS 
! 
HEAVY DUTY Machanic re- 
quired immediately in Burns 
Lake. Supplied with fully 
equipped 1997 service truck. 
Expected to stay in North Ba- 
bine Camp during week. Fax 
referenced to 250-692-7920 or 
phone 250-692-7680 or 250- 
692-7680 or 250-692-1834 
JOUNEYMAN PAINTER Re- 
quired for Smithers area. Work 
into full time permanent position 
for right person. Forward re- 
sume to File #107 Interior 
News. 
Please reply in confidence, er. This is a challenging and 
6205 Hwy 97N, Vernon, V1B creative position, The success- 
3R4 or fax 250-545-2358 Atten- ful candidate must be able to 
tion Jon. work well under deadline pros- 
PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS sure and be comfortable with 
with Class 1 air, reefer vans. multi-tasking. Qualified candi- 
USA & Canada, fluent in Eng- dates will have a sound knowl- 
lish, border crossing experi- edgeof all aspects of newsprint 
ence. References Required. production including ad design. 
Good working knowledge of 
604-607-8861 Quark XPress, Photoshop, 
WESTON BAKERIES is seek- Multi-ad Creator and  Email 
ing a high energy Individual who : applications is essential. He/she 
has the initiative to own their will possess superior trouble 
business for the position of Re- shooting skills and have a very 
ute Sales Operator. You will be sound understanding of tech- 
responsible for aspects of route nical requirements in a Macin- 
sales located in Burns Lake in- ' tosh computer environment. II 
cluding ordering, distri-butlon of 
products and sales growth for 
the Burns Lake, Fort St. James 
and Vanderhoof areas. The 
candidate must be physically fit, 
have a class 3 license with a 
good record and flexible on 
days and hours of work/Previ- 
ous distributor/sales experience 
would be an asset. If you're a 
quality individual with a vision of 
entrepreneuralship please fax 
resume to 403-259-1538 Atten- 
tion: Dave Gilbert. 
you think you would like to join 
our team and have the neces- 
sary qualifications, please send 
or fax your resume as soon as 
possible to 478-6545. The 
Goldstream News Gazette, 
Terry Ross, Publisher, 117-777 
Gotdstream Ave,, Victoria, BC, 
V9B 5B7. Phone 478-9552. 
WE PAY you to lose weight. 
Needed six serious people im- 
mediately. Call Susan 1-877. 
389-0311 
Controller/Bookeeper 
Dual Franchise Automotive Dealer is 
accepting applications for the position of 
controller. Past auto experience is an 
asset. Computer skills is a requirement. 
System training will be provided. 
R~sumEs to be sent to: 
Attn.: President 
Terrace Chrysler/Terrace Motors Toyota 
4916 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1 L8 
TER CE T ER CE ;HRVSLEF I. 
r~|  C 
AUXILIARY EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
RECEPTIONIST 
(OFFICE ASSISTANT II) 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
Competition No.: KA2000;01 
Closing Date: June 2g, 2000 at 4:00 p.m. 
Salary: $1137.88 biweekly, as per BCGEU Master Agreement 
Hours: 70 hours biweekly 
Term: Immediately to October 27, 2000 
Contact: Joan Renaud : 
638-5145 
Closing Location: Katum Forest District 
Ministry el Forests 
200.5220 Keffh Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1L1 
Fax: (250) 638-5176 
Duties: Under the direct supervision el the Admin Services Supervisor, the position Is 
responsible for providing a variety of receptionist duties: switchboard answer- 
ing telephone and public inquiries and referring public to the correct program 
slalf. Responsible for incoming and outgoing mall, the receipt of all monies 
coming into the district office and documenting of financial mail list, sending 
and receiving faxcoms, operating end re~ording of radio transmissions, word 
processing, spreadsheet and other standard computer applications. 
Qualifications: Preferably secondary school graduation, Minimum of two years' 
exp.erience related to the function to be performed or an accep ab s 
equivalent. Ability to meat and deal with the public; to type at a mini- 
mum speed of 50 words per minute; match changing operational 
requlremenls, (e.g.): program changes and introductions, manpower 
roducticns, and the introduction f new office technology. The prov- 
ince of British Columbia is committed to employment equity. In this 
competition, preference will be given to qualified under-represented 
groups, being visible minorities, aboriginal people, person with 
disabilities. 
CERTIFIED HOME Care Aide. 
Will do cleaning, personal care, 
respite, etc. Reasonable rates. 
Phone 250-635-7834, ask for 
Sharon. 
DO YOU need your lawn 
mowed? Help gardening, 
something painted? Or just gen- 
eral help? (labour, etc.)? Very 
low rates, Call us at 250-615- 
4348 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun.Free vinyl products. 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country, 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
sonable rates. Terrace at 615- 
0002 or 638.6969 (cell). 
RELIABLE 16 year old looking 
for lawn cutting jobs in horse- 
shoe area. Phone 250-635-, 
4763 
'2 BDR apt 2 1/2 baths, 5 ap- 
pliances, A/C, alarm system, 
built in vacuum, private en- 
trance & garage, available July 
1st. Damage deposit, ref. re- 
quired. No pets, Walking dis- 
tance to downtown. $800 per 
month. Phone 250-635-3845 
2 BEDROOM apartment. F/S, 
Laundry facilities. New carpets, 
storage. No pets. Rent includes 
Hot water. $500 per. month. 
250-638-1115 
. r J l~ l~]  canada,s largest pest control 
[ ~  . . . . . . . .  I company is looking for a 
FULL TIME 
SERVICE TECHNICIAN 
for the Terrace Area. Service and sales 
experience is beneficial. Good driving record 
a must. We provide excellent salary and 
benefits. Please fax resumes to: 
1-888-576-9900 Attention: John Aguiar 
Thornhill Motors is seeking a dynamic individual to join our 
sales team. Previous automotive sales experience would be 
an asset but is not essential for the right Individual. The 
successful candidate must be able to deal effectively with the 
public, have a positive attitude, be self motivated. Minimum 
Grade 12 education. Excellent benefit package. Please reply in 
writing to: Thornhlll Motors Ltd. 
Attn: Brent DeJong, 
~7~Or J~r ' f  ~f_~Or~ 3026 Highway 16 East, 
TERRACE, B.C. Terrace, BC V8G 3N5. 
(~  I'1'11¢1~1~ Phone 250-635-7286 I~-==UBARU. 
I 
Terrace Chrysler 
has an immediateopen in~ for a 
Parts & Serwce 
Counter Person 
Previous experience is an asset but not 
necessary. Willing to train the correct person. 
Competitive salary based on experience and 
excellent opportunity for advancement. 
Apply in person with resume to: 
Rod Onstein 
Terrace Chrysler 
4916 Highway 16 West, Terrace 
TERRACE 
rdTmm  
The Chance To Be An 
Independent Retailer Is Closer 
Than You Think 
This is your opportunity to be part of 
Canada's leading Convenience Store Chain. 
We're looking for an Independent Dealer to 
operate our exciting and innovative store, 
located in Terrace. If you're looking for a 
chance to build a successful career, Mac's 
will provide you with a comprehensive 
training program, a fully stocked location, 
on-going advertising and promotional 
support, plus professional service skills. You 
provide your retail experience, superior 
customer service and communication skills, 
and a minimum investment of no more than 
$25,ooo. 
Interested candidates respond io: 
Mac's Convenience Stores Inc., 
1013-7445-132nd St. 
Surrey, BC, V3W 1 J8 
1-800-665-8003 
Deadline June 30, 2000 
Greater opportunities are closer than you th:mk! 
Employment Opportunily 
A private enterprise in Terrace has a vacancy for a full- 
time position. This has been identified as an 
employment equity position for individuals of First 
Nations or Inuit descent. This is a Skeena Native 
Development Society (S.N.D.S.) initiated program. 
S.N.D.S. will be doing the screening and the 
prospective employer will do the final interviews and 
sehction. 
Shipper-Receiver 
This position requires the incumbent to be self- 
motivated, reliable, a team player and able to work 
without supervision. It is preferred that the successful 
candidale has a valid class 5 driver's license. The 
incumbent must have. own transportation to and from 
work and must be willing to work Saturdays. Math 
and written communication skills are a requirement of 
the position. Duties will include: 
*Shipping and receiving of industrial products 
(some heavy lifting involved) 
*Inventory of products 
*Some basic office work (filing, answering 
phones, etc.) 
eCustomer Service 
sOther related duties as required 
The slarting wage will be $7.15 per hour based 
on 40 hour work week. There will be a three month 
probationary period, the wage rate co.uld be 
revisited upon completion. This is an entry level 
position, which could lead to an  apprentlceabh 
position for the right candidate. 
If you feel you have the qualif ications, 
background and, interest in this position, please apply 
in confidence by June 22nd, 2000 by submlfting 
your resume with references to: 
Diane Manion 
Administraflve Assistant, Private Sector 
Skeena Native Development Society 
PO Box 418, Terrace, BC, V8G 4B1 
Fax: 250-635-1414 
1 AND 2 bdr apts available 
immed. On site management. 
250-635-6929, 250-635-5136 
or635-6428. 
1 BEDROOM apartment for 
rent, 4614 Greig Ave. (Above 
Sangster's Store) F/S, W/D in- 
cluded. Avail. July 1st, Phone 
250.635-5070 after 7 p.m. 
Please phone 250-638-8717 or 
250-632-7502 
1 BEDROOM apt,, ground floor, 
walking distance to town. Sum- 
mit Square apartments, Seniors 
discount. 250-635-5338 after 6 
or leave messafle. 
1 BEDROOM suite available 
Immediately. All utilities Includ- 
ed. Close to town. No pets. 
$550 a month. Damage deposit 
& references required. 250-635- 
2921 
1,2, 3, bdr apt, Availimmd, On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428 or 638-0134 or 615- 
0345 
2 BEDROOM apt. available im- 
mediately. No pets. Ref. re- 
quired. Security entrance. Close 
to downtown. Rent $500 per 
month plus damage deposit. 
250-635-6824 
2 BEDROOM duplex, down- 
stair's new, $550 mth, ref req'd, 
no pets, F/S, Park Ave Close to 
pool. 250-638-0370 
2 BEDROOM end unit N/G heat 
& hot water centrally located. 
Also 1 bedroom end unit with 
N/G H/W. For into call 250-635- 
6611. Available Immediately. 
2 BEDROOM ground level 
apartment. Available imme- 
diately. F/S, laundry facilities, 
no pets or parties, net re- 
quired. Damage deposit. On 
site manager. 250-635-1126 or 
250-635-6991 
2 BEDROOM newly renovated 
duplex In Thornhill. Large yard, 
garden area, pets. $550 plus 
$225 damage deposit. Avail 
July 1 st. Call 250-635-5678 
3 BEDROOM ground level 
apartment and 1 bedroom 
basement apt. S/F, W/D, includ- 
ed. 250-635-9684 
BRIGHT SUNNY 2 bedroom 
apartment for rent. New kitchen 
with dishwasher and lots of cab- 
inet space. Plenty of storage. 
Available July 1, 2000, refer- 
ences required. $575 per 
month. 250-635-3333 days, 
250-635-1417 eveninfls. 
@ 
Would you like a landlord 
who treats you as a 
valued customer? 
If so, try us! 
Available immediately. 
Beautiful 2-Bedroorn Suite. 
Bright and Clean. 
Washer/Dryer. Beautiful 
fenced yard with garden. 
Close to schools. 
$650/monfn (util. incl.) 
Call 635-4261 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
FURNISHED BACHELOR su- 
ite. No pets. No parties. Avail. 
June 15. $450 month. Utilities 
included. Ref & Dam. deposit. 
Thornhill. 250-635-6128 
IN TERRACE 4 bdrm upper unit 
2ND FLOOR office space. In- 
cludes utilities. Avail July 1st. 
4650 Lakelse Ave. Phone 604- 
434-7033 
566 SQ.FT., $500 per month, 
utilities included. Ideal for non- 
profit or suitable commercial. 
Leave message at 250-635- 
of duplex $850/mo. NG heat & .- 9019 
hot water Included. DO & ref 
reqd. Phone 250-798-9554. 
NEAR NEW, bright, spacious 2 
bdrm apt. Onsite caretakers, 5 
appliances, NG fireplace, mini 
storage, NO pets, references 
required, $750/month. 250-635- 
6248 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
please. 250-615-5441 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
Reasonable rent. Ref reqd. 
615-7665 or 635-5653. 
SUITES DOWNTOWN, Heat in- 
cluded. Secure building. Perfect 
for working couple or single per- 
son. No pets. Call 250-635- 
7585 
TWO BEDROOM apartment, 
Summit Square apartment. 
Adult section - walking distance 
to town. 250-635-5338 after 6 
or leave a messaqe. 
TWO BEDROOM economy in 
quiet rural location on edge of 
town. Pets welcome. 250-635- 
9102 
CLINTON/VLANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
s420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
sS00.00 month. 
One block from swimming pool. 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
PARK MANOR APTS" 
2 bedroom apt., 
,$600 ruth, includes heat. 
Close to swimming pool & 
downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Ph. 635-3475 
1 BEDROOM basement suite in 
brand new house. N/S, no pets. 
$475 a month, utilities extra. 
Damage deposit required. 250- 
635-0679 or 250-639-3704 
2 BDRM bsmt suite good for 2 
person, N/S, no pets, damage 
deposit and refer required utili- 
ties included. Phone 635-8277. 
2 BEDROOM apartment, newly 
renovated. $525/month. Hot 
water included. Recreation and 
lauhdry.: "On "site; rfianager. No 
pets. Ref. Required. Available 
June 1st. Rent to purchase 
available. 250-635-0662 or 250- 
615-6762 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, 
furnished. Satellite/hydro all pd., 
parking. Mature working adult. 
Sm. pet ok. Rural 5 mln to town, 
Hwy 16 west. $550 month. 
Damage deposit ref. req. 250. 
638-1413 Avail July 1st, 
Basement suite 2 bedroom 
avail. July 1. Couple preferred, 
CLose to downtown, big back- 
yard separate entrance, no 
pets, no smoking, Ref. Req'd. 
Rent $550/month plus damage 
deposit.Call 250-635-6824 
SINGLE ROOM Suite, Private 
entrance, close to sowntown, 
$425 a month, includes utilities, 
$200 security deposit. No pets. 
Call 250-635-9059 
SMALL ONE bedroom base- 
ment suite. Quiet part of Horse- 
shoe. Suitable for quiet tenant. 
Hydro & gas included. $500. 
250-635-5081 
THREE BEDROOM suite. Gas 
fireplace. Close to schools and 
town. Heat & Light Included. 
$650/month. References re- 
quired. 635-6927. 
5 BEDROOM house, Horse- 
shoe. Finished basement, large 
front & back yard, fruit trees, 
Natural Gas heating. Phone 
250-638-0252 or 250-635-2747 
to view. 
2 BDRM townhouse. Clean 
quiet. Fridge/stove. Suitable for 
professional couples. No pets. 
Ref. required.Phone 250-635- 
3796 
2 BDRM, 2 btrm, side by side 
duplex. Avail July 1st. F/S, W/D, 
freezer. Hard wood floors on 
main. Quiet people w/good 
rental references & no dogs can 
call 250-638-8639 for appt to 
view. $600 month. 
2 BEDROOM house w/base- 
ment. Large yard. Pets allowed, 
in Thornhitl. $600 per month. 
Available July 2000. Call 250- 
635-3337 
2 BEDROOM unit for rent. 1/2 a 
block from town. F/S, W/D, 
Dishwaher, window coverings. 
Phone 250-638-0046 or 250- 
635-4852 
2 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath town- 
house. Stove and Fridge includ- 
ed. W/D hookups. No pets. 
$600 month. 250-635-5213 
3 BEDROOM House, F/S, W/D, 
DW, Gas fireplace. Close to 
hospital and school. Avail Aug. 
1. $900 month, utilities includ- 
ed. 250-635-5992 
3 BEDROOM house, one level 
in a quiet cul-de-sac in Horse- 
shoe. Fenced backyard, artially 
covered deck, N/G heat. Non 
smokers please. Call 250-635- 
6940 
3 BEDROOM upstairs for rent. 
Available July 1, 2000. Phone 
250-635-5174 
3 BEDROOM, 1800 sq.ft town- 
house. With 1 1/2 baths, N/G 
heat. Located at the end of 
Pear St. $650/month. 250-635- 
5941. Avail July lst/Au.q 1st. 
5 BEDROOM house, 2 1/2 
bathroom, close to town, avail 
July 1st. No pets, $900 month. 
250-635-9438 
6 BEDROOM house to rent in 
Horseshoe, 2 1/2 baths, large 
fenced yard. Includes 5 ap- 
pliances. $950 month. Available 
Aug. 1st. Please Call 250-638- 
7995 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: 
i mrnaculate~"~;C bedroom base- 
ment home 2 bathrooms. In 
horseshoe. Workshop, fruit 
trees, n/g fireplace, aJc, jacuzzl 
bathtub, non-smokers. Refer- 
ences, 250-632-3350, $850 
JACKPINE, 1200 sq.ft Home, 2 
acres, shop, greenhouse, no 
smoking, 700 plus utilities, dd, 
ref. required, avail June 15, 
250-635-7232 
NEW SMALL 1 1/2 bdrm house 
in horseshoe area, gas fire- 
place, $500 month & drag, dep 
& utilities. Avail July 1st, Ref. 
Req. 250-638-1880 
NEWER 4 bedroom house in 
Thornheights. F/S, references 
required. 250-635-2143 
THREE BEDROOMS, garage, 
6 appliances, fruit trees, excel- 
lent location, $675/month, spa- 
cious 2 bedroom basement su- 
ite, F/S heat, clean $450/mo. 
250-638-1292 
TOWNHOUSE REQUIRES pro- 
fessionals. Maxim storage. 
Large 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 baths, 
quality construction. Secure 
yard. 3 appliances. W/D hook- 
up. No pets. Southside. $750. 
250-638-0661 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 & 2 
Bedroom suites 
, Clean, quiet renovated suites 
, Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
, On bus route 
• S~.curity entrance 
• On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
At.MARLIN BUILDING 
3219 Eby Street 
Tel: (250) 635-7191 
Ground Floor: 
2,625 sq. fl. 
Second Floor: 
445 sq. ft. 
REASONABLE 
RATES 
AVAIL. IMMED, 4 bedroom, up- 
per suite of home on South 
Side. Close to schools, W/D,. 
$900/month including utilities. 
Phone 250-638-7290 
RANCH FOR Lease. 320 acre. 
50/50 hay meadows and forest. 
Large log house, workshop, 
sheds, machinery for making 
hay, Either lease house se- 
perately or complete ranch, Ta- 
kaysie Lake BC. 250-694-3619 
TERRACE MASONIC Hall Is 
available for rental, suitable for 
60 diners or 80 sitting in rows. 
Details from Hugh, 250.638- 
7798 any time day or nlqht. 
14X70 TRAILER 10 minutes 
North of Terrace on private lot. 
w/d included. Available June 
15th. Damage deposit $325 
Rent $650. 250-635.8224 
1A FURNISHED or unfurnished 
with F/S W/D 3 bdrm Mobile in 
Thornhlll $495. 2 bdrm Mobile 
in Town $450. t bdrm house In 
Thornhill $395. 250-638-8052 
2 BDRM mobile home w/addi- 
tion, newly renovated, 4 ap- 
pliances, $550/month, available 
immediately, Phone 250-635- 
2126 
2 BEDROOM trailer Avail. 
Intmed. on 2 acre lot, Ideal for' 
horses, .~_  Dogs allowQ~ 
~ $600 plus Util. 
0-635-7875 ask for Rene, 
2 BEDROOM trailer In Sunny 
Hill Trailer Court for July 1. 
$550/month plus utilities. Phone ,~ 
250-635-7025 , 
,. | 
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4707 TUCK AVE. 
Older Home, 2 bedrooms up, 1 down, family room, 1 bath, 
security system, landscaped yard, small pond, fruit trees, 
garden area, fridge, stove, washer, dryer, microwave, large 
back deck, garden shed. Asking $125,000 
Furnished $128,500 (some exceptions). 
Phone 250-635-0855 
REDUCED 
Beautifully Landscaped 
4 Acre Lot Inside Town. 
4414 North Sparks St. 3 bedroom, 1 & ½ bath. 
Beautifully landscaped 4 acre lot inside town. 
Excellent View- Quiet- Private. 
s 179,000 Please phone for an appointment to view 
250-638-1974 
~ ::::::::::::::::::::: :, : ::: ~!i~i~::::. 
TWO BEDROOM HOME WITH 
GUEST ROOM AND LOFT. 
Double garage with workshop. 18x30 green- 
house, storage shed, great garden on a 75x200 
ft. lot. Located Lakelse Lake. For further into call 
250-798-2523 
THIS COULD BE YOURS! 
VIEW, PRIVACY', LOW MAINTENANCE 
2 bedroom executive ranch style home in ver~ 
quiet neighbourhood. 1250 sq.fi. Large ~rcne 
& eating area with an abundance on cabinets, 
dishwasher, crown mouldings, lots of windows, 
blinds, paved parking, room for RV. 
Asking $179,000. Phone 250-635-8284 
Horseshoe - 4737 Straume Ave 
$108,000 
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY 11am - 3pm 
+/- 1,040 sf with partial basement, 2 bedrooms 
÷ 1 down, fridge, stove, washer, dryer, fenced yard, 
small shop, shed. 
View Anytime 635-3494 
3 bedroom Home on 2 Acres. 
Well maintained 8-year-old home. Security system. 
Private yard. New deck. Open space concepl tor the 
kitchen, dining and living area. Cathedral ceiling. Forced 
air wood and gas furnace. Large master bedroom 
upstairs. Located on Sockeye Street in Jackpine Flats. 
Price: $194,000. Call 250-638-8841 
Ii!:i.:i:i:::••j:• !• : : i: d:/•¸ i i~ ,~ii~' :'i , L'I:..' : i :il ii ~ ~i 
...... 1 II2,STOREYS,,3 BEDROOM,, ...... ,..- 
2100 SQ. FT. HOME AT LAKELSE 'LAKE 
2 natural gas heaters and 2 baths located at Lakelse Lake on 
private park like setting. Beautifully landscaped on 75'x200' 
fenced 10t. Upstalrs' 1 bedroom, bathroom, family room, sun room wilh 
balcony Downstairs: 2 bedrooms, kitchen, living room, Laundry, 
bathroom. Includes all appliances. Workshop: 20'x40' fully wired and 
plumbed Large greenhouse and gazebo. 
Asking $165,900 
For more into call 250-798-2456 
hot wafer. Wood fireplace, brick patio & new deck. Has 
security system and includes 3 major ao~0iiances. Updated 
carpel & flooring. Partially r,nlsnea r nent, large 
private yard with storage shed on cement pad. 
Asking $154,900 
Located at 4904 Lambly. 
Call 250-635-5371 for details or to view. 
~ ~ ~ . ~ i : { i ~ ' b  ':::..::..:.::,. .. ............ " 
RANCHER ON 2 ACRES. 
2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms. 
Located in park like setting near Woodland Park 
Subdivision. Private road access. 
$175,000. Call 250-638-8320 
I:Irll ll[ # 
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Br ing  In  A P ic ture  Of  Your  Home A long  Wi th  I t s  Se l l ing  Features*  
and we wi l l  run  your H O M E  FOR SALE  AD coax 
,. in this special REAL  ESTATE SECT ION of  the  Ter race  Standard .  
As  we l l ,  your  ad  w i l l  be  l i s ted  as  a word  c lass i f ied  ad  in  our  Weekend Adver t i ser  and  our  
ln ternet  C lass i f ieds  ht tp : / /www.bcc lass i f ied .com 
$70/ veek Al l  on ly  (GST)  th i s  fo r  + 
DiSc0Unt  fo r  mul t ip le  weeks .  Your  ad  is d i s t r ibuted  to  thousands  o f  homes  in the  Greater  Ter race  area  every  w e e k ~  
: *50  words  max imum PRIVATE SALES ONLY ; , 
::: STANDARD,  3210 CL INTON STREET,  TERRACE,  B .C .  
• 638-7283 FAX 638-8432 MONDAY TO FR IDAY 8 :00  5 :00  r 
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 HRYSLER 
2 BEDROOM trailer in Thorn- 
hill. $400/month plus damage 
deposit. No pets. 250-635-9530 
3 BEDROOM mobile in Pine 
Park w/addition and porch, 
fenced yard, 4 appl. $600 
month• 250-635-2126. 
FOR RENT 3 bdr. trailer in Sun- 
ny Hill Trailer Park• W/D. Avail- 
able now. No pets. Apartment in 
town available now. 250-638- 
1902 
MOBILE HOME pad. 
$220/month. 250-635-4894. 
Skeena Valley Trailer Park. 
THREE BEDROOM in quiet, ru- 
ral location near town. Stove 
and fridge included, W/D hook- 
ups. Pets welcome. $500 
month. 250-635-9102 
LOOKING FOR clean, quiet 
working person, south side 
home. Kitchen facilities. No 
pets. Call Lvnne 250-635-0683 
ROOMMATES WANTED 
Newer large 6 bedroom house 
in Jackpine Flats to share. 
Large rooms, vehicle a must. 
$325 a month. Phone 250-635- 
5913 ask for Ken. 
WANTED: ROOMMATE to 
share 3 bedroom newer home, 
southside, on bus route. $425 
month plus 1/2 utilities. 250- 
635-6619 leave message. 
BC'S BEST Vacation Value. 
Packages perfect for couples & 
families. $69.95 pp/dbl occ + 
taxes. Includes 9 holes of golf, 
mountain bike rental, senic 
charlift ride, swimming & tennis 
at sports centre. First class ac- 
comodation at Nancy Greene's 
Charity Lodge 1-800-244-8424, 
Woodlands at Sun Peaks 1- 
888-659-2211 Central Reserva- 
tions 1-800-807-3257 or 
www.sunpeaksresort.com 
SKYLINE MOTEL Special rate 
$35 + tax One person. Add $5 
PP. $5.00 extra bed. Excluding 
long . weekend/Special Event. 
Free:Room-coffee Iocal-phorle, 
movi'es; - indoor-swimming p0ol, 
hot-tub, sauna, coin-laundry 
,queen bed. Monthly/weekly. 
250-374-8944, Fax: 250-374- 
8950. 1763E TransCanada, 
Kamloops, 8C. Bring this ad, 
expires Sept.30, 2000. 
FORD: 
LOOKING TO rent 1 or 2 bed- 
room house or other on bench 
or north part ot Terrace. $500- 
$600 range. Includes utilities. 
Possession Sept. 1 or sooner. 
Call 250-635-6304, leave mes- 
saqe. 
$9,900 LARGE Lot in Shuswap, 
BC. GrearFinancing. For free 
into pack call Bernie 1-403-209- 
2744 
,160 ACRES at Rosswood NOT 
in ALR. For more into call 250- 
635-3265 
EXCEPTIONAL WILDERNESS 
proper near Smithers, Southfae- 
ing, 236 acres, bounded by the 
Bulkley River, stunning moun- 
tain views, world famous Steel- 
head/Salmon fishing, Log 
lodge, cabin, sauna, outbuild- 
ings, gravity water, $449,000. 
Ph. 250-847-0774 (ms!l) 
LAND FOR Sale at Lakelse 
Lake. 144' fiontage 66' road al- 
lowance. 1.08 acres. Undevel- 
oped. Southside. Evenings 250- 
635-9063 IMPORTS 
SERENE FIVE acre property on 
old Kitselas Road. Hydro on 
site. Year round creek with wa- 
ter license and right to build 
storage dam. Rustic cabin and 
sheds. This is a much sought 
after area. Price $39,500. 
Phone 250-635-5327 
SERVICED LOT on bench. 
$37,500 plus GST. Phone 250- 
638-0822 
2 ACRE lots• Treed. Jackpine 
flats on Woeste Ave. $55,000 + 
GST. Phone 250-638-8940 af- 
ter 6 p.m. 
1166 SQ.FT. Four bedroom full 
finished basement 60x187 
fenced lot, fruit trees, deck, 2 
1/2 bath, fireplace, wood sty, 
new NG furnace, carpets, linD, 
must see. 5018 Agar, $140,000. 
250-638-0787 
2 ACRES in Jackpine Flats on 
main road, fully serviced w/un- 
derground wiring, natural gas, 
guest cabin, sheds, landscaped 
w/a 1996 3 bdrm, 3 appl. 
14'x70' mobile home w/a 3 
room 14'x43' addition. Asking 
$121,000 OBO. Ph. 250-635- 
7364 evenings or leave a mes- 
saqe. 
3 BEDROOM home. Finished 
basement. 1124 sq.ft. New roof 
and other improvements. Large 
lot. Treed and landscaped with 
small greenhouse. Near Up- 
lands School. Asking $145,900. 
250-638-7730 
3 BEDROOMS, no basement, 
1055 sq.ft, southside, near 
schools, hospital, on dead end 
street• $115,000. 250-615-0223 
3-4 BEDROOM home in Tl~om- 
hill Heights. Open Design, 
workshop, garden, across from 
bus stop and store. 2369 Hem- 
lock. 250-635-2395 
5 ACRE property in town. 5314 
McConnell Ave., 1880 sq.ft. 
Original McConnell farmhouse. 
Completely renovated. Lg Kitch- 
en, pantry, mud rm, living rm, 
TV rm, study & sewing rm./bed- 
room on main floor. 4 bedrooms 
up, 2 bths, 650 sq.ft bsmt. New 
carpeting. Sky lights. Deck, dbl 
carport. Circular dry. New roof 
&/vinyl windows 1999. Corral, 
bams,~f~nced pasture & fruit 
trees. 1.500 sq ff heated shop, 
suitable for logging truck. Must 
be seen, $225,000. Call 250- 
638-1206 
5,636 ACRES Partially cleared. 
Located in New Remo. Roomy 
4 bedroom remodelled trailer. 
;~ Asking ~}95;000 OBO~pLreotto 
ow~TPh~n'e' 251~:6"35-~'23~" ': 
FOR SALE New "manufactured 
home on a corner town lot. 3 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 2 sky- 
lights, vaulted ceilings, natural 
gas, washer, dryer, frldge stove 
and dishwasher. All with 4 
years of transferable warranty 
left. Also 8x12 garden shed. 
Great view in a quiet neighbor- 
hood. Just 4 blocks to school 
and 6 blocks to downtown 
Houston, BC. Asking $98,000. 
Fore more information visit us 
at www.highway16.com/home- 
forsale/ho20.htm or phone 250- 
845-7330 
FOR SALE or rent to own. 4 
bedroom home on 4 1/2 acres 
with a large shop. An orchard, 
and a beautiful view. 5 km to 
downtown Terrace. Call Dave 
and leave message. 780-991- 
3800 
NEW LOG cabin with metal 
roof, new windows, 17' x 26' 
plus loft. You remove. Asking 
$26,900. Phone 250-847-0774 
(msq) 
REDUCED: RANCHER custom 
built 2 yr old, 1450 sq.ft. 3 bed- 
room, main bathroom w/skylite, 
living room/kitchen open floor 
area w/large island counter and 
vaulted ceiling. Master bedroom 
has walk-in closet & 3 pce. en- 
suite• Oak cabinetry throughout. 
Separate 800 sq.ft NG heated 2 
bay garage, lots of storage In 
home and garage, RV parking, 
beautiful 78x128 lot. Drive by 
2604 Evergreen St. $157,000 
OBO. 
 Sherry Anderson 
Notary Public 
Real Estato, 
Conveyancing 
wills, 
Mobile Home 
Transfers, 
Declarations, 
Mortgage 
Do<umon~aUon, 
Notorlzotions /',&ember 
NEW LOCATION 
#104-4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C., V8G lS6 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 
CUTE UPDATED two bedroom 
home, large fenced yard. To ap- 
preciate this house it must be 
seen. Vendor is motivated and 
willing to trade for larger home. 
$87,500. 250-638-7688 
GREAT STARTER Homel 3 
bedroom, full basement, open 
kitchen, newly renovated. Many 
extras. Minute from town. Gar- 
den, fruit trees, paved driveway, 
nicely landscaped, $117,000. 
.Call 250-635-5269 
JACKPINE FLATS 3 bedroom 
home on 2-3 acres. Basement. 
Shop, carport. Greenhouse. 
$115,000. 250-635-4246 
RECREATIONAL CABIN 
Lease on Francios Lake North 
side. 15 km west of Ferry land- 
ing on a 0.8 acre secluded lot 
on a bluff with 12'x16' rustic ca- 
bin adking $20,000. 250-845- 
2736 
ROOM FOR Home Based Busi- 
ness. #4402 Munroe St., 1300 
sq.ft., full basement, 4 bed- 
room, 2 bathroom, bright, split 
level. Many upgrades. Assum- 
able mortgage at 6.65%, pos- 
session by July 3rd. Berdes, 
fruit trees, walk to Uplands. 
Asking $143,000. Must be 
seen. Phone 250-615-0107 
r" Home & 2 Workshops ~J 
Jgood location, 1.29 acres, I 
J6 bedrooms, 6 appliances J
'1~ 70,000. Phone 635-4453/ 
1150 SQ.FT, 3 bedrooms up, 2 
bedrooms down, 2 1/2 baths. 
Exceptional condition. Main 
flooor freshly painted and new 
bath, Cabinets refinished. Base. 
ment 80% complete ~;Ith out- 
side basement entrance. In- 
cludes 5 appliances, gas stove 
& dryer. Extra large lot on out- 
skids of city, Presently rented. 
Asking $109,000. Interested 
padies call 250.961-2298 or 
250-561-2102. 
WELL MAINTAINED 2 bed- 
room home with vinyl siding, 
newer roof, skylight in bath, pa- 
tio off the eating area and vinyl 
windows. Beautifully land- 
scaped yard fully fenced with 
storage shed and greenhouse. 
250-635-8181. $B9,500 
IF NEW L IST ING • 
Check ~is out... 
For him: o shop ~t is wired 
insulated, concrete Roar, healed, lois 
DE storogg, 220 wiring, 8xlq . 
overhe~ .doors. Awry comtortoble 
spot o wuk on p'0iects. Home is 
soocious w th over ,8000 sq. ft. 
For ~ a arge.kik:l~en with a natural 
gos stove, lots at cou01er space and 
cupboards. Relax in ~ hal tub 
surrounded by C~lus ~onls inthe 
solarium. Sunken llvingroom features 
R.S.F. wood stove. Fenced p'opedy. 
Please come to Ihe 
OPEN HOUSE 
.Safurday, June 24th 
from I p.m. - 3 p.m. at 
3845 DOBBIE STREET 
~ Lynda Boyce 
Cellular:. 635-0229 
635-6361 
E-maih unlprep@Eermode.net 
Gallu~, 
OPEN HOUSE 
4706 Walsh  Ave.  
Date: June 24"  
Time: 1 -  2:30 p.m. 
• 4 Bedrooms 
• 2 Bathrooms 
• Fully I~nished 
• Newer Carpets 
• 1160 sq. ft. 
• Plumbed for a Kitchen 
or Oar Down 
• Reduced to s119,000 
~I I I I I I I I I lU l I I I I I I I I I  Ra ja  Sandhu 
ROYAL LEPAGE ~ 'z 5-7734 
~I I lUU l lUU lU l I lU l  emai l : rc la@t~lus .net  
Terrace 
t~-~penden~ 0~=d 0nd 0pe~led 102.4644 [ozelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Outstandin!  Achievement 
Re/Max of Terrace 
congratulates 
Dick Evans 
on 
"Outstanding 
Achievement" 
for the month of May. Dick presents a 
cheque to Jerome Auriat of the Skeena 
EcoSystems Management Society, 
Rehabilitation of Fisherman's Park, In 
Memory of Trevor Olson. 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
i .............................. i i i 
Features: 
oak flooring in living and dining rooms • walk-in closet in master bedroom 
ceramic tile floorinain kitchen and • exteriorfinishing of brick and vinyl entrywoy 
oak cabinets inkit~en and baths • double car garage 
large dqck,offkitchen • above finisRing work a must see 
ensuitebath 
Was listed at $205,000 Now Reduced To 
199,OOO + GST 
For Appointment To View 
' '> STRAAT'A-VARIOUS HOMES LTD. 
635-4097 
New Premium 
Home In Up-Scale 
Neighbourhood at 
3519 Cory Drive 
, 
1978 BENDEX Leader mobile 
home. 14x70, 2 additions. En- 
trance, covered sundeck, bed- 
room. Renovated bathroo. Ex- 
cellent condition. Gas furnace. 
Pine Park. 250-635-1454. 
$43,500 
1971 BUICK GS. Completely 
rebuilt, new rubber, exhaust, 
and Interior. $7000 obo. 250- 
846-5151 
1978 2 door V8 Cadillac. $1000 
obo. 250-635-4640 
1998 Honda Civic EX 
5 spd, 4 cyl, Low km 
$16,995 
1996 Chev $10 
Blazer 4x4 
V6, Auto, NC 4dr, was $21,995 
$19,99___._.5 
1990 Mazda 
B26001 Cab Plus 
4x4, 4 Cyl, Auto, Canopy, 8ush Guard 
$7,995 
1998 Dodge Ram 
Quad Cab 
SLT, 4x4, Short Box, 318 Auto, fully loaded 
$27,995 
1992 Ford Aerostar 
7 pass, 6 cyl, Auto,NC, Tilt & Cruise 
$4,995 
1999 Honda Civic DX 
Hatchback, 4 cyl., 5 speed 
$15,995 
1997 Subaru 
Legacy GT 
Sedan, AWD, Auto, CD, 0nly 40,00Ok 
$24,995 
1987 Jeep YJ 
Laredo 
6 cyl., 5 spd, Soft Top 
$7,995 
1991 Volkswagen 
Passat GL 
5 spd., NC, Low Krus. 
$8,995 
1995 Ford 
F150 Supercab 
4x4, 5 spd, NC 
$15,995 
1997 Pontiac 
Grand Am GT 
4 c/I, 5 spd,NC, fully loaded, spoiler 
$16,995 
1988 Toyota 4Runner SR-5 
4 cyt., 5 spd 
$7,995 
1994 Pathfinder LE 
4x4, Leather Interior, Auto, V6 
$22,995 
1995 Ford Taurus 
Auto, 6 cyl, fully loaded 
Reduced to clear 
$9,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
V6, Fully Loaded, Automatic 
$19,995 
1996 Plymouth Grand 
Voyager LE 
6 cyl.,Aut0, Fully Loaded, One Owner 
$18,995 
1992 Subaru Loyale 
4x4 Wagon, 5 Spd, 4 Cyl 
$7,995 
1992 Mazda LX MPV 
• 4x4, 7 Pass., V6,Aut0, Fully Loaded 
Incl: roof & rack, running hoards 
& alloy wheels 
$7,995 
4 D°°r_~4;62'Y L~0_~0wner 
s lO00Down,=x $14,995 
4838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE o~,,~z 1-800-665-199Q 638-8171 
1979 CAMARO Berlinetta, 
200,000 kms on original engine, 
does not burn oil, 4 new stud- 
ded tires, c/w full sized spare 
tire and 2 extra rims & car cov- 
er. All original. Runs like new. 
Asking $1500 obo. Must selll 
Call 250-615-0126 and leave a 
message, 
1978 FORD F250 4x4. Extra 
cab 400 cubic inch motor. Auto 
transmission, c/c, tilt steering. 
With sled deck. 250-635-0671 
1981 KENWORTH 8V92TA 
motor, 13 spd. trans., w/1978 
decap belly dump. Call 250- 
635-7519. $30,000 or will sell 
separate. 
1981 TOYOTA Cress da Good 1995 DODGE Dakota Spo.d4x4 
t, nnditinn I::tnnc= w~, t~n nnn " ClUO cab, V8 lOCK o0x ~14 bUU. 
brakes, exhaust,tires; sensor. 1995 GMC S-15 Jimmy 4x4 . 
$2000 OBO. 250-635-2704 
1984 CORVETTE, Lots of new 
pads. Offers. 250-846-5151 
1988 PONTIAC Tempest, no 
rust, new brakes, V6. standard, 
A/C, automatic windows, etc., 
110,000 km. Excellent condi- 
tion. $2800 POP. 250-635-9592 
or 250-615-5551 
1991 MUSTANG GT, Hatch- 
back, 302 High output, 5 spd, 
Air, Sunroof, stereo, etc. Red & 
silver w/black interior. Good 
condition. $7,500 or partial 
trade for older Ford for older 
Ford 1/2 tonn short box w/de- 
cent frame & body. Motor & 
transmission not important. 
250-635-6128 
1994 PONTIAC Grand Am,.one 
owner, white, 51,000 km. 4 door 
automatic, a/o, cruise. Power 
windows, remote start. Immacu- 
late condition. $11,900. Call 
250-635-7026 
1995 TAURUS 4 door, auto, 
loaded. CD player. Only two 
owners. Regular service at nor- 
dic Ford. Ex. gas mileage. 
$8000. 250-692-0090 
1998 PONTIAC Grandan SE. 
Bright red, fully loaded. Auto. 
Air, tilt, cruise, PS, PB, PW, PW 
trunk, like new. Asking $14,000. 
Phone 250-638-2012 
LIKE NEWI 1997 Honda Civic 
Coupe. Air/auto/ 6 disc CD 
player. N/S, female driven• 
70,000 kms. $16,000 OBO. Lisa 
250-558-5397 
S298 mo HOME, 
' . i 
' L . . . " . : '~ : . . . .~ , ,~_  '~ .~,~, .  ~ ~I . . . .  
Includes: 
• 2x6 Walls • GE Range 
• Vaulted Ceilings • Carpet Front Room 
,, Country Kitchen • Carpet Master Bedroom 
• Dishwasher • Large Front Picture Window 
• GE 18 c.f. 2-Door Fridge • Coachlights 
Moduline Homes 
USED 
'98 14x70 ................ $38,00( 
'74 12x54 ...... . ...... ~,,;$5,50( 
'75 12x68...,,':,'.: ........ $5,50( 
'76 14x70 Burnout ....... $50( 
1-888"301-2288 
auto. 4.3 L Fully loaded, 68,000 
kms. New Tires and Brakes. 
$20,000 OBO. 250-635-1333 
(evenln.qs) 
1999 FORD Super duty super- 
cab F350, XLT, Powerstroke 
Turbo Diesel. Loaded. 57,000 
kms. $35,000 OBO. 250-398- 
8082 
1987 CHEVY diesel get-away 
van. Fully loaded. Excellent run- 
ning condition. $5,000 OBO. 
Phone after 5 pro. 250-635- 
7477 
LEASE A 1997 GMC Ex. Cab 
2wd, STK #R3489 for only$329 
per month plus taxes, with $750 
down. This vehicle is equipped 
with a V6 engine, automatic 
transmission, air conditioning, 
cassette an 69,104 kin. You 
can't go wrong with this deal. 
For more information phone 
Trent McNabb 250-845-2244 
(days) 250-846-9484 (eveninqs) 
'95 JEEP YJ Wrangler. 70,000 
kin. Green/Tan, hard & soft top. 
12,750 OBO. 250-632-5039 
1988 DODGE full-size van. Ex- 
Loomis, V8, Auto. Good running 
condition. Air-cond. $2,200 obo. 
250-635-6559 eveninqs. 
14' ALUMINUM wide beam 
boat, 15 hp Evinrude motor, low 
hours, trailer with spare tire 
$3500. 250-699-8606 
18.5 FT Malibu with cuddy; full 
soft top; 150HP Mercury out- 
board; 84 hours; EZ Loader gal- 
vanized trailer. Options include 
dual batteries, stereo, marine 
VHF, depth sounder; anchor, 
small outboard bracket; spare 
prop; and more. Looks like new. 
250-845-7569 (Houston) 
18FT BERKELEY Jet, V8455 
marine engine. New snap on 
cover, good speed for water 
sports, very safe at all speeds. 
Red fiberglass with trailer. 250- 
798-2528 
1981 24FT. Zeta, 350 motor, 
Volvo 280 leg Recent new can- 
vas Starlet fuel tank GPS and 
sounder. Galv. trailer dingy & 
15 horsepower aux, motor. 
Clean, runs well, many extras. 
$16,500. 250-635-2934 
20 FT. ALUMINUM, V8 Marine 
190 OMC 302 Engine with Ha- 
milton jet. Full canvas covered, 
clean out screen for jet storage 
space, bracket for anchorllne. 
Ready for fishing with down rig- 
gers. Tandem trailer with new 
brakes & wheel bearings, Han- 
dles good on rivers and ocean, 
4921 Keith Avenue, 250-798- 
2528 or 250-635-3478, leave 
messa.qe, 
. / . o . . - . . .  
2000 Dodge Dakota 
Sport 
Club Cab, 4x4, Air, 
Cuise, Tilt, AM/FM 
$26,995 
'96 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Laredo, 4do0r, 4x4, 6 cycl., 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$23,995 
'98 Dodge Quad Cab 4x4 
Laramie SLT, V8, Auto, 
Air, Tilt. Cruise, Windows, 
Locks & more 
$27,995 
'97 Dodge Dakota 4x4 
Club Cab, SLT, auto, air, tilt, 
cruise, windows, locks 
$21,995 
'96 Dodge Club Cab 
A/C, Cruise, Tilt, Canopy. 
$18,995 
'99 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cycl., Hard Top and Soft Top 
$22,995 
'94 Dodge Ram 
1500 4x4, SLT, V8, 5 spd., 
Air, Cruise, Tilt and more 
$14,995 
'95 Dnd,,e~:i 
SLT,'~ ( :~  ~L~.~opy 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$13,995 
'97 chyrsier Sebring LXl 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks, & More 
$18,995 
'95 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Crusie, Tilt. 
Windows, Locks & More 
$12,995 
'98 Ford F150 XCab 
4x4, XLT, V8, Auto, Lariat, 
Loaded 
$28,995 
'95 Ford F250 4x4 
V8 Auto 
$12,995 
'94 Ford Tempo 
4 cyl., Auto 
'~$6,495 
'98 Ford F250 XI_ 
4x4, Reg Cab,V8 
NC, 5 spd 
$24,995 
'95 Chevrolet Tahoe LT 
VS, Auto, 4dr, 4x4. 
$28,995 
'97 Chevrolet XCab 
4x4 Silverado 
V8,Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise, 
Window Locks & More 
$25,995 
'96 Chevrolet Blazer 
Rockport, V6 Auto 
$23,995 
'96 Chevrolet Camaro Z-28 
T-Top, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
Cass., pw, pl 
$21,995 
'93 Chev Ltlm"~: Euro 
'92 Pontiac 
Grand Am GT 
Tilt, Cruise, Window Locks 
$9,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$8,995 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JLX, Sport, 4Dr, 4x4, windows, 
locks & more 
NOW $15,995 
'95 Hyundai Sonata 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
$10,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
v6, Auto. Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Locks & Windows 
& More 
Now $14,995 
'95 Honda Civic I 
4 door, Tilt 
$11,995 
'94 Toyota Corolla 
4 door, Auto, Am/Fro 
$9,995 
TERRaPr: 
4916 lhvy. 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 t,.,. s~58 
www.terraceautomall.com 
/ 
w 
~ 862 BOATS/  ~ 
' MARINE i 
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/" i--'ldeal far sloping lots, this attractive deck takes a ",~- 
conventional rectangular design and makes i t~ U more interesting by creating an upper and Iower~ 
deck level divided by angular steps and a planter box."/ 
The plan shows how to build the deck in nine possible~ 
size combinations- upper deck: 12' wide by 8', 10' ar 12'L:! 
deep; lower deck: 12' wide by 8' or 10' deep and 16' wide~ 
by 16' deep. A complete material list and easy-to.follow~ 
instructions will guide you through construction. Requost/i. 
Ing charge). 
#1375 ($9.95 plus $2.50 ship lld.l, il"~-tllJV/m =r~l[ ]ld~ 
~'i ~ This catalog shows over 400 ~'~. 
plans tar indoor and outdoor 
;ii :~ furniture, outdoor structures, ~ 
~ i i play gyms and playhouses, P9 
children's toys, lawn &gar-~ 
den and homo improvement. "-L:: 
$4.00 REBATE INCLUDED. I 
. . . . . . .  (~98...$4.00) 
l m l l l l l l l l l l l l  -" 
CRAFT PATTERNS Home Workshop, Dept. R6C ,,4 
3545 Stern Avenue St. Charles, IL 60174 ~:~ 
) 1375 Bi-Leval Deck Plan ............................... $12 45 i | 7069 Deck Plan Packet ................................. $27.70 #,( ~ciudes Itie hi.level deck #1375 plus 4 mote multi.size deck plans} 
~'198 "You Can Make It" Catalog ......................... $4.00 
(Shows over 400 project plan ideas plus $4.00 Tebale offer) 
IL residents add 6.5% sales lax - -  prices b¢lude delivery chalges ... 
Name: 
Address: 
.CiTy: ~ - -  S laTe :  Zip: 
,~i~ ~::  ;i,,~ii'!i'i~:i:ii ~i ~ ~iii!ii!~i~:~ili :~ "i: !iii:ii~,il; } 
' ::i'. 
~ i-806:4-70-60i~ .....mm-,  ~il 
"~z~ ' FAX (250) 635-5093 T- ' i -M~.  
r 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
| 
Ter race  Co-op  
Home Centre 
2912 Molitor St., Terrace 635-9595 
Toll Free 1-800-848-6347 
 BUS: (250) 638-8700 FAX: (250) 635-4465 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEI~ 
DO'IT.YOURSELF BOOKS g VIDEOS AVAILABLE 
MANY INSTORE PLANS & IDEAS l 
1 
I 
IRLY BIRD BUILDING CENTRE [ 
I 4425 Keith Avenue, Terrace V8G 1J7 
/: :i::::::::i!! I  .. " ::::::::::::::::::::: -. . . .  :.~i~i~:::::~i~::i~: i .... ./ .:!!~iii::iii::!ii::~:.; 
• , 1 l: z = / :l:, 
::i::i~::::.~::, '. ' ., ,": / I 
HAIR  TREND2 
.~. . .  by Jackie 
Need a change7 
Jockie Be~anger welcomes 
clienls 1o something a lillle differenl! 
638-8880 
R L Asphal t  Sealing 
Specializing in residential driveways & parking 
Protect your pavement. , ,~  _ 
Keep it looking like new! RC, Free Estimates Sweeping Parking Lets 
Roland Lagace 
3661HawthornAve, Terrace Phone: 635-3516 
You can AdVerfise!/fi This iSpot/ 
FOR a !~ mi~ i i~0! i  i~'l 3~/;WEE :KS} 
: ...... : .... ~),lnf0 : 
• l, I 
PRECISELY RIGHT 
 OVING 
'/ou~ Moving Professio=ols Since 1907 
x'~"~ ~mk & New.@_& 28 ft iMers al Your Ser~ice! 
'~  • Across town or the country 
~ l~._~ • Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
I~  i • Bondable 
Ph: 615-0002 Cell: 638-6969 
TOPS 
TREE SERVICE 
Tree & Brush Chipper - Rental 
Danger Tree Removal - Topping - Shaping 
Since 1990 - Fullylnsured 
Terry Morton .aneger 638-8811 
Y U.I'.W. Blakeburn FamilyWoodworks~l 
Est. Since 1990 
*REAL* CUSTOM CRAFTED CABINETS 
We build Commercial and Residential Cabinets to fit the 
needs of those looking to get the most for their dollarl 
Including Front Reception Counters, Desks, Storage Systems 
and Kitchen, Bath, Ste,eo, China and 'IV Cabinets. 
One of a kind items like: Fishing Rod and Tackle Storage Cabinets. 
We csn repair and restore Furnitu,e and Antiques. 
Also we'll cut your material for you. 
Call/Fax Cord at 
I k  635-8270 or Cell 615-7699 ~1 
~--  Jenning's 
OUTDOOR SPORTS 
For  al l  your  F i rearms Work  
M inor  o r  Mater  
P.O. Box 29, Pritchard, B.C. V0E 2PO 
Ph: 250-577-3244 Fax: 250-577-3249 
~TS ~1 
~oE po ~1 
FSMOOTH MOVING COMPANY 
Licensed-Insured Residential-Commercial 
' "Free Est imates" 
Reasonable Rates Reliable Service 
Across Town or  Across the Count ry  
Ph: 250-615.0315 Cell: 615-7954 
[_RR Jain Coast Chipper Services 
STUMP GRINDING OUR SPECIALITY 
Free Estimates .~"  
Lal'r) & Dcbbic Snlith ' [ _  
03~ 1786 Terrace, B.C 
' j~  
Dale 's Happy Rowers 
COMPLETE 
* Gardening Services • Lawn Landscapes 
* Weeding • Pruning 
• Shrubs &Trees , Fertilizing 
FLOWER BED BUILDING OR j~AINTENANCE 
20' DOUBLE Eagle Caddy, 
Kitchenette, full head, 305 in- 
board, 290 Volvo Penta Leg, 15 
HP Johnson Kicker, hard top, 
loads of extras. $26,000. 250- 
635-3778 
24' CAMPION cam/bridge 390 
orig. hrs. on 350 chev, volvo 
280 leg. New 9.9 4 stroke Ya- 
maha on new aluminum 
sw/grid. Anchor winch, Ioran, 
sounder, VHF, stereo, etc., like 
new heavy E-Z Ioadr galv. trail- 
er asking $24,900. Phone 250- 
635-5371 
26 FOOT Fibre Form, 255 HP 
TR2 Leg, flying bridge, propane 
oven/stove new AC/DC ,ridge, 
new inflatable, trailer mint con- 
dition, asking $25,000 Can be 
seen at Command Marine Kiti- 
mat. Call Larry 250-634-5534 
more extras. 
34 FOOT Silverton, 1981, 
Sportfisher, command bridge, 
twin 350 Crusaders, radar, Ior- 
an, 2 soundres, 2 VHF, 2 cb's, 
Esparheat, 10' Zodiac on snap 
Davits, 4 HP Merc, Lofrans 
winch with 200 chain, new bimi- 
ni and rear cover, constavolt, 
,ridge, sychronizer, bus heater, 
stereo. CalL Ray or Barry at 
250-562-676*0 days. 
FLATBOTTOM RIVER boat, 
less than 1 hour on rebuilt 140 
hp. Johnson with jet, tunnel, 
windsheild, winch, $8700. 250- 
638-7976 
FOR SALE 16' ski boat with 80 
H Merc, motor. Includes trailer. 
Exc. condition. 250-635-9084 
FOR SALE 1981 Campion 
Boat, 26.5'1ong 9'6" wide. Ex- 
cellent condition with new mo- 
tor, a rebuilt 460 cobra leg, 
swim gdll and self draining alu- 
minum deck. Three year old 
trailer, radio, depthsounder, 
G.P.S., 20 HP Mercury out- 
board. Asking $32,000. Days 
call 250-635-9523, evenings 
250-635-4564 
1980 HONDA Gold Wing Inter- 
state. In very good condition. 
1100cc, 74,000 km. Make an 
offer. 250-635-2446 
SUNDOWNER BUMPER pull 
28' Holiday trailer. Self con- 
tained. Good condition, stored 
in winter. $4000. 250-694-3546 
MIKE ROSMAN'S RV "Help" 
We need campers, trailers, 5th 
motorhomes. Buy/consign 
fenced compaird separate use 
sales staff. Interior's largest 
dealer. Call Peter 1-800-811- 
8733 1-250-558-8635 
1983 SOUTHWIND Class "A" 
27' fully loaded, low mileage, all 
fibreglass, good condition. 
Priced to sell. $15,000. Phone 
250-847-3787 
f Looking for ~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Ministry of Social 
~k~velopment a d Economic Securi~;/ 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
PRINCE CRAFT 18 
with 60 hp. 
Yamaha and trailer 
s6995.00 
INhitewater 21'  
Jel B0al 
460 Ford g Canvas Top 
s17,995.00 
1996 Mercury 
30 Jet 
with Conlr01s 
s3,199.00 
! 995 Mercury 
135 ELPTO 
*4 ,995 ,00  
2352 Bayliner 
Trophy 
V8 kicker, full 10ad 
45,995.00  
!996  Suzuki 
LT 250 4x4 
i : :  W/winch 
~$3,499'00 
1997 Rustler 
190 Travel Trailer 
Like new condition, awning 
s!3995.00 
Boo), 
ii::iiii!iiiii : i 150hp Mariner 
:SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD, J::%495.00 
i PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery o[ goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
RO. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
.Terrace Depot: 635,-7676 
O r y ~  
SERVICES LTD.  
SPECIALISTS IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES ,SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS .SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS -CATCH BASIN & SUMP PiTS 
• FIREPLACES •REST. GREASE TRAPS 
• ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL •ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS •FOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS 1 "Z  ACUUM EXCAVATION_____ 
Indust r ia l  Vacuum Trucks  6 3 5 -  1 1 32  
How 
ARE YOU IN NEED OF SUM- 
MER CHILD CARE? Certified 
Elementary Teacher and morn 
of one, school age girl, would 
like to care for your school aged 
children in my home during 
summer months. Fully fenced 
yard in Horseshoe area. For 
more Into call Cindy 250.635- 
4677 
EXPERIENCED CHILD Care- 
giver will babysit your baby 
and/or toddler in your home. 
Very reliable. References avail- 
able upon request. Please call 
Brenda at 250-635-3771 eves. 
LOOKING FOR an experienced 
nanny. References required. 
Preferably someone who 
speaks Vietnamese. Apply by 
resume to 3801 Eby St., Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 4J6. 
MOTHER OF two wanting to 
babysit in own home, Large 
fenced yard. Horseshoe area 
excellent references. Bonded all 
ages welcome. Monday.Friday. 
Call 250-638-0797 or 250-635- 
8244. 
RAINBOW CASTLE Preschool 
is now registering for their sum- 
mer programl Sessions run July 
3-14 or July 17-28, am or pm 
available. You may also pre- 
register for fall sessions nowl 
Call Lisa or Tracey at 250-638- 
8890 for' more information. 
*Note: Subsidy available for 
both programs for eligible fa- 
milies. 
THE HILLTOP Preschool is 
now taking registration for Sep- 
tember 2000 for children aged 2 
1/2 to 6. Please contact Ranj at 
250-635-7589 after 5 pm, or at 
250-615-6482. 
are we 
doing?. 
docJ$ lZOt Se~ll l  to  reflect 
fairly what rvas said, let our 
edltom knorL 
When we are unable to 
solve ~. t r  complaint, we 
encourage.)~m to submit it 
to tire: 
fl,(~, l)rt)$.,; Coutt¢l l  
201 -/290 Bnmd St. 
Vlclorla If. C VH IV 2A 5 
7tq (2~09 38,1-134,I 
I~L~'(250) 384.3.Ft6 
7he B.C. I~'SS CoUII¢'8 was ox'ah',l I,; 
1983 US ae leTdepe,,denr n,e,h.,,, 
Imard to protect he pu ld lc~)m pn'ss 
Itlacc'ora O) or 
IttlfilJrtl¢)$S and tu pmtnole qltall O, 
Jol,rmdlsnt. 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. 
American Waiver allows legal 
entry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
portation, All Canadian/Ameri- 
can immigration applications. 1- 
800-347-2540 
FREE CREDIT Counselling. 
Consolidate debts, One low 
monthly payment. Eliminate or 
reduce interest, rebuild your 
credit rating. Credit counselling 
Society of BC. A non-profit 
Service. 1-888-527-8999. 
NEED LAND cleared? Disked 
and rolled. Call Howard 250- 
695-6413 
WORKING MAN'S Truck/Car 
lot. Are you self-employed (or 
not)? Is no proof of income a 
problem? No downpayment? 
Declined by your bank? Call 
Jeanne or Frank, we can helpl 
Payments from $199/month. 
You can drive today. 1-800- 
310-2346 
LCOME~ 
c?,°o N / 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C. IS: 
M.ish 
:638  0188 
If you are new to 
Terrace please 
call Your 
Welcome 
Wagon hostess 
for your free gifts 
and information. 
WELCOML~ 
CALL ~ CALL 
NOW NOW 
O Down Available 
Call Now 24 Hours 
2000 F150 Reg Cab 4x4 
• $289 ~. l [ l l l~ ,  
me ,..1 , i ,  ~ "" ~ $279 
me,  
1999 F250 Ext Cab 4x2 
2000 GMC Ext Cab 4x2 
$289 ,~E~r. ._  
m o . ~  
$279 
1999Reg Cab4x4 me.  
O Down Available 
Call Now 24 Hours 
2000 Dodge Reg Cab 4x2 
$289 : ~- Jm~"  
1999 Dodge Quad $279 
Cab 4x4 5-speed me. 
1999 Mercury Sable 
$ 1 9 9 ~ ~  
mo '" 
~ $ 1 9 9  
1999 Dodge Caravan me. 
Cars We Will Get You Approved Call 
Vans Now 
Trucks Call 1-800-310-2346 24 
SUVs Hours 
The Accent is on 
Service and Savings 
We specialize In locating you to a dealer with a preapproved loan 
on the vehicle of your choice. 
Lease 2000 F150, Dodge 1500 GMC 1500, 6 rues. $3800 down o equivalent trade + Is + 
2nd+feesT.P,21790taxosextra.Lease2000Ft50 0bdg~ ~O0 GMC 500,6rues $2800 
down at equivalent rade + let + 2nd + toes T.P, 2Ot9O taxes extra. 1999 CaTavan Marc ry 
Sapie,48mos.$2B0Odownor equivalonttrado+ tst~-2nd +IossT.P. 90O2lexesoxtra, 
JUST IN CASE 
MISSED OUR 
21 HOUR COMMERCIAL. 
The Children's Miracle Network Telethon Is over, 
but the need isn't, Please call 1 .9oo .63o .5o5o  
to make an automat ic  p re -set  donat ion  of 
$50 or call 1 -9oo.63o.2525 for a $25 donat ion,  
THANK YOU ON BEHALF OF B.C:S K ID :S~ 
Your donation wil l  appear on 
your TELUS phone bill. You must 
be 18 years or older to call. 
B I 2- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, June 21, 2000 
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One of the fastest pro,stock cars sits primed to race at the Western Canada 
Speed Association Pro-Stock Invitational at the Terrace Speedway, June 24. 
These cars are traveling from the North to test their Power on the local track. 
Fast cars set to tear up the track 
ABOUT $5.000 in prize 
money will be up for grabs 
Saturday, June 24 when 
McEwen GM and Fountain 
Tire host the Western Ca- 
nada Speed Association 
Pro-Stock Invi.tational at 
the Terrace Speedway. 
Sixteen of these fast, 
factor on the outcome of 
the race. 
In between the Pro- 
Stock races, the TSCA 
four-cylinder 'bomber' cars 
will be racing. 
This ac t ion -packed  
class of about 15 cars will 
be gearing up the crowd 
professional-looking cars and tearing up the track. 
are coming from Prince After the racing, every- 
George, Quesnel, Wfl- one is invited to come 
liams Lake and Fort St. over to the pit and meet 
John. the drivers and the cars. 
The action should be Time trials start at 5:30 
intense as the drivers do 
battle on a track that most 
of them have never seen. 
The evening includes 
trophy dashes, heats and 
the main event, which is a 
100 lap race that will try 
the strategy and patience 
of the drivers. 
Most pro-stock and late 
model drivers aren't used 
to these longer, almost 
NASCAR-l ike races, 
where conserving tires, 
brakes and fuel could be a 
p.m. and racing begins at 7 
p.m. 
Be sure to come back 
June 25 when all three of 
the TSCA s classes of cars 
and some Pro-Stock cars 
will be racing. 
These thrills start with 
time trials at 12:30 p.m. 
and racing at 2 p.m. 
To get to the races, fol- 
low the Terrace Speedway 
signs along Queensway 
and Old Remo road. 
Adults are $6, students 
swz ,eo 
SUMMER 
SALE! 
0 
Reg. Now 
LCG Steel Irons 3-PW S1080 $800 
FiresohSteel Irons 3-PW S1300 $1100 
Super Steel Irons 3-PW S1040 $875 
Super Steel lrons Graphite 3-PW $1250 $1099 
ISI Irons Steel 
ISI Drivers 
"For ~ who want to play their be l t "  . PING" 
Reg. Now 
3-PW $1095 $940 
s625 $550 
GOLF v 
~¢XJ CJ~Cl ~GIJE V~T~I PH~ 
Reg. Now 
X-14 Irons Graphile 3-PW S1450 $1350 
Steel Head Drivers & Woads Steel S275 $225 
Graphite $395 $325 
10% OFF Selected Putters & Wedges 
Great  Selection Of  Shoes, Bags, 
Clothing & Much ,  Much More!  
Gi f t  Cer t i f i ca tes  Ava i lab le  
GOLF a COUNTRY CISUBJl 
Ph: 635-2542 Fax :  635-4800 
Toll Free 1.800-770-2542 
Box 865, Terrace BC 
www.bc-big.com/$keenavalleygolf 
and seniors are $3 and 
children under eight are 
free. A family pass is $15. 
For more information 
call Dave at 635-5984. 
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
A S S 0 C I  A T I0  I~ 
British Columbia nd Yukon 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
BRITISH? WORKED 
THERE? Or drawing 
"frozen" pension? Get 
facts on your UK pension 
rights and UK pension 
rights and our "anti- 
freeze" campaignI Call 
non-profit Canadian 
Alliance British 
Pensioners Free 1-800- 
760-6633 Emaih 
maya@ brentwood.bc.ca. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
INVENTORS- PRODUCT 
IDEAS WANTED] Free 
nformation Package. 
Develop and 
professionally present 
your new product idea to 
manufacturers through 
Davison, an award 
winning firm. Patent 
assistance available: 1- 
800-677-6382. 
CASH IN/CASH OUT ! 
Coke Pepsi, Frito Lay, 
Mars. Re-fill unique 
vendors in your area. F/T, 
PIT. No selling. Min. 
investment $13, 980. Call 
1-888-840-5964 (24hrs) 
Member of A.V,A. and 
D&B. 
Furniture Problems are 
BIG BUSINESS. Mobile 
furniture repair franchises 
Available Nowl Home 
based, high margin, 
unlimited customers. 
Division of worlds largest 
service franchise 
organization. Investment 
$13,000 + financing 
available. Previous 
experience not required. 
Call Furniture Medic 1- 
800-263-5928 for 
Information 
INCREDIBLE BRAND 
NAME Product. 
Distributors required 
mmediately. IOOK year 
potential. Min. investment 
$10,950 guaranteed. A 
few needed in your area. 
The Blue Corp. 1-877- 
448-7744 (24hrs). 
Canadian Company, 
117'x24' STEEL BOAT, 
main net running, 2 
auxiliaries, all appliances, 
clean. Great B&B or eco- 
fish camp, sleeps 14. 
1999 Survey, $55,000 
O.B:O. Phone 250-935- 
0140. 
THE MONEY MACHINEI 
*NEW* not an ATM, Most 
financially secure home- 
based business in the 
world. $100,000/yr 
potential, Investment 
under $10,000, 1-888- 
257-4164 C24hrs). 
Member of N,B.O.B, 
Terrace 
Minor Hockey 
Association 
REGISTRATION 
SATURDAY 
AUGUST 12 
10 a.m. - 12 noon 
SWAP 
11 a.m.-2:00 p.m. 
in the Arena Lobby 
(Downstairs) 
If you are interested in coaching a 
START YOUR OWN 
commercial embroidery 
business. Home or retail 
opportunity, Equipment, 
software, training and 
support for under 
$18,000. Contact 
Pantograms Embroidery 
Systems (Canada) 1-800- 
978-9921, 
~Ip TM 
I - In rk~v ~aht ick"  Of f -Seoson  
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
MOBILE DIMENSION 
sawmill business, located 
n Red Earth, Alberta. 
Letter of timber Authority 
included. For more 
information call 780-649- 
3999. 
BECAUSE OF 
BUSINESS growth, this 
modern fully equipped 
auto dealership located in 
a great environment 
requires: journeyman and 
apprentice technicians 
and a sewice advisor. Will 
train suitable general 
technician or apprentice 
applicants, however, Ford 
experience preferred and 
diagnostic or automatic 
transmission experience 
an asset. Relocation 
assistance and we'll come 
and see you. Apply 
confidentialy to Phil 
Pardell or Garand Jones, 
Monahan Ford, fax 780- 
523-5000. 
"C E N T R A L 
SASKATCHEWAN. New 
and used ag-parts 
business; excellent 
location, includes land, 
newer 7500 sq.ft building, 
stock, tools, loaders, etc. 
Going concern. Phone 
Herb 306-338-3336, 306- 
322-4567, evenings. 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY 
MADISON PUBLISHING 
is looking for the right 
person to take on the 
Publisher position at The 
Question community 
newspaper n Whistler, 
B.C. Direct experience in 
newspaper sales 
management is an asset. 
Apply by June 30 to 
Group Publisher Penny 
Graham via email to: 
pennygraham @ madison,c 
a or fax 1-604-922-3993. 
Mail: Box 3500, 
S__quamish~ BC, V0N 3G0, 
CAREER TRAINING 
NEW HORSEMANSHIP 
MAJOR ~lus Training 
Major in Equine studies. 
Work towards your CEF 
Coaching Level 1. Apply 
now for fall. Awards 
available. Fairview 
College, 1-888-999-7882; 
www.fairviewc.ab.ca. 
EXPERIENCE = a job = 
experience. Pre- 
employment Parts 
Program or General 
Mechanic Program gets 
you in the door, Write first 
year apprenticeship 
exam. Fairview College, 
1 -888-999-7882;  
www.fairviewc,ab.ca, 
INTERNATIONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES for 
Golf Course Managers. 
Industry demands exceed 
amount of qualified 
persons, Enrol in this fall's 
Turfgrass Management 
Diploma Course. Fairview 
College, 1.888-999-7882; 
www,falrvlawc,ab.ca. 
Network  C lass i f ieds  
$290 for 25 words 
$ 6.00 each 
• additional word 
FOR SALE MISC. 
F IREWORKS!  
FIREWORKS! Retail 
Stores, Distributors 
wanted or consumers by 
direct from the 
manufacturers. Must be 
over 18 years old. Visa, 
Mastercard, American 
Express. 1-800-563-1110 
www,mysticaldistributing.c 
om. 
COMPUTERS! No money 
downl Unlimited Internet, 
no charge ever! No 
interest, no payments up 
to one year. Ideal for 
children's education, 
business and 
entertainment, 500 MHZ 
computer, 17" monitor. 
Free printer and scanner. 
$69/month O.A.C. 1-888- 
855-5527, National 
Computers Direct. 
HELP WANTED 
THE QUESNEL 
CURLING Club is seeking 
a full time Ice Technician, 
for a concrete based, 6 
sheet curling facility. 
Include resume & 
references, stating 
qualifications & work 
experience to P.O. Box 
4041, Quesnel, B.C. V2J 
3J2. Contact Jack at (250) 
747-3776 or 
dawson @ uniserve.com. 
for more information. 
Deadline is July 15, 2000. 
SUPERVISORY 
POSITION: available in 
busy electronic/music 
retail outlet in Northern 
BC. Could lead to 
Assistant Manager or 
partnership to successful 
applicant. Excellent salary 
depending on experience. 
Mail your Resume to: 
Radio Shack, 9936 100 
Ave., Ft. St. John, BC, 
Vl J  1Y5 or fax to 250- 
785-9090, 
PAY TELEPHONE 
SERV. 
CANADA'S #1 
PSYCHICS. Uncover 
secrets of your future. 
Love, health, career and 
money. Accurate and 
affordable readings. Call 
Now 1-900-451-7070 
$2.89/minute 18+. 
PERSONALS 
These ads appear in approximately 100 
community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million reaoers, 
CAREER TRAINING 
Exciting wel paid careers 
in computer programming 
and internet website 
design. We will prepare 
suitable applicants. 
Ministry of Education 
Registered Home Study 
Diploma Program. 
Financial assistance, 
loaner computer systems 
and job placement tools 
available, No experience 
necessary, 1-800-477- 
9 5 7 8 
www.cmstraining.com. 
COMING EVENTS 
DREAMS ARE REAL. 
Discover how to link your 
inner, outer realities. 
Experience it for yourself. 
For free book, Eckankar, 
1-800-Love God, ask for 
book #F18. 
www.eckankar.org. 
EDUCATION 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER . . . write for 
money and pleasure with 
our unique home-study 
course. You get individual 
tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of 
writing - romances, short 
stories, radio and TV 
scripts, articles and 
children's stories. Send 
today for our Free Book. 
Toll Free 1-800-267-1829 
Fax 1-613-749-9551 The 
Writing School 3400 - 38 
McArthur Ave , Ottawa, 
ON K1L 6R2. 
COUNSELLOR 
TRAINING INSTITUTE 
offers distance learning 
and on campus courses 
for certificate and d1 ~loma 
programs. Course 
catalogue 1-800-665- 
7 0 4 4 
www.counselortraining.co 
m. 
A NEW CAREER? Train 
to be an 
Apartment/Condominium 
Manager. Many jobs 
available! Free job 
placement assistance. 
Government registered 
program. For 
information/brochure Call 
(604) 681-5456/1-800- 
665-8339. www.rmti.ca. 
'JOBS ' JOBS * JOBS 
with the largest employer 
in the worldl Travel, 
Tourism, Hotels, Resorts, 
Airlines, Adventure/Eco 
Tourism, Cruise lines. 
Canadian Tourism 
College can open the 
doors to your futurel 
Surrey 1-800-668-9301 
Vancouver (604) 736- 
8000. 
FOR SALE MISC, 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
LOGS into boards, 
planks, beams. Large 
capacity. Best sawmill 
value anywhere, Norwood 
Industries, manufacturer 
of sawmills, edgers & 
skidders, Free Information 
1-800-566-6899. 
ASHGROVE CHRISTIAN 
S I N G L E S 
Correspondence Club. 
Love/Marriage. Age 18- 
8 5 
Singles/Widowed/Divorce 
d. Canada, Internet world, 
Ashgrove, Box 205, 
Chase, B.C., V0E 1M0. 1- 
250-679-3542, vm: 250- 
679-3543, fax; 250-679- 
4 4 1 6 
www.huntsashgrove.com. 
Free Information. 
673 - WEEK OF 
JUNE 1912000 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the BCYCNA 
at (604) 669-9222 
PSYCHIC SERVICES 
M Y S T I C A L  
CONNECTIONS.  
Canada's Leading 
Psychics. Relationships, 
Finances. Career. 
Guidance. Live & 
confidential. 24 
hrs/18+/$2.99 mln. 1-900- 
677-5872. Visa/MC 1- 
877-478-4410.  
www.mysticalconnections. 
com. 
REAL ESTATE 
GOT A CAMPGROUND 
membership or 
timeshare? We'll take itl 
America's oldest and 
largest resort resale 
clearinghousel Resort 
Sales International 1-800- 
423-5967. 
RECREATIONAL 
PROPERTY FOR SALE 
OVER 100 
RECREAT IONAL 
properties in B.C., large & 
small for sale by owner. 
Niho Land & Cattle 
Company. Call 604-606- 
7900, e-mail 
sales@ niho.com. Website 
www.niho.com. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
FUTURE STEEL 
BUILDINGS - Durable, 
Dependable, Pre- 
engineered All-Steel 
Structures. Custom-made 
to suit your need and 
requirements. Factory- 
Direct affordable prices. 
Call 1-800-668-5111 ext 
132 for free brochure. 
TRAVEL 
TIMESHARE RESALES. 
World's Largest Reseller. 
Era Stroman since 1979, 
Call Nowl Buyers call 1- 
800-613-7987. Sellers call 
1-800-201-0864. E-maih 
info @ stroman.com. 
TRAILERS 
WE PAY CASH Instantly 
for 1984 and newer RV's. 
We also take trade-ins, 
consignments and have 
special finance packages 
available, call Voyager RV 
Centre 1-800-668.1447 
www,voyager-rv,com. 
TRUCKS 
"O DOWN O.A.C." 
Guaranteed credit 
approvals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
utilities, Repo's broken 
leases, heavy duty 
equipment. Take over 
payments. Free delivery. 
Call The Untouchables 
now, 1-800-993-3673. 
Vancouver 327-6377. 
TERRACE 
EM FORD 
"Qua l i ty  Care  a t  
your  serv ice"  
New & Used Cars/Trucks 
Complete Service & Parts Dept. 
il[.3[,q/--~n', l,-1:]r..: i i  
4631 Keith Avenue 
Out of Town 
1-800-463-1  1 28  
by  dromle  Wayne and  C~Pahom ChevT 'eau  
Norm's  Auto  
Re uisbing 
"COLLISION REPAIR & PAINT 
CENTRE 
"UNITIZED BODY REPAIR 
*I.C.B.C. REPAIRS l ~  
"FRAME REPAIRS 
Please CoB 
635-3929 
1-800-463-1128 
4630 KEIffl, TERRACE. NEXT TO GREYHOUND 
FAX: 635-3081 
t 
